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About IIM, Indore

With the objectives of imparting high quality
management education and training, the
Department of Higher Education, Ministry of
Education, Government of India established
Indian Institutes of Management as
Institutions
of
Excellence.
These
Institutions are recognized as premier
management institutions, comparable to
the best in the world for teaching, research
and interaction with industries.
Established in 1996, Indian Institute of
Management Indore (IIM Indore) has been a
leader in the field of management
education, interfacing with the industry,
government and PSUs. Situated atop a
scenic hillock, the 193 acre campus of IIM
Indore provides an ideal backdrop for
contemplative learning. IIM Indore has the
latest in teaching aids, rich learning
resources, a strong IT backbone, state-ofthe-art sports complex and hostels as well
as contemporary infrastructure.
The motto of the Institute is Siddhi Moolam
Prabandhanam that encapsulates the belief
that ‘the root of all achievement is
management’.
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IIM Indore seeks to be a contextually-relevant business school with
world-class academic standards that develops socially-conscious
managers, leaders and entrepreneurs. IIM Indore is committed to:
Excellence in management education, research, and training
Use of contemporary participant-centric pedagogies and teaching methods
A presence in emerging segments of management education

The great aim of education
is not knowledge but action
– Herbert Spencer
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CCBMDO Programme
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PROGRAMME
OBJECTIVES

To familiarize the officers with a new framework, i.e. business
environment.
To orient them towards the management education and
management training.
To provide the understanding of the conceptual and analytical
tools.
To provide them skills related to all significant management fields
including all technical and behavior techniques.
To provide them the exposure in different areas of management
that is necessary while selecting the second career.

PROGRAMME
DESIGN

CCBMDO at IIM Indore is a twenty-four week, full-time
programme. The objectives of the programme are:

CCBMDO programme is spread over four terms. Academic input
is delivered through two types of courses: Core and elective
courses. Core courses will be taught over first three terms. They
provide participants with the fundamental conceptual knowledge,
analytical skills and techniques, contextual understanding. The
elective courses offered in the last term of the programme, give
participants a deeper understanding of different functional areas
and enable them to specialize in areas of their choice.
The combination of core and elective courses helps the
participants develop an in-depth understanding of the
interrelationships crucial to successful business management. It
has enabled them to be more effective in their jobs while being
sensitive to the issue and challenges confronting people in the
other parts of the organization.

PEDAGOGY /
METHODOLOGY

Armed forces are one of our most
valuable work forces that
contribute their highest level of
services to the nation. The
officers are believed to be highly
oriented towards their task. They
are
self-disciplined,
highly
enthusiastic, and courageous.
They possess high level of
leadership ability, and also
indulge in the job at hand with
highest level of motivation. It is
clear that in this technology savvy
era,
only
knowledge-based
employment is possible, and
generalized experience will not be
of help. Hence, we have designed
a challenging learning experience
that focuses on real-world
problems, solutions and providing
new knowledge and tools to face
challenges in corporate arena.
The focus of the programme
would be on all functional aspects
of management, like, operations
management,
marketing,
strategy,
human
resource
management and organizational
behavior, Information technology
and its recent development,
economics,
finance
and
accounting, and supply chain
management. This programme
acts as a platform for armed
forces personnel to re-orient
themselves towards their new
professional life.

IIM Indore uses a combination of various teaching methods such
as cases, projects, computer aided instructions, group
discussions, lectures, seminars, simulations, presentations by
participants, and lectures by guest speakers from industry and
government. The case method is the predominant pedagogical
tool. This sharpens the analytical skills of participants and helps
analyze problems from multi-functional perspectives. Instructors
mainly guide the group, encourage participants to develop and
defend arguments, and take decisions.
IIM Indore CCBMDO 2021-22 Placement Brochure

Message
from the
Director

“

Enthusiasm shown in
joining the course at
campus, despite all
odds, speaks volumes
about their willingness
to adapt and adopt the
rapidly changing
environment and …shall
hold them in good stead

It is a matter of great pride for us at IIM Indore, to
present the 18th batch of Defence Services Officers
undergoing the six months full time ‘Certificate
Course in Business Management for Defence
Officers’, with us. The programme holds a special
value for us, considering the service to the nation
that every single one of these officers has rendered,
during their prime years.
Designed to help these dynamic officers swiftly build
core business management knowledge and skills,
and expand their area of expertise, the programme
offers core subjects in management, contextually
relevant electives, and interaction with business
leaders that contribute significantly towards
developing competencies in the specialised fields.
Building on the teaching experience in conjunction
with the course and industry feedback, each module
has evolved over the last decade. The tools and
techniques used for instructions are designed to
provide an enriching learning experience and a
foundation for continued learning.
The enthusiasm shown by this batch in joining the
course at campus, despite all odds, speaks volumes
about their willingness to adapt and adopt the rapidly
changing environment and stay connected to the
ground which shall hold them in good stead in their
journey ahead. This complements their core
attributes
of
commitment,
integrity
and
perseverance and makes them an asset to the
industry.

Professor Himanshu Rai
Director IIM Indore
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CCBMDO course at IIM Indore would equip these
officers with tools and skills to manage complex
business situations and become valued assets to
the organisations that they decide to join. The
industry feedback of previous CCBMDO batches has
been very good and we are certain that this batch,
going forward, will make its own mark in the
corporate world. IIM Indore invites the corporate elite
to come forward to unleash the potential within this
select group for exponential growth of their
respective organisations.
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Prof. Mitul Surana

Prof. Pradip Banerjee

Prof. Bhavin J. Shah

Prof. Shubhamoy Dey

Subject
Business
Economics-I (BE-I)

Subject
Financial Accounting
and Control (FAC)

Subject
Introduction to
Quantitative Methods
(IQM)

Subject
Introduction to
Spreadsheet Modeling
(ISM)

Prof. Swatantra

Prof. Aditya Billore

Prof. Rohit Kapoor

Prof. Sumit Kumar
Ghosh

Subject
Managerial
Communications (MC)

Subject
Marketing
Management-I (MM-I)

Subject
Operations
Management - I (OM - I)

Subject
Organizational
Behaviour - I (OB - I)

Prof. Kiran Kumar K

Prof. Mehul Raithatha

Prof. Saripalli Bhavani
Shankar

Prof. Nobin Thomas

Subject
Financial
Management I

Subject
Managerial
Accounting & Control

Subject
Marketing
Management II

Subject
Organisational
Behaviour II

Prof. Shikha Gupta

Prof. DL Sunder

Prof. Hariprasad B

Prof. Amitabh Deo
Kodwani

Subject
Business Economics II

Subject
Entrepreneurship
Orientation &
Innovation

Subject
Financial
Management II

Subject
Human Resource
Management

Prof. Hasmukh
Gajjar

Prof. Sridhar

Prof. Shubhabrata
Basu

Prof. Sanjog Ray

Subject
Operations
Management II

Subject
Perspectives on Law
& Business

Subject
Strategic
Management

Subject
Management
Information Systems

Prof. Mukul Gupta
Subject
Management
Information Systems

Mentors
of
Excellence
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“

The art of
teaching is the
art of assisting
discovery.
Mark Van Doren
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Core Subjects
Business Economics-I
Financial Accounting and Control
Introduction to Quantitative Methods
Introduction to Spreadsheet Modeling
Managerial Communications
Marketing Management-I
Operations Management - I

Electives

Organizational Behaviour - I

Brand Management

Financial Management I

Entrepreneurship & New Ventures

Managerial Accounting & Control

Green Business Management

Marketing Management II

Project Management

Organisational Behaviour II

Quality Management

Business Economics II

Strategic Cost Management

Entrepreneurship Orientation & Innovation

Supply Chain Management

Financial Management II

Retail Management

Human Resource Management

Compensation & Performance

Operations Management II

Management Business Growth Strategies

Perspectives on Law & Business

Corporate Performance Management

Strategic Management

Project Finance & Appraisal

Management Information Systems

Training and Development
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Faculty
Speak

Prof. Nobin Thomas

“

Interacting with CCBMDO participants has always been a satisfying
experience. This especially given the fact that Organisational
Behaviour as a subject is engrained into them through their service
careers and they bring a variety of perspectives to class room
discussions making for an excellent learning experience. All 75
participants have shown keen interest in learning cohesively and to
understanding behavioral concepts. Managing troops and large multi
skilled teams has groomed them into dynamic leaders and here in IIM
Indore, we have aided them in refining their existing skills to better
apply to the corporate world. I find this batch as highly motivated,
energetic, enthusiastic and professionally sound. I sincerely wish
them well in all their future endeavors. I also call upon recruiters to
tap their potential for greater good of organisations at large.

Prof. Rohit Kapoor

“

The Certificate Course in Business Management for Defence Officers
is a one of a kind career transition course offered to the Officers of
the Tri-Services by IIM-Indore. As Faculty of Operations Management,
I have been closely associated with CCBMDO batches since 2010. A
unique trait I have seen in Armed Forces officers across all batches is
their natural affinity towards Operations. In fact Operations is often
the mainstay of their multi-faceted profile making them ideal
candidates for mid and senior level Operations roles across
industries. The present batch is highly enthusiastic, participative and
keen to embark on the Corporate Journey. Their transition time to
adapt to situations is relatively low making them definite accelerators
for growth. I strongly urge recruiters to tap their potential and wish
each participant of the course a successful & fulfilling career ahead.
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Prof. Pradip Banerjee

“

The CCBMDO batch participants are a group of highly committed
professionals with a lot of working experience in difficult situations.
These challenges make them suitable for varied environments. They
have shown tremendous potential and are eager to apply themselves
to future career encounters. The discipline and leadership skills of
this multifaceted group would be a blessing for any organisation. I
was happy to note the initiative and zeal displayed by them in our
classroom interactions, the first through the pandemic. I am
confident that they will transform from military leaders to corporate
managers in little time. I wish them good luck for their future
endeavours. Given the strength of character, maturity and skills, I
strongly recommend them to potential employers.

Prof. Swatantra

“

I am of the firm opinion that defence officers have a natural ability to
learn, are intuitive thinkers and eager to add value. My interactions
over the years have been a revelation – their diverse experience,
resilience and communication skills have truly impressed me. The
present batch of participants is especially noteworthy. They are
go-getters who will rise to any challenge, be it in the classroom or the
board room. I am confident that with their vast range of abilities, they
will enable and empower any organisation they go to. I wish them the
very best for the future.
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Alum
Speak
Lt Cdr Zoheb Sheikh (Retd), PMP®
Indian Navy (2008-2018)
Senior Manufacturing Manager
Britannia Industries Ltd

“

The truth of the matter is that you always know the right thing to do.
The hard part is doing it” and that’s where IIM Indore helped us. The
Certification course at IIM Indore helped me learn to unlearn and
prepare myself for a transition to civil world in the most systematic
and dynamic way. Not only did it introduce the Business relevant
subjects and skills required to excel in different business contexts, its
teaching model also developed an ability to look at different
paradigms and make best decisions. The peer-to-peer discussions
on diverse topics acted as a catalyst to the learning experience and
kept us abreast of the real-world challenges. The course curriculum
is designed to make you a generalist with special focus on relevant
industry concepts and enabled me to make a judicious decision to
select my field of interest post transition.

Wg Cdr Vijay Sindhu (Retd.)
AGM-Security
Sterlite Copper-Vedanta Limited

“

A veteran needs a platform to understand the various nuisances and
verticals of business, and how your approach needs to be changed
while using your experience in corporate world. Business
Management course at IIM Indore, provides tha much needed
platform and it has helped me immensely to analyse and solve day to
day issues with keeping strategic goals in mind. I am pretty sure that
this cousre will give a much needed platform to hone your analytical
and decision taking abilities to handle complex business tasks/
projects. All the very best to the participants of CCBMDO 18 for future
endeavours. Godspeed.
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Suchindra KR
Community Lead
Associate Director
UBS

“

A wonderful transition course which is tailor made for defence
officers. I am more grateful to IIM Indore after applying the course
knowledge in the corporate world.

CCBMDO course equips an individual with sufficient ammunition to
strive and win the corporate battle. Other than Imparting knowledge,
CCBMDO course also inspires us to swim in corporate sea. Overall, it
was a humbling experience to seek knowledge from one of the best
faculties of the country.

Lt Col Shyam R S (Retd)
HR Leader & Business Partner
Cummins India Limited

“

Every year hundreds of Armed Forces Officers of Indian Army, Air
Force and Navy hang their uniform. After retirement, these highly
skilled, dynamic, and vibrant leaders called “Veterans”, aspire to join
the Corporate World to serve the nation’s economy with the same
passion, vigour, and mission-oriented approach. Their skills are highly
transferable but needs orientation towards the business environment
& framework. The CCBMDO Executive Program of IIM Indore acts as
a great platform for these Officers. The pedagogy of the course, the
academic rigour and the diverse cohort makes it one of the most
highly relevant and future oriented programs available in the market.
Being a CCBMDO Alumni, the course was a life changing experience,
paving way for me in joining a world class company. Veteran officers
continue to remain an asset in the corporate world, and many are
holding key leadership positions, from where they can drive positive
change. I am sanguine, as years progress, Veterans are going to play
a major part in shaping the business landscape of the future.
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Batch
Statistics
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Multi Functional
Experience
14%

Ship Building

Others (Data
Analytics/ BI/
Legal etc)

24%

Aviation/
Aerospace

Finance

IT/ TELECOM/
Software Development

24%

Supply Chain
Management

QA/ QC

Academia/ Training

32%

Security/ Risk
Management

61%

Project/ Program
Management

74%

93%

R&D

19%

28%

58%

65%

11%

HRM/ PR

Operations

72%

85%

CCBMDO
2021-22 BATCH
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22%
16 out of 74

NAVY

42%
31 out of 74

ARMY

AIR FORCE

36%
27 out of 74

SERVICE BACKGROUND

39.5
YEARS

56

18

MALE

FEMALE

AVERAGE AGE

AGE CATEGORIZATION

8%

6 out of 74

30-35 Years

27

36-40 Years

14

41-45 Years

23

46-50 Years

5

50+ Years

5
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15-19

34%

50%

25 out of 74

37 out of 74

9-14

20-24
25+

8%
6 out of 74

Work Experience (Years)
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Educational
Qualification
Phd

01
23

M Tech

10
11

PG
Diploma

MBA

15
34
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Masters
(Others)

B Tech/
BE
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Certifications
37
LSSGB

34

9
LSSBB

OTHERS

9
AWS/
GOOGLE/
MICROSOFT

18
PMP

CYBER
SECURITY

6

11
CSM/ASM
AI/ML/ DATA
ANALYTICS

5

5
SHRM

7
ITIL4
FOUNDATION
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Anil Bhargava

34

07

Anish Monci Varghese

10

08

Anju Yadav

10

09

Ankit Tare

12

10

Arun Kumar

15

11

Ashima

10

12

Ashish Kumar Jha

15

13

Ashok Mishra

26

14

Avinash Barthwal

13

15

Baiju Babu

11

16

Bibin C Varghese

13

17

Binayak Budh Prakash

21

18

Deepali Ghosh

16

19

Gagandeep Kaur

12

20

Gaurav Tak

10

21

Harvinder Singh Chahar

14

22

Harvinder Singh Sandhu

21

23

Kalpak Paranjape

24

24

Kalpana Rautela

10

25

Kanupriya Rana

14

26

Khan Saad

21

27

Kingshook Biswas

21

28

Kodeboina Leela Praneeth

12

29

Manju Bhaskar

22

30

Mayank Choudhary

24

31

Merugu Solomon Saneev

33

32

Narendra Singh Shekhawat

17

33

Nayan Singh

36

34

Pararthana

15

35

Pavanjeet Saluja

11

36

Pratyush Kumar Singh Gaur

21

37

Praveen Gopalakrishnan

20
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Others

06

Hospital Management

11

Public Relations

Anand Kumar

Legal Consulting

05

Security Management

10

Academia/ Training

Anand J P

Consultancy

04

Data Analytics & BI

24

Quality Assurance

Amitabh Shrivastava

Finance

03

Marketing

22

Project/ Program
Management

Alok Kumar

Supply Chain
Management

02

Facility Management

14

Administration

Total
Experience

Alok HK

HRM

Name

01

Operations

S. No.

Functional Preference
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38

Preetal Parkhi

20

39

Raghvender Singh

20

40

Dr. Rajesh Kumar Pal

22

41

Rajish Rajan

14

42

Rakesh Sharma

24

43

Ritu Nayak

14

44

Rohan D Pawar

15

45

Romil Chandra

21

46

Sandhya Chauhan

12

47

Santosh Kumar

12

48

Seema Rani Dahiya

17

49

Shahbaz khan

22

50

Shashank Shekhar Sarangi

11

51

Shilpee Sharma

14

52

Shobhit Johri

14

53

Shreshth Joshi

10

54

Shubhankar Mishra

22

55

Sreejesh Sivan

14

56

Sreerekha KR

10

57

Sudheendra SN

21

58

Sumit Sharma

10

59

Sunil Kumar Singh

21

60

Suraj Mathai

14

61

Omkar Satish Tadphale

11

62

Tushar Arun Deshmukh

31.5

63

Vandana Sharma

22

64

VS Nambiar

30+

65

A Venkat Prasad

20

66

Vibha Tomar

14

67

Vidhu Singh

14

68

Vikas Yadav

14

69

Vinay S Bharamanaikar

13

70

Vinith Kumar V

10

71

Vivek Saxena

21

72

Yogesh Singh Chauhan

23

73

Yugandhar M Rao

20

74

Parminder Kaur

14
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Others

Hospital Management

Public Relations

Legal Consulting

Security Management

Academia/ Training

Consultancy

Data Analytics & BI

Quality Assurance

Finance

Marketing

Project/ Program
Management

Supply Chain
Management

Facility Management

Administration

HRM

Operations

Total
Experience

Name

S. No.

Functional Preference
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34

07

Anish Monci Varghese

10

08

Anju Yadav

10

09

Ankit Tare

12

10

Arun Kumar

15

11

Ashima

10

12

Ashish Kumar Jha

15

13

Ashok Mishra

26

14

Avinash Barthwal

13

15

Baiju Babu

11

16

Bibin C Varghese

13

17

Binayak Budh Prakash

21

18

Deepali Ghosh

16

19

Gagandeep Kaur

12

20

Gaurav Tak

10

21

Harvinder Singh Chahar

14

22

Harvinder Singh Sandhu

21

23

Kalpak Paranjape

24

24

Kalpana Rautela

10

25

Kanupriya Rana

14

26

Khan Saad

21

27

Kingshook Biswas

21

28

Kodeboina Leela Praneeth

12

29

Manju Bhaskar

22

30

Mayank Choudhary

24

31

Merugu Solomon Saneev

33

32

Narendra Singh Shekhawat

17

33

Nayan Singh

36

34

Pararthana

15

35

Pavanjeet Saluja

11

36

Pratyush Kumar Singh Gaur

21

37

Praveen Gopalakrishnan

20
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Others

Anil Bhargava

Automobile

06

Energy Sector

11

e-Commerce

Anand Kumar

Defence Sector/
Production

05

Data Science

10

R&D

Anand J P

Agro

04

Hospitality/ Healthcare

24

FMCG

Amitabh Shrivastava

Ship Building/ Port
Management

03

CBRNE

22

Infrastructure

Alok Kumar

Finance

02

Aerospace/ Aviation

14

Cyber Security

Total
Experience

Alok HK

IT/ ITES

Name

01

Telecom

S. No.

Industrial Preference
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38

Preetal Parkhi

20

39

Raghvender Singh

20

40

Dr. Rajesh Kumar Pal

22

41

Rajish Rajan

14

42

Rakesh Sharma

14

43

Ritu Nayak

14

44

Rohan D Pawar

15

45

Romil Chandra

21

46

Sandhya Chauhan

12

47

Santosh Kumar

12

48

Seema Rani Dahiya

17

49

Shahbaz khan

22

50

Shashank Shekhar Sarangi

11

51

Shilpee Sharma

14

52

Shobhit Johri

14

53

Shreshth Joshi

10

54

Shubhankar Mishra

22

55

Sreejesh Sivan

14

56

Sreerekha KR

10

57

Sudheendra SN

21

58

Sumit Sharma

10

59

Sunil Kumar Singh

21

60

Suraj Mathai

14

61

Omkar Satish Tadphale

11

62

Tushar Arun Deshmukh

31.5

63

Vandana Sharma

22

64

VS Nambiar

30+

65

A Venkat Prasad

20

66

Vibha Tomar

14

67

Vidhu Singh

14

68

Vikas Yadav

14

69

Vinay S Bharamanaikar

13

70

Vinith Kumar V

10

71

Vivek Saxena

21

72

Yogesh Singh Chauhan

23

73

Yugandhar M Rao

20

74

Parminder Kaur

14
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Others

Automobile

Energy Sector

e-Commerce

Defence Sector/
Production

Data Science

R&D

Agro

Hospitality/ Healthcare

FMCG

Ship Building/ Port
Management

CBRNE

Infrastructure

Finance

Aerospace/ Aviation

Cyber Security

IT/ ITES

Telecom

Total
Experience

Name

S. No.

Industrial Preference
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The Batch

Alok HK

Age 35 yrs

A diligent and industrious professional , I have over 11 years experience in the Indian Army along
with a four year stint in Software Engineering (2007-2011). Upon my re-entry to the corporate
world, I offer an unmatched mix of combat tested leadership skills, in-depth experience in
resource, operations and logistics management, proven instructional abilities, a passion for
programming and software development backed up by excellent analytical thinking & problem
solving abilities.

Operations Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Army

Contact
c21alokh@iimidr.ac.in
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/alokhk2/
+91 6909366567

Education
PG Diploma (Defence
Management & Strategic
Studies)
BE (Information Science)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Key Skills
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Programming - Java, Python,
PHP, Perl, Unix, SQL, Android
App Development
Operations Management
People Management
Leadership
Interpersonal Skills

As staff officer, coordinated day-to-day activities of about 800 people in more than 10 different
teams working towards achievement of a common goal
In charge of management and allocation of scarce resources to satisfy simultaneous demands after
due analysis, prioritization and contingency planning
As company commander, directly managed 12 team leaders each leading a 10 man team with
complementary knowledge, skills and abilities in fulfilment of mission objectives
Tasking, setting of success metrics at individual and team levels, performance appraisals,
identifying shortcomings and non- adherence to best practices and SOPs and implementing
corrective & preventive measures
Instrumental in driving continuous improvement of operations through a system of feedbacks,
constant analyses of metrics, individual and group training with predefined objectives
Demonstrated ability to handle ambiguous situations, change & conflict management and risk
mitigation

Logistics & Supply Chain Management
As logistics officer of a unit of 500+ men and 100+ tracked and wheeled vehicles, planned &
implemented supply and stocking of essentials such as produce, meat & poultry, food grains,
clothing, weapons & munitions, fuel, oil, lubricants & essential spare parts of critical equipment
Forecasting demand, placing indents on support establishments, optimized utilization of road
transport resources, collection and forward delivery ahead of bulk breaking points by motor and
animal transport
Executed advanced winter stocking of rations and fuels for a six month period for all dependent
personnel and vehicles in high altitude winter cut-off locations in the Himalayas
Coordination & liaison with repair organizations for equipment maintenance, provision of in-situ
repair service, back-loading of equipment & vehicles to workshops
Formulate & implement SOPs to enhance safety of men & material and reduce equipment downtime

Human Resource Management & Training
As Staff Officer Training of a regimental training establishment, trained over 3000 civilian recruits
into frontline soldiers of the Indian Army from initial onboarding to attestation
Planned and implemented detailed training program including weekly training schedules, lesson
plans, tests, ground evaluations and tactical outdoor exercises encompassing basic & advanced
military training.
Directly managed a team of over 150 instructors and associated instructional resources for effective
training of recruits to the highest standards adhering to guidelines and SOPs
Adopted Systems Approach to Training, through analysis of training needs, design, development and
implementation of training instructions and evaluation.

Software Development
Four year experience as a software engineer with Novellus Systems India Ltd (now Lam Research)
and SAP Ariba
Proven experience in customer satisfaction, handling escalations, problem solving and resolution
Java, OOP, Android App Development, MySQL, Python, PHP, Perl, C, UNIX, Shell Scripting & VBA skills
Developed numerous software for army establishments over the years including at Directorate
General Information Systems, Army Headquarters

Team Building & Mentoring
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Alok Kumar

Age 45 yrs

An accomplished Defense professional, with over 21 Years of experience in Application Software
Design, Development, Verification and Certification for Military Application. Has proven record of
managing SDLC and Experience of Predictive and Agile Development. Hands on experience with
Programming Languages (C, C++, Fortran, Python, Java and Excel). Thorough Understanding of
procurement Process adhering to DPM and DPP. Excellent communication skills and capable of
Team building.

Program Management
Experience 22 yrs

Contact

Head of Program (Avionics Software) at Software Development Institute, IAF, Bangalore. (2014-08 2020-12)
Program Manager for multiple Application Software Program for Airborne platform of Military
Aviation.
Experience of tool bases development involving latest tool like SCADE and VAPS..
Managed End to end developmental program from procurement to commission following SDLC.
Worked in coordination with multiple stakeholders such as defense PSUs and foreign Avionics
companies like Thales, Elbit, Rafael, MBDA.
Led team of Preliminary Design Review (PDR) with foreign OEM of Software Defined Radio (SDR)
being inducted in Indian Air Force.
Instrumental in setting up of Software Quality Assurance at Software Development Institute and
defined new quality manual with standards and templates for Software Quality Assurance.
Lead coordinator for Avionics Software Certification for Regional Center for Military Airworthiness
(RCMA).

alok_mfp@yahoo.com

Software Development

http://www.linkedin.com/
in/alok-kumar-b471aa49/

Software Engineer at Software Development Institute, IAF, Bangalore. (2001-06 - 2006-12)
Worked as Software Developer in cross-functional project team and involved in Design and
Development of Application Software of Display system for Mid life Fighter Aircraft upgrade
Program.
Coordinated with RCMA for testing and Certification and created required artifacts for certification.
IV&V member for other application development Projects.
Designated as Software Coordinator for all other system Development for Program involving HAL,
DRDO, BEL and foreign OEM.
Developed RADAR model in Linux OS Environment for Project Air Defense Training Simulator which
has integration with multiple modules.

Background Air Force

+91 7204053935

Education
BE (Computer Science)
MS (Software Systems)
Trained on Program and Contract
Management

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Project Management
Fundamentals

Key Skills
Project Management
SDLC
Business Planning
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
IT Management
Contract Management
Process Improvement
Cyber Security

Operations and IT Management
Senior Engineering Manager at Indian Air Force, Gwalior, MP (2012-04 - 2014-07)
Managed group of 200 technicians and junior engineers to undertake maintenance of EW and Laser
Systems.
Instrumental in Creation contract agreement with foreign vendor for spare support by quantifying
cost and planned requirements to provide seamless maintenance services for systems used across
Organization.
Controlled engineering activities to maintain work standards, adhere to timelines and meet quality
assurance targets.
Perform gap analysis on Operational and technical processes prior to Inspection of Central team to
one of the premier Air base.
Managed IT assets comprising of 750 systems/IT Peripherals.

Project Management
Global Coordinator (Project DD) Indian Air Force, New Delhi. (2007-01 - 2012-03)
Generated Business Requirements for Integrated Information System Project called Divya Drishti.
Integrated with development Team as user representative for vetting of SRS, Design and ATP
Documents.
Team Leader for conduct of Acceptance Testing Procedure (ATP) of Software intensive Project
having complex design involving multiple D&D agencies like PSUs, civil Industries and foreign OEM.
Coordinated with Different Operational Units for Induction and Implementation of Integrated
Information System at all frontline location across country worth 1000 Cr (In 2008-09) in Networked
Environment. Managed a fault management cell for early resolution of issues through OEM.
Formalized Policies and procedures for easy adaption in working scenarios. Drafted Cyber security
guidelines and implemented across the location.

Achievements
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15 Years Experience in Application Software Development and 04 Years of experience as Program
Coordinator
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Amitabh Shrivastava

Age 46 yrs

Multifaceted, go - getter who multi tasks within fraction of seconds in Volatile, Uncertain, Complex
and Ambiguous (VUCA) environment to take along the team till task accomplishment, within the
allotted time. Test Pilot by profession, keen eye for details with a technical bent of mind.
Commended by CISC (tri service Head) for delivering software which was empathetic towards the
user needs. Agile to adapt to specialist skill, flying 9 different types of aircraft in diverse roles,
without violations, and consistent high safety standards which was Commended by AOC-in-C CAC
(Regional head).

Operations Management
Experience 24 yrs

Background Air Force

Handled equipment over 325 Cr single handedly from the age of 21Yrs. Awarded Marksmen in Air to
Ground firing in all modes of weapon delivery pan Air Force. Certified QA &QC Inspector. Flown 9
types of aircraft, without a single accident or incident over 25 years. Awarded the highest 3 star flight
safety badge. Awarded the Master Green, highest Instrument rating Skill adaptability. Test pilot with
a keen attention to detail and a technical bent of mind to improve efficiency while being empathetic
to the user requirements. Led officers and men into VUCA operational mission while up skilling them.
Flew over 1000Hrs as mission commander of 20 aircraft groups. Selected to represent India as an
ambassador in Joint Exercise with Foreign countries.

Project Management

Contact
amitabhfighterpilot@gmail.com

http://www.linkedin.com/in/
amitabh-ashshrivastava-630a6347 /
+91 8805015161
+91 8368467050

Education
BE (Computer Science)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

As Project manager conceptualized and implemented two project which have stood the test of time
and are still relevant in the Air force.
Air Operations Software which was in three parts
(a) Development of software from scratch
(b) Fiber optic connectivity with redundancy ring
(c) Back up servers
eOffice
(a) Software design and protocol along with nomenclature settings of files.
(b) Implementation (training of users, roll out, bug fixing

Human Resource Management
Headed HR for 25 Executives and 250 employees for 2yrs as Manager and later for 2 ½ yrs as CEO
Including full documentation, leave tracking and ensuring timely up skilling to meet the future
requirements of the organization. Organizing events to facilitate team building and cohesiveness.

IT

ATTPL – Test Pilot

As lead, learnt PHP, made a software in 3 Months as a secondary duty in PHP and for the passing
out parade of the prestigious NDA (National Defence Academy). It cater to needs of 1200 Guests,
which included reservation of hotels, receiving guest from transportation hubs, transporting them to
respective hotels and various events spread over three days. Seregating them based on their food
preferences along with maintaining other protocols for seating in the dining hall. The culmination
included dispersing all 1200 guests to their respective destination, segregated by their choice of
mode of travel and time of departure. The execution was so immaculate that I was commended by
CISC (Chief of Integrated Staff committee, Head of Tri Services) on the spot.

Project Management
Fundamentals

Training

Certifications
LSSGB

CDAC- System Manager, GIS.
DAS – Flight Safety Audit and
Inspector
Air Force Test Pilot SchoolProduction Test Pilot (Jaguar)

Key Skills
Aviation
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
People Management
Leadership
Flight Operations
Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Problem Solving
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Have been responsible for monitoring of training schedules for 2400 cadets at a premier tri service
institution National Defence Academy (NDA). As Instructor, imparted flying training to select Air
Force Cadets. As Squadron Commander of a NDA squadron comprising 109 Cadets was
responsible for every activity of theirs while keeping in mind the minimum standards to be
maintained. Achieved top position for 5 terms out of 6 possible terms as Squadron Commander.
While in a combat Squadron as supervisor ensured that all standards for operational preparedness
are achieved daily, in every mission.

Logistics & Supply Chain Management
As Officer in charge, Canteen Stores department (type of grocery store for FMCG), took over with a
gross turnover of 1.2 Lac per annum and a loss of 1lac, and turned it into a gross turnover of 9.6 Cr
per annum in 6 months. The turnover was limited on directions of the then CEO. This was achieved
without changing a single worker or the manager.

Achievements
Selected to represent India as an ambassador in Joint Exercise with Foreign countries.
Commended by CISC (tri service Head)
Commended by AOC-in-C CAC (Regional head).
Awarded Marksmen in Air to Ground firing in all modes of weapon delivery pan Air Force.
Awarded the highest 3 star flight safety badge.
Awarded the Master Green, highest Instrument rating Skill adaptability
IIM Indore CCBMDO 2021-22 Placement Brochure

Anand J P

Age 31 yrs

Comprehensive experience of 10 years in Army including roles in Special Forces and Staff
Appointments, wherein led and mentored Heterogeneous teams in accomplishing Diverse
Operational goals in highly volatile and dynamic environments.
Multi-skilled, Adaptable and Quick learner with hands on experience in Operations, Human
Resources and Logistics..

Operations and Project Management
Experience 10 yrs

Background Army

Spearheaded Specialist Airborne Operations of over 200 personnel involving meticulous planning,
rational decision making, coordination and orderly execution of Operations.
Commanded an Infantry company of 120 personnel, handled critical operations in High Altitude and
Counter Terrorist environment while adhering to safe and sound work practices including
coordination across departments.
Organized, planned and scheduled meetings with top officials of Defence, Indian and foreign
diplomats in close liaison with various Ministries resulting in Strategic Policy formulations as Staff
Officer to General Officer.

Leadership, HR and Training

Contact
anandjp14@gmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/
anandjp14
+91 9447358276

Education
MBA
B.Sc
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PG Diploma (Defence &
Strategic Studies).

Handled HR functions for 500 + workforce which included policy formulations, talent management,
team structuring, problem resolutions and compliance.
Evaluated Training shortcomings in the existing systems, optimized the resources, coached and
enhanced quality of training as an Instructor in Academy.
Maintained Men and Systems in the highest combat effective state in active field conditions by
augmenting equipment serviceability from 78 % to 92% in 6 months.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Led logistic operation of over 100 Vehicles, 800 Troops, 5000 weapons across 3000 km across
diverse topographies involving multimodal transport with substantial savings in cost with minimum
turnaround time.
Implemented and conducted comprehensive audits on safety and security protocols to safeguard
Personnel, Equipment and Cyber assets.

Achievements
General Officer Commanding in Chief commendation in the Year 2017 for Improving Training
Effectiveness & in the Year 2019 for Operational Excellence.
Para commando and Instructor in Special Operations and Tactics.
Government of Arunachal Pradesh Appreciation for Civil- Military Cooperation and Spearheading
Humanitarian and Disaster Relief Operations in the Year 2020.

Certifications
Advanced Excel
LSSGB
PMP (In Progress)

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
Strategy Management
Leadership
Interpersonal Skills
Problem Solving
Team Building & Mentoring
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Anand Kumar

Age 32 yrs

A young experienced,dynamic and mission-oriented Army Officer with a long military career of 11
years adept in working and leading cross functional teams.The experience varies from serving in
the Indian Army standard Infantary units to Specialised units. A determined,task oriented
individual with excellent reputation for exceeding goals and deadlines, strategic planing, resolving
problems analytically and driving overall operational improvement flawlessly. Proven ability to
bring progressive success and devp through personnel management, strong cmn skills and
delivering innovative solutions.

Operations Management
Experience 11 yrs

Background Army

Carried out close liaison with MEA,MHA and MOD resulted in exemplary conduct of the prestigious
International Indo-Uk Joint Exercise Ajay Worrier,part of International Joint military training.
Identified critical vulnerabilities during security audits/testing and achieved 100% security
compliance by plugging the gaps through upgradation of security infrastructure.
Ensured Public Safety and Security under highly volatile and dangerous situations in North Eastern
Region Manipur.
Formulated and Standardised crisis management strategies.
Ensured
100%
service
operation
and
maintenance
support
to
high
tech
combat,surveillance,communications and IT equipment.

People Management

Contact
anandahir05@gmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/
anand-kumar-108729221
+91 9997052979

Education
B.Sc (PCM)

Mentored and lead a 120 strong ultra-skilled force and demonstrated 100% proactive approach
which resulted in immediate control and mitigation of incoming of threats in a highly dangerous and
volatile environment of Manipur.
As Principal to Director Operation ensured smoth conduct and transformation of 700+ strong
Human Resource along with efficient management of combat inventory resulted in successful
combat operations.
Ensured Timely coordination with customs and Immigartion department to ensure smooth induction
of UK Army team participating in the Indo-UK Joint exercise under stringent timeline.

General Management
Ensured efficient management of manpower and associated war equipment worth million
dollars;achieved zero attrition rate during prolonged deployments.
Managed a fleet of upto 70 vehicles in a battle ready state.

MA (Eng-Literature)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Mid Level IT Course

Key Skills
People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
People Management
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
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Anil Bhargava

Age 54 yrs

Dedicated astute leader with 34 years of experience. Professional in Communication Engineering
Operations, with scientific and innovative skills. Visionary, with foresightedness, built
communication and IT infrastructures for future battles. Mentor, intriguing motivator for the next
gen. Infused thought-provoking skill and ignited young minds with immersive training. Have
administration, strategic planning, security and logistics experience handling workforce of 1000+
and budget of over 100 crore. Adept at management of multi-layered and multi-functional
workforce

Project Management
Experience 34 yrs

Background Army

Led establishment of CDMA Mobile Communication Network in Northern Sector of Indian Army
Ensured smooth and timely provisioning of communications during Kargil operation at High Altitude
Area.
Smooth conduct of Republic day parade & Independence day Celebrations at Delhi.
Responsible for mobilization for 1000 workforce & material worth 100 Cr Operation Vijay.
Oversaw multiple Technical Evaluations and Price Negotiations including RFP & tendering for major
communication, IT and infrastructure projects worth 100 crore.
Implemented IT projects in Southern Command headquarters comprising of 45000 personnel.
As Director of Space Segment at Defence Satellite Control Centre, was responsible for operationally
handling Tri-Service officers while commanding Defence Satellites. Liaised with Tri-Service HQ,
service HQ and ISRO.
Has been part of team to carry out EMI/EMC testing of all equipment being procured by Indian Army

Contact

HR & Training

anilamita090667@gmail.com

Held the appointment of Senior Instructor/Head of Department at Military College of
Telecommunication Engineering, Mhow and Signal Training Centre, Jabalpur. (B Tech & Diploma
students)
Conducted training of Satellite controllers in conjunction with ISRO team.
Induction Training (Academic & Outdoor) as Commanding Officer and “Train the Trainers” for
Officers and Jawans.
HR management like manpower planning and their deployment, appraisal, career
planning, and welfare.
Talent mapping and career counseling.
Raising Annual Appraisal Report of personnel.
Involved in recruitment of manpower in Indian Army

http://Linkedin.com/in/anilbhargava - 28296b1b4
+91 9425393530

Education
B SC
B Tech
M Tech
MBA
Diploma in Geoinformatics, CDAC
Diploma in Data Communication &
Networking, CDAC

Administration & Security
Overall responsibility of administration of an operational unit, having 1000+ personnel.
Maintenance of discipline of all personnel.
Performed duties of Chief Cyber Security Officer of a Command

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
ADP(SAP & Systems)

Key Skills
People & Resource Management
Vendor Relation Management
Administration
Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Negotiations
Team Building & Mentoring
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Anish Monci Varghese

Age 33 yrs

A result oriented professional with 10 years of experience in frontline operations, aviation
maintenance, project management, forecasting, training and resource allocation.

Operations and Maintenance Manager
Experience 10 yrs

Background Air Force

Successfully planned, managed, and maintained day to day critical helicopter flying operations in
high paced and ambiguous environment producing more than 400 helicopter flying hours per month
and achieve more than 75% serviceability of assets at all times.
Led cross-functional teams of technical workforce (170 plus) through effective communication and
‘discipline as virtue' for maintenance and operational readiness of technical assets worth INR 1
Billion.
Executed accident-free efficient maintenance of aircraft and support equipment and resource
management during disaster-relief operations in J&K Operation Megh Rahat handling around eight
helicopters and more than 60 sorties per day.
Planned, accepted and inducted 10 new Mi-17 V5 helicopter from OEM( Russian Team) and planned
up-gradation of current facilities.

Quality Assurance and Process Improvement
Contact
vargheseanishmonci@gmail.com

http://www.linkedin.com/
in/anish-monci-varghese
+91 9902586115

Education
B.Tech Mechanical
PG Diploma Aeronautical
M.Tech Quality Assurance

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PMP
Certified Scrum Master (CSM)
LSSGB
Advanced Excel

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Project Management
People & Resource Management

Successfully reduced accident probability factor through audits and inspections of technical
workplace.
Created comprehensive database of various incidents and operational hazards in work domain.
Continuously observed patterns of errors and used data as tool for creating awareness and training
of technical workforce to reduce human errors in maintenance and servicing.
Led core fault/snag rectification team for quick recovery of aircraft and by using analytical approach
in snag rectification which reduced aircraft downtime by 10%.
Investigated various aircraft accidents and incidents and submitted report for prevention of similar
accidents and incidents.

People Management
Trained and mentored new aircraft maintenance technicians; assessed training needs, compiled
training resources, conducted courses, revised syllabi & evaluated the effectiveness of programs.
Served as servant leader for extensive interaction with internal and external stakeholders for repair
and up-gradation projects of helicopters.
Controlled & coordinated manpower planning including processing of Annual Appraisal reports,
training, career progression, physical & mental well-being, counselling and grievance handling for
officers & men.

Project Manager
Built quarterly roadmaps for servicing and maintenance processes. Used aircraft data and
performance patterns as decision-making tools for projecting resource requirements and planning
maintenance processes. This reduced turnaround time of aircraft by approximately 25%.
Implemented with collaboration with software development team of Wipro for integration of
electronics maintenance management system (e-MMS) in helicopter fleet ensuring transition from
paper based to paperless environment without hampering operations or compromising flight safety
and thereby mitigating risk of human error and reducing time taken to perform the activity

Achievements
Commendation By Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Western Air Command in 2016
Letter of Appreciation By Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Training Command In 2019

Strategy Management
Leadership
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Stakeholder Management
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Process Improvement
Team Building & Mentoring
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Anju Yadav

Age 33 yrs

A highly dynamic professional and a self-motivated electrical engineer with 10 years of rich and
diverse experience in Military Leadership, Operations, Human Resource Development, Risk and
Project Management. Skilled at leading a team and achieving the desired end state by analyzing
situation on ground and evaluating risk involved keeping the motivation and morale of Individuals
high.

Project Management
Experience 10 yrs

Background Army

Led multiple projects for construction of defensive structures, bridges, fences etc.
Implemented project of electrification of entire cantonment with improved system and technological
advancements. Completed with stringent project timelines contributing to at least 5% savings.
Equipped in managing geographically dispersed and culturally diverse teams in a matrix and multi
stakeholder environment.

Human Resource Development & Training

Contact

Carried out HR function for 900 plus industrial and non-industrial workers including wages, leaves,
morale and personal grievances.
Redesigned and Implemented training curriculum, assessments schemes and SOPs involving
executives and staff of prestigious IOCL, BPCL and HPCL.
Three years enriched experience in tapping potential of youth of India through National Cadet Corps
(NCC) and channelizing it towards betterment of country by employing in various organisations.
Also, preparing them for various National and International competitions.

anjuyadaviim@outlook.com

Operations

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
anju-yadav-csm-48b09a222
+91 7756088891

Coordinated daily operations, administration and training in Engineer units. Improved departmental
systems and procedures improving working flow and environment.
Forecast and budget preparations and finally systematic and structured completion and execution
of contracts with focus on process optimization and procedures.

Education
B.Tech (Electrical)
Defence Mgt and Strategic
Studies

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Agile Scrum Master

Key Skills
Project Management
Human Resource Development
Training & Welfare
Leadership
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Human Resource Management
Stakeholder Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Ankit Tare

Age 35 yrs

Experienced professional in operational excellence, automation/digital transformation, Project
Management and Supply Chain Management with over 12 years of experience in different verticals
of Indian Navy. I have devised engineering strategies for flag ship projects, optimized material
cost, monitored & planned supply chain and implemented digital technology/sensors on old
control systems which transformed business operations & improved productivity & profits. I am a
hard-worker, achiever, analytical person and a very good collaborator.

PROJECT MANAGER (STRATEGIC DEVELOPMENT) , INDIAN NAVY
Experience 12 yrs

Background Navy

Lead and delivered stimulator re-vamp project
Preparation of basic engineering documents/proposal for presenting to command and get approval.
Build team for the project
Controlled budget through the project life cycle and delivered the project on time
Key Accomplishment- Delivered the project 2 months before the planned and committed baseline.
Design, Development & Implementation of technology transition program to enhance manpower
skills. Penning down of technical manuals to understand change in technology, guiding instructors,
developing 3D comparison models etc. Trained 500+ manpower of Indian Navy in 3 months.

TECHNICAL LEAD- PROJECT & OPERATION, INDIAN NAVY

Contact
tareankit1529@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/ankit-tare-96137b15b
+91 9926039147

Education
Business Management | IIM-I
Naval nuclear submarine
specialization course | Indian navy
BE (Instrumentation and Control) |
R.G.P.V

Certifications
LSSGB | KPMG
Industrial Automation | NIELT
Calicut
CSM | Scrum Alliance
Pursuing PMP
Pursuing Google Data Analytics
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Microsoft Power BI (Pursuing)

Responsible and lead projects and operations of control systems
Key Responsibilities- Lead development of control system for flag ship projects of Indian Navy,
Analyzing data and deriving results on performance for each operation visit to design the system,
Material Supply & Management, planning & budgeting, cause & effect analysis, collaboration with
external stake holders.
Planning and Management of Control systems, equipment & panel and other machinery spare for
critical on board inventor and base local store management during project phase.
Key Accomplishment- Developed and designed control system by guiding BEL & TCS on hardware &
software, Lead inspection & commissioning.
Completed the project within timeline and saved 15% manpower & training cost

MANAGER - OPERATIONS, INDIAN NAVY
Key Responsibilities- Analyzing data and deriving results on performance for each operation visit,
Preventive Maintenance, Condition Monitoring, Raw material Supply & Management, planning &
budgeting of shutdowns, cause & effect analysis, small capex projects to enhance the life of
installed systems.
Planning and Management of PGD equipment & panel and other machinery spare for critical on
board inventor and base local store management for uninterrupted and safe operational phase.
Key Accomplishment- No causality and un-planned shutdown of systems under my supervision

TECHNICAL ADVISORY/STAFF OFFICER TO PROJECT DIRECTOR| INDIAN NAVY
Key Responsibilities- Conducting high level delegation meeting with Russian and French OEMs,
Monitoring task timelines and giving update to Project director, representing project director in
internal program review meetings.
Key Accomplishment- Handling secret mails and high level confidential data of National strategic
importance, Got awards and appreciation for extra ordinary contribution.

ASSISTANT MANAGER (IT SYSTEMS) | INDIAN NAVY- VISAKHAPATNAM
Coordinated IT asset life cycle management optimization covering 600 IT assets, through a team of
40 IT assistants. and resolved 200 escalations, within a span of six months.
Developed vendor management processes in accordance with the size, scale and complexity of
budget allocation, leading to quick decisions on financial expenditure

Key Skills
Real Time Data Analytics
Operations
Project & Program Management
Vendor Development
Data Visualization & Reporting
Stakeholder Collaboration
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Arun Kumar

Age 37 yrs

I am a result-driven Supply Chain Professional with over 15 years of experience creating value for
all Stakeholders at multiple positions in the Indian Air Force. I have deep expertise in formulating
inventory policies, forecasting, continuous process improvement, Project Management,
Procurement, ERP development, handling complex government projects and leading crossfunctional teams.

Procurement and Supply Chain Management
Experience 15 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
kr.arun787@gmail.com

Reduced administrative lead time of procurement projects by 60 percent by driving continuous
process improvement includes re-drafting public procurement policies (RFPs, Ethics policies, Vendor
assessment), ensuring compliance, training, and collaborating effectively with cross-functional
teams.
Drove the enterprise-level procurement automation efforts leading to the adoption of e-Procurement
and Government e-Market Place across all procurement centres under Commands AOR.
Enhanced Suppliers response rate by 40 percent by conducting vendors meet and implementing
vendors assessment, rating, and feedback mechanisms.
Reduced supply lead time by 20 percent with constant evaluation of risk and implementation of
mitigation strategies.
Reduced Suppliers payment cycle time by 30 percent by improving billing, audit processes and
collaboration.
Expanded vendor base in all categories of procurement

IT Projects and ERP development

PGDBA Operations

Enhanced business process efficiencies by 20% by providing data-driven insights to target inefficient
processes. Notable was the improvement of the ERP business process of indigenisation, spare list,
and job cards leading to enterprise-level process improvement in forecasting and process data
quality.
Operationalised real-time information sharing portal between IAF and HAL for project monitoring,
known as HAL-Vayusena Inventory (HAVAI) under Digital India initiative.
Pioneered the introduction of AI and ML applications in IAF. Conceptualised and led the first of its
kind AI project on the Strategic obsolescence risk prediction and mitigation (STORM). The proof of
concept was approved by CAS for implementation.
Enhanced reliability of process data at the enterprise level by increasing data literacy and cleaning
exercises.

GD Materials Management

Budget, Audit and Risk Management

http://www.linkedin.com/
in/arunnkr
+91 6280383421

Education
PGD in Data Science

BSc(Phy)

Certifications
Google certified Analytical
Professional
Python, R, Tableau, MySQL
LSSGB
AWS certified cloud practitioner
PMP
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Effectively coordinated projection, allocation, and expenditure of revenue /capital Budget for all units
under Command and ensured 100 percent utilization of allotted funds by all budget centres under
Command AOR.
Directed Govt e-Marketplace and e-procurement implementation cell at Command, leading to
streamlining procurement activities across all budget centers under Command AOR.

Achievements
Awarded appreciation medal by Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Headquarters Maintenance
Command in the year 2020 for exemplary leadership.
President's Colours from the Hon'ble President of India in the year 2015.
Certified skydiver part of IAF team.

Key Skills
Operations & Project Management
Supply Chain Management
Strategic Procurement
Stakeholder Management
SQL Advance level, Python, R,
Tableau
Machine learning (End to end
Model Training and deployment)
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Ashima

Age 33 yrs

A dedicated and highly-motivated Armed Forces veteran having 10 years of experience with
specialization in Aerospace safety, Security of information, manpower & equipment; Surveillance,
Air Defence Operations, Risk Management, Strategic Planning, Human Resource and
Administration as part of extremely successful military career. A proactive and enterprising team
leader with the ability of handling large taskforces in a disciplined and organized environment,
mentoring & motivating teams in optimizing performance levels to achieve organizational goals.

Air Defence and Operations
Experience 10 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
ashimasingh0103@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
ashimasingh01
+91 9381264879

Education
B Sc

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt.
Certified Scrum Master

Key Skills
Aerospace Safety
Operations Management
Project Management
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Strategy Management
Security & Loss Prevention
People & Resource Management
Administration
Training & Development

Ensured incident-accident free flying operations, surveillance and analysis of air activity in network
centric environment.
Executed Air Defence operations, ensured Aerospace safety & Airspace management amidst
intense live combat operations during Balakot strike.
Planned and implemented training programs for improved efficiency and effectiveness in Air
Defence Operations
Formulated several Standard Operating Procedures on Air Defence operations, risk management
and quick reactions to emergency situations.
Strategic planning of air defence assets for gap free surveillance and risk management during
hostile/high alert situations
Adeptly associated and experienced in amalgamation of human, infrastructural & latest
technological resources towards installation security, asset protection security and cyber security;
conceptualizing, effectuating measures/ modifications to optimize resource utilization.

Project Management
Conceptualized and planned a project for constructing new approach roads to various sections at a
premier Air Force Base.
Instrumental in projects related to uplifting standard of living, comfortable lodging requirements of
personnel (strength ranging from 150+ to 800+).
Part of the teams responsible for accepting and carrying out Satisfactory Acceptance Tests (SAT
and operational SAT) for equipment to the tune of 250 Cr (induction of MPR and upgradation of
IACCS).
Planning, supervision of Works project for annual Maintenance & New works including
accommodation of families and various Messes accommodating air warriors.

Human Resource Management & Training
Managed HR functions including manpower management, performance appraisal, discipline,
grievances handling and welfare for over 250 personnel.
As Executive Director of Kendriya Vidyalaya, Barnala (Punjab) carried out interviews and seminars
for recruiting teachers on contract bases.
Conducted promotional workshops in colleges and schools to motivate students to join Armed
Forces.
Managed functioning of non-profit welfare setups such as Air Force Gas Agency and Air Force
School.
Adept at organizing training programs for personnel in personality development and soft skills

General Administration
Managed, budgeted, procured and distributed training items, office equipment, aerospace safety
items worth INR 2 Crores annually.
Carried out periodical auditing and surprise checks of public and non-public funds.
Psychological counselling for over 500 women and families of air warriors for empowerment,
welfare development and health issues.
Supervised and managed operations of Officers Mess, Airmen Mess and sales outlets of AFWWA
(Air Force Wives Welfare Association).

Achievements
Chief of Air Staff Commendation
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Ashish Kumar Jha

Age 41 yrs

A multi-talented, Goal driven and Result Oriented professional with accomplishment in Security,
Administration and Healthcare Management since last 14 years in Army under most diverse and
challenging circumstances.
Expertise in establishing policies, process, leading large teams, liaising, coordination, controlling
budgets, handling supply chain & operations management through strategic planning and
effective execution as per vision of the organisation.

Operations and Projects Management
Experience 15 yrs

Background Army

Ensured execution of contract of 65 Cr for Renovation of Hospital Building at Secunderabad
Executed infrastructure development at Border Road Organization Jammu for an approx. amount of
₹ 2-3 Crore
Successful Execution of upliftment of Hospital building at Panagarh Military Station
Procurement of Medical Equipment and Security System Management at Command Hospital,
Kolkata
Spearheaded Software automation of Communication processes and Network management at
Secunderbad.

Leadership, HRM and Training

Contact
jhaashish18@gmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/ltcol-ashish-kumar-jha
+91 9609140600

Education
BDS
PGDHM
PGDCR
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Handled Security, HRM & operation of large administrative set ups of Army Unit/subunit. Efficiently
administered sub-unit, involved in career path planning, training, initiating ACR.
Formulating policies, leave planning and grievance redress of around 100 personnel.
Built leadership pipelines and improved peoples capabilities that supplemented
Functional, technical and soft skills of team members.
Involved in formulation of SOPs and training programs for sub-groups and their performance
evaluation in alignment with organizational objectives.
Conducted Dental Camps at Various Army Schools.
Possess Organizing abilities, Motivational qualities, Leadership traits, tact and Good communication
skills.
Conducted Recruitment Drive for Various ECHS.

Security & Risk Management
Possess rich experience in security & risk analysis, profiling and threat evaluation.
Demonstrated capability in managing Security validation, revision and rephrasing
Operating procedures in intense operational areas & internal security assignments
Experience in all terrain in a very high-risk security environment of line of control in J&K

Academics
Certifications
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
NABH
Medical Tourism
Certificate course in Dental
Implants

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Administration
Vendor Relation Management
Human Resource Management
Leadership
Public Relation & Good
Communication Skills
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Worked as Assistant Professor in Dept. of Conservative & Endodontic Dentistry at Army College of
Dental Science, Secunderabad -Involved in Syllabus developement . Headed many Dental Checkup
Camps in various Educational and Social Instituitions
Administered Various boards related matters as Procurement of equipment, medical stores and up
gradation of infrastructure at ACDS.

Logistics, Supply chain, & Store Management
Specialised in Medical Store Management, Logistics and Supply Chain. Rich experience in Supply
Chain, materials and vendor management across national markets even online.
Adept in operating database systems of Medical Store to perform inventory and financial
management functions in a complex and dynamic environment of multifunctional cum multitasked
projects

Achievements
Ensured execution of Renovation of Hospital Building at Panagarh, Jammu and Secunderabad. At
Military Hospitals, Handled personnel matters, equipment, administration and documentation.
Looked after all administrative activities including facilities.
Supervised operating procedures to optimise resource capacity utilization.
Organized training seminars and guest lectures at various institutes, Winner of various Sports and
Cultural Tournaments at College , Very active Sports Person and National Level Cricketer.golfer with
single handicap of 06.
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Ashok Mishra

Age 48 yrs

A well-qualified Indian Army Colonel, after a successful military career has opted for a shift to take
on corporate challenges; Dynamic, self Driven & result oriented professional with over two
decades of diversified leadership experience in elevating operational efficiency and team
competence. Distinguished , consistent & acclaimed track record of achieving unparalleled
results.

Operations Management
Experience 26 yrs

Background Army

As Commanding Officer (CEO) of a Unit, strategised and directed operations of an equipment
intensive, multi - cultural Artillery unit of 700+ personnel during active operations on the Line of
Actual Control and International Boundary, achieving laudable results. Carried out move of the unit
with almost 100 plus vehicles & a train under command for transportation, from Line of Actual
Control to desert sector over distance of 1750kms with three transhipments.
Conducted training in field involving movement, deployment & live ammunition firing.
As the Battery Commander (Senior Team Leader) was directly responsible & managed all aspects of
administration, supply chain & medical support of over 125 soldiers with heavy equipment, which
remained cut off for 6 months in a year due to heavy snowfall on the Line of Control.
Handled convoys of over 300 vehicles daily over a period of one year between Srinagar & Kupwara
in challenging counter terrorism situations, smoothly, without any untoward incident.

Leadership, HRM & Training
Contact

B Sc

As Commanding Officer(CEO) handled full spectrum of HR functions including policy formulation,
career mapping, talent management, strategic leadership development, team structuring,
performance appraisals, compliances, & conflict resolution.
Handpicked for training Indian and overseas officers at National Defence Academy & School of
Artillery.
Possess over 8 years of experience as faculty in imparting knowledge on operations, strategy & soft
skill development to mid level leaders.
Carried out curriculum planning & designing for long & short training programmes.
Conducted outdoor training sessions for the trainees to put theory to test.
An effective communicator with strong leadership & interpersonal skills to direct , plan, formulate,
organize & implement action plans to meet objectives on target.

M Sc (Weapon Tech)

Supply Chain Management

ashokmishra17@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/ashokmishra170273
+91 7389904092

Education

M Sc (Def & Strat)
Master of Philosophy
MBA (Operations Management) –
Pursuing

Certifications
LSSGB
PMP (Pursuing)
CII-SCMPro (Pursuing)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

As Director Logistics, was involved at higher level management in Planning, organizing & controlling
men, material & varied stores spread over two states for over two years.
Set up & managed retail operations of projected annual turnover of INR 80 Crores covering policies,
processes, team recruitment & training, negotiations, procurement & warehouse management.
Oversaw functioning of 59 direct reporting shopping complexes across the states of Karnataka &
Kerala & 2000+ associates consisting of team managers & supervisors.
Concluded contracts worth INR 190 crores for vehicles, food supplies & conservancy staff.
Conceptualized & oversaw construction of training facilities & housing complexes for soldiers in
Bangalore, Belgaum, Kannur, Kochi, & Trivandrum worth over INR 3,500 crores.

Security & Risk Management

Public Relation & Communication
Skills

Planned & executed various security & executive protection programs to protect the government
property, men & material.
Formulated many risk mitigation strategies as Team Leader & Commanding Officer (CEO) over
diverse work-spaces; marked by zero personnel/ equipment loss.
Conducted incident, misconduct & compliance investigations preparing reports for internal & legal
proceedings.
Completed multiple security audits/ reviews based on best practices & standards.
Developed/ maintained functional relationships with intra-governmental agencies to maximize
security objectives over vast operational spectrums.

Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation

Achievements

CCIO (Pursuing)

Key Skills
People & Resource Management
Leadership

Change Leader/ Management
Administration
Security & Loss Prevention
Analytical Thinking
Process Improvement
Team Building & Mentoring
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Selected and qualified on three 11 month long gruelling courses on competitive merit - Long
Gunnery Staff Course, Defence Services Staff Course & Higher Command Course.
Training Lead at National Defence Academy & Senior Instructor School of Artillery,
Senior Operations Manager at an Offensive Division HQ, CEO of a 700+ unit & Director Logistics.
Commendation card (appreciation) for excellence in Logistics Management by Southern Army
Commander.
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Avinash Barthwal

Age 34 yrs

Skilled strategist who transforms plans into workable solutions through appropriate use of
financial acumen and business strategies for building better relationships with stakeholders.
Proven track record with 12+ years of exceptional performance within complex leadership
positions.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Experience 13 yrs

Background Navy

Contact
avinashbarthwal@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/avinashbarthwal-807a80210
+91 9619812887

Education
B.E (Electronics &
Communication), IIST-Indore
MMS (Logistics Management),
KJSIMS-Mumbai
PGD (International Logistics &
Supply Chain
Management),SIMS-Pune
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Agile Scrum Master
Fundamentals (Pursuing)
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
Capsule Course on Cost &
Contract Management, ICAI,
New Delhi

Key Skills
Supply Chain Management
Human Resource Management
Operations Management
Project Management
Contract Management
People & Resource Management
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Strategy Management
Vendor Relation Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Astute Provisioning of Equipment, Stores, Spares of Capital & Revenue Nature for Operational & Refit
requirements of more than 50 Indian Naval Warships & Submarines
Negotiated and concluded contracts worth Rs 2840 Cr (approx.)
Inventory Management of 5,00,000 items with ABC, VED, JIT concept
Incisive Fiscal Management of Rs 1000 Cr(approx.) per year as Deputy Controller Budget
Indented & Provisioned- Clothing & Rationing requirements for 108 units of Indian Navy, Army &
Airforce
Detailed experience in dealing with MNCs, Maharatna/ Navratna firms, PSUs, OEMs & Local Vendors
Managed multi-site Operational Logistics requirement in different Countries
In-depth Knowledge of Government Financial, Procurement & CAG Audit Regulations
Worked in Software Platforms based on SAP/ PowerBuilder/RDBMS

Human Resource Management
As Second-in Command, Led team of 120 personnel on multifarious projects
Processing of Pay, Allowances & Claims of 300 Sailors onboard Warship
Judicious Manpower Management, Hiring & Distribution of personnel to various departments
Spearheaded professional training of newly inducted Officers, Sailors & Civilian Staff
Ensured High Fighting spirit of Sailors during Imminent threat / peace situations as Morale Officer
Successful supply of Clothing & Rationing requirements of 108 units of Armed forces
Administered tasking, Discipline & Conduct of personnel as Departmental Officer
Institutionalised Welfare measures for 283 Defence personnel as per CCS guidelines
Hand-on experience on Software’s for Payroll, Personal Management & administrations of Indian Navy

Operations and Projects Management
Field Operational Logistics Management as Head of Department & Deputy HoD onboard two Indian
Naval Warships
Ideated & implemented Zero budget Inhouse build Software for changing old procurement
monitoring techniques to advanced technological tools for PAN Indian Navy implementation
Project Team Leader of Procurement for successful Commissioning of 04 ships & Submarines
Setting up of Operational & Emergency Empowered Committee from scratch in record time
Team member(Pilot Project) for implementation of unique All-Weather Ship’s Gangway & Gyro
Stabilised Equipment - presented to Hon’ble Prime Minister of India in Def Expo Innovation 2017
Spearheaded 05 years Annual Civil Works programme for implementation
Lead coordinator for CAG & Local Test audit for Capital & Revenue Procurement

Risk Management
Loss Prevention Advisor for Public Funds and Contract Negotiating Committees
Ensured safe Flying Operations as Helo Controller during Anti Piracy Operations
Implemented SoPs as Team Leader for Strategic preparedness & response of all resources for
contingencies
Comprehensively planned and executed time bound availability of fuel & stores at Multiple foreign
ports for Operational Turnaround of Ship
Conducted Disaster Management and Response exercises, simulating real-time scenarios, at
frequent intervals for the warships

Achievements
Recommended for Chief of Naval Staff commendation for Development of Advance Procurement
software for PAN Indian Navy Implementation in 2021.
Awarded Prestigious Commendation of Flag Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Western Naval
Command for Innovation and Improving efficiency
Awarded Videsh Seva Medal, in recognition to rendering service for Anti-Piracy Operations
Team member of Unique Pilot Project presented to Hon’ble Prime Minister of India in Def Expo
Innovation 2017
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Baiju Babu

Age 35 yrs

A skilled and seasoned professional with decade long experience in the Indian Army, working and
leading cross functional teams in Operations and Logistics management roles.
Cost-conscious and communicative professional familiar with Business Principles, Operations
Management, Vendor Management and Budget Development practices.
With a deep understanding of business processes and the ability to think strategically and
tactically; have been able to manage high levels of Operational Readiness and Logistics in VUCA
environment across multiple cross functional domains.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Experience 11 yrs

Background Army

Contact
baijubabu18@yahoo.com
Linkedin.com/in/
baijubabu18
+91 9495215700

Education
Bachelors in Hotel Management
(BHM)
MBA (Sales & Marketing)
PG Diploma in Defense
Management and Strategic Studies
Diploma in Advance Weapon
System
Diploma in Weapon Systems

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB
IDSCM
PROFESSIONAL DIPLOMA IN
PUBLIC PROCUREMENT

Oversaw management of highly specialized assets & logistics in terms of essential supplies,
infrastructural development, equipment, vehicle fleet, weapons, and accommodation, for team of
450 employees that was worth INR 1Cr on a yearly basis ensuring seamless operational support in
overall organizational plans.
Ensured safe movement and settlement of men and specialized equipment along with war like
stores worth INR 250 Cr across 1400 KM through rail and road during War like situation in the year
2017.
Managed rail & road move budget worth INR 0.50Cr for over 500 employees, equipment/ stores
during training exercises & relocation of the entire team to a new location on multiple occasions
thereby enabling smooth operations of the organization.
Identified, documented and redesigned clear detailed operational plans that were used to create
specifications and architecture for mobilization during war like scenarios resulting in smooth
transition and effective operations.
Ensured and was obsessed that all essential requirements of the team are met in time and prioritized
that any cause of concern is addressed immediately ensuring the balance between end user and
operational performance is always met.

Operations Management
Designed, planned and laid out execution timelines for transition of an operational team of 400
specialized employees with specialized equipment involving coordination and planning with key
stakeholders; identified key cost metrics and ensured optimization resulting in seamless and wellcoordinated operational actions and effective transition over a period of 75 days reducing budgetary
expenditure by 30%.
Spearheaded end-to-end process related to Public Relations creation, Approval and Purchase order
amendments. Primary responsibilities included managing relationships with various key
stakeholders that resulted in 100% optimization of budgetary allocations meeting the stringent
deadlines.
Improved organizational agility, by influencing stakeholders and interacting effectively with top
management based on a deep understanding of operational priorities resulting in streamlined
logistics operations throughout the organization.
Mentored and coached senior management and trained newly inducted employees on operational
proficiency, service standards, values and work ethics thereby driving culture and end to end
employee engagement.
Mentored and lead team of 400+ ultra-strong skilled employees, coupled with proactive approach
which resulted in immediate control and mitigation of incoming threats in VUCA areas of South
Kashmir by 25%.
Planned and identified employees and logistics processes, trained and carried out coordination for
operational missions, resulting in highly trained employees ready to act quickly in critical roles at any
given time.
Worked alongside senior leadership on balancing risk management concerns and mitigations with
operational roadmaps thereby enabling no hurdles are prevailing in day to day operations.
Eased team transitions and new employee orientation through effective training and development
reducing on boarding time by 7 days.

Customer Relationship Management
Key Skills
Operations Management
Logistics
Public Procurement
Stakeholder Management
Vendor Management
Quality Assurance
Financial Planning
Effective strategy & Leadership
Customer Service
Employee Training & Development
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A trained Hospitality Professional from Welcom Group Graduate School of Hotel Administration.
Hotel Operations Management Trainee with Taj Group of Hotels (IHCL) at Taj Coromandel their
Luxury Property.
Handled customer service operations and enabled employees offering excellent services to
maintain high guest satisfaction rates.
Developed a passion for customer engagement and a drive to exceed internal and external customer
requirements.
Shadowed Senior Managers during high volume business days to gain hands on experience, thus
maximizing exposure to day-to-day operations.
Responsible for supervising operations of F & B outlets at Commonwealth Games village that was
home to over 7000 global athletes and support staff during CWG 2010.
Ensured smooth operations by streamlining operating procedures and protocols resulting in meeting
stringent deadlines.
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Bibin C Varghese

Age 35 yrs

A dedicated, self motivated, result oriented professional with 13 years of diverse experience, of
which 12 years are in various operational, managerial and training roles in Executive branch of
Submarine arm of Indian Navy and 1 year in software industry. Adept at achieving performance
objectives and high efficiency in operations in dynamic environment

Planning and Operations Management
Experience 13 yrs

Background Navy

Planned and executed Submarine deployment for prolonged missions exceeding 30 days at a
stretch in challenging, stressful and hostile environment along with timely submission of reports
with performance analysis
Headed Communication Department, spearheaded installation and operation of various
communication and electronic warfare equipment including latest satellite communication systems
and their integration with existing equipment along with inventory management ensuring 100%
operational availability
Conceptualized and implemented Habitability package worth 1.5 Crores for a submarine during its
refit ensuring optimum utilization of limited space

Leadership and Administrative

Contact
bibincvarghese1105@gmail.com

+91 9072208373

Handled HR / administrative issues in various capacities for a workforce ranging from 150-500
personnel which included manpower planning / allocation, training, performance evaluation,
implementation of policies along with logistics management
Coordinated with multiple vendors for asset performance related issues and payment processing
Ensured fool proof security of various units and establishments by regular training, risk analysis and
conduct of security and fire exercise drills as part of security and fire safety duties heading Quick
Reaction Team and Fire safety organisation

Training and Evaluation

Education
BE- Electronics and
Communication
MSc- Telecom

Directed various courses as Course Officer at Submarine Training base, trained and mentored over
1500 trainee submariners including international trainees to assume highest responsibility in
submarine operations
Headed a team of 05 people to set up a simulator worth 4.5 crores for effective training of trainees
at Submarine Training School
Formulated agreements and concluded Annual Maintenance Contract worth 80 lakhs for 3 years for
the simulator bringing down the cost by 30 lakhs

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
C, Java, J2EE, C#.Net, SQL,
ATG framework
Training Technology(Officers)
Instructor course

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Training & Development
Leadership
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
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Binayak Budh Prakash

Age 41 yrs

Enthusiastic and performance driven Logistics professional with 21 years of vast and varied
experience in handling core Logistics Supply Chain, Administration, effective Human Resource
and Budget Management in Indian Air Force (IAF). Have led number of teams in various capacities
for attainment of organizational objective including implementation of IAF ERP (IMMOLS).
Experienced in Project Implementation & Facility management, Procurement, Contract & Vendor
management with audit and regulatory compliance. Fluent in utilizing 3Ms (Men, Money and
Material) towards the achievement of the organizational objective.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Experience 21 yrs

Background Air Force

Logistics, Procurement and Supply Chain Management
Forecasted and procured spares worth 500 Cr for operations of various fleets of the IAF.
Formulated contracts with stringent RFP terms, ensured global sourcing & negotiation.
Built and implemented country level supply chain network and warehousing solutions and ensured
transportation of men and material by land, air & sea.
Regulated vendor management by working with multiple vendors to determine the best deals for the
organization, and gave vendor ratings, based on price, quality, speed of delivery and other factors.

Administration

Contact
bbp.prakash@gmail.com
http://www.linkedin.com/
in/bbprakash
+91 8595266162

Education
BA (Public Administration)
Master of Management Studies
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Graduate Diploma in Materials
Management, IIMM Mumbai.

Assisted Head of the Organization (HOO) in carrying out uninterrupted day to day administration of
the organization, whilst dealing with various administrative issues effectively.
Managed staff (both uniformed & civilians) from varied cultural backgrounds and skill sets,
evaluated their performance, counselled, motivated and trained as deemed necessary with due
diligence to welfare and grievance redressal.
Planned, organized / conducted VVIP visits, annual conferences and workshops, ceremonial & social
events, sports events & adventure activities.
Led Quasi-Judicial committees and assisted the organization in conflict resolution. Have also led
investigation teams to its logical conclusions.
Administered the Flights Cadets Mess at Air Force Academy and looked after the boarding/lodging
and other administrative requirements of the cadets and staff and assisted the organizational head
in conducting Combined Graduation Parade (CGP) at the Air Force Academy.

Human Resource Management & Training
Oversaw the entire gamut of HR function including Employee Recruitment, Employee Engagement &
Training, Personnel Management, Pay Fixation, Performance Appraisal etc.
Led 400 service and civilian personnel with utmost thrust on morale, welfare, discipline, resolution of
personal/professional issues whilst focusing on short/long term organizational goals.
Ensured effective on job training and tied up with professional institutions for advance training to the
staff.

Management Training Program
(SIMSR Mumbai)

Project and Facility Management

Management Development
Programme on Public
Procurement (NIFM).

Constructed Gymnasium, Modernized Library, Developed Green Zone, Renovated Unit Canteen,
Developed Sports infrastructure resulting in healthy/pleasant working environment.
Experienced in leading the maintenance team and ensuring high serviceability status of
organizational assets.
Planned, designed and constructed Station Auditorium considering acoustics, power requirement,
seating comfort, climate control etc.

Certifications
LSSBB

Warehousing and Inventory Management

Human Resource Management

Developed various models for estimation of demands by analysing trends in consumptions and
thereby enabling inventory decision making.
Ensured timely procurement & efficient warehousing of equipment in order to ensure off the shelf
availability of items.
Envisaged, planned and executed the construction of a Logistics warehouse.

Security & Loss Prevention

Achievements

Key Skills
Leadership
Administration

Stakeholder Management
Analytical Thinking
Facility Management

Qualified Ground Training Instructor
Commendation by Air Officer Commanding in Chief

Contract Management
Supply Chain Management
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Deepali Ghosh

Age 37 yrs

A dynamic leader who never backs down from a challenge and is committed to achieving the
objective. Trustworthy, confident and articulate with extensive cross-functional experience in
Operations, Project Management, HR and Training. Experienced in prioritising issues, assessing
risks and making decisions under pressure. Believes in having a positive attitude, keeping an open
mind and adapting to the changing situation.

Operations Management
Experience 16 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
deepali84@yahoo.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/deepali-ghosh
+91 9925084836

Education
BSc. Mathematics (Hons.)
MA Psychology (Industrial &
Organisational)- completion 2022
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Initiating and Planning projects
(University of California, Irvine)
Sustainable Development Goals
(University of Copenhagen)
Adv Prof. Knowledge Course
Human Factor Course (IAF)
Human Resource Analytics
(University of California, Irvine)
Business Analytics with Excel
PMI-RMP (Simplilearn)
PMP (Simplilearn)
LSSGB (Simplilearn)

Key Skills
Operations
Aviation
Training & Development
Leadership
Change Leader/Management
Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Team Building & Mentoring
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Head of Crisis Management Centre: Managed quarantine centres and oversaw daily operations.
Collected and analysed COVID data of over 700 Air Force personnel and families.
Head of Operations - Formation: Planned, authorized and directed daily flying operations. Led
multiple high performing teams successfully.
Chief Operations Officer: Assessed and managed risk in a dynamic environment. Controlled all
aviation-related operations at a flying base.
Head of Aerospace Safety: managed and minimized risk in the dynamic environment and upheld
strict quality norms by thorough inspections.
Ensured the best results by effectively managing key stakeholders including superiors, peers and
colleagues enabling a relaxed and focussed environment within which to cultivate excellence.
Minimised confusion by gaining clarity early and communicating this effectively to stakeholders.
Demonstrated inclusive leadership skills to ensure smooth conduct of operations.
Used in-depth analytical abilities and foresight to plan & undertake high-risk missions successfully.
Successfully undertook challenging humanitarian missions, casualty evacuations and relief
operations objectively and without emotional prejudice.
Mitigated associated risk in operations with precise planning & preparation, objective risk
assessment and resource management.
As Qualified Captain, flew over 2800 hours with diligence and had a flawless safety record.

Human Resource Management
Rendered valuable advice on confidential matters to facilitate critical decision making.
Handled HR requirements of a diverse workforce of 200 personnel despite limited manpower.
Ensured successful onboarding of relocated & newly recruited personnel.
Re-organized HR department of up to 15 personnel for better efficiency & ensured people-job fit.
Improved the assessment program and ensured periodic and objective performance appraisal.
Entrusted with the formulation of policies & standard procedures.
Assisted a continuously changing organisation with successful change management in structure.
Organized large scale events like Golden Jubilee Celebration, professional seminars and social
events to enhance team-building and celebrate organizational milestones.
Conducted events for team building and camaraderie and to ensure the values and culture of the
organisation is upheld.

Training & Development
Oversaw the training and development of young pilots from a variety of backgrounds.
Prepared meticulous reports and provided feedback interviews thus ensuring every member of the
team was pro-actively managed to get the best out of their career.
Developed training programs for a wide variety of personnel in different verticals.
Maximised knowledge and productivity by efficiently training, monitoring and directing personnel in
the application of best practices and regulatory processes.
Led team building sessions through conflict management and mentoring programs.
Delivered briefings and lessons to enable the successful evolution of the training programme in fastchanging times.

Project Management
Project manager for establishment of Airmen Institute for 500 personnel.
Project manager for establishment of Officers Mess at a new location with limited resources.
Project manager for development of new working and living accommodations. Relocated over 100
personnel to the location.
Initiated, planned and executed multiple projects for safety of the airfield.

Achievements
Commendation by AOC in C for professional excellence and unblemished record of service.
Awarded 'Master Green’ - Highest professional instrument rating in aviation for exemplary execution
of task and capacity to withstand high-stress situations.
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Gagandeep Kaur

Age 34 yrs

A go getter with deep sense of ownership, high initiative, zest for growth and strong work ethics,
having history of successfully carrying out logistic operations in army with minimum cost and
least loss. Sharp professional proudly exhibiting skills of critical and analytical thinking, strategic
vision, effective communication and decision making advancing towards profitable achievement
of organizational goal. Transformational Leader, directed large cross functional teams, leveraging
strategic and critical thinking and training abilities that spurred people to willingly give beyond their
100%.

Administration & Workforce Management
Experience 12 yrs

Background Army

Lead team of 300 troops at any time handling various direct and indirect reports.
Carried out office management and talent management- right man for right job.
Policy making and ensuring follow up.
Conducted on job training for troops.
Workforce management with welfare of troops and their families
Carried out recruitment and outsourcing of teachers and class d employees.

Operations and Project Management

Contact
gagachan2612@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
gagandeep-kaur-95a723154
+91 9569562102

Education
BSC Nursing
Executive PGDM in Logistics &
Transport
Aerial Delivery course, AATS AGRA
Officers Transport Management
Course , ASC&C Bangalore
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
PMP
Certified Scrum Master
Prince2 Project management Practitioner
Six Sigma Green Belt
ISO 9001:2015 QMS
SAP ERP Essential Training
Microsoft Azure

Key Skills

Supervised all logistics and supply chain operations with inventory and warehouse management of
more than 4000 SKU including food items( perishable and non perishable), fuel-oil-lubricants , war
like stores, etc
Raised an new battalion , to include establishing the workplace , accomodation for troops ,
organisation and collection of materials and equipment for startup achieving 100% functional
accomplishment.
Managed fleet of 250 heavy vehicles and 40 light vehicles
Carried out budget planning, procurements, purchases, quality checks , and prompt deliveries
Contracts negotiation and execution.
Expertise in GeM, CPPP portal, MSTC operations, etc
Successfully accomplished projects like structuring ecosystem with artificial lake and habitat.

Security Operations
Oversaw security team of 200 plus and their functions
Ensured physical security of unit spread in approx 2000 acres with stores of inventory of 3000 SKU
of govt property.
Laid down security policies and ensured their compliance with security audits
Carried out threat analysis and risk management
Security awareness of troops and families
Access control system with lawful search and seizure
CCTV surveillance to prevent and investigate loss, fraud, theft and abuse
Threat analysis and risk management
Implemented security measures to result in 75% decrease in untoward incidents

Security Operations
Overall manager of commercial institutes like CSD canteens, Ice cream Parlour, Bakery, Veg shops,
restaurants and utility shops in the cantonment area
Staff management , recruitment, security .
Customer satisfaction, marketing, advertisements, accounts, purchases and profit distribution
Quality management, ensured food standards and certifications as per orders
Handling complaints and feedbacks

Accounts and Finance management

Logistics and SCM

Carried out budget planning, provisioning and documentation
Timeline planning and management
Handled procurements of multiple funds
Carried out audits of accounts

Communication & Supervisory
skills

Nursing Care

Operations & Project Mgmt
Vendor Relations Mgmt

Training & Development
Leadership & Team building
Risk Analysis, Mitigation, SLP &
Investigation

Being a trained nurse , provided direct nursing care to the patients when personnel was short staffed.
Trained, evaluated and coached clinical staff to improve performance. coordinated patient care and
participated in patient and family education. Managed staff and their duties for efficient functioning
of hospitals wards.

Admin & Decision making
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Gaurav Tak

Age 33 yrs

I am a detailed oriented professional with more than 10 years of accomplished management,
leadership, planning, and development experience as an Army Officer, capable of leading diverse
teams (180 personnel) and organising them to meet challenging organizational goals, and
objectives. Possesses excellent interpersonal skills and the ability to communicate concisely and
articulately at all levels overcoming language, educational, psychological and cultural barriers.
Seeking leadership roles in a value driven organization utilizing Military experience and skills to
fulfil my drive for achievement by accomplishing challenging goals and resolving bottlenecks.

Project Management
Experience 10 yrs

Background Army

Security Related Project Management (12 Aug 12 to 01 Jan 15) - Completed projects worth INR 8000
Million (200 Permanent Defences, Two Class 5 Tracks of 12 Kilometres each, 30 Shelters including
cook houses and dinning halls ) in tough terrain of North East in record time of two years resolving
various logistics bottlenecks.
Augmentation of Security Infra of Cantonment (02 Aug 18 to 12 Jan 20) - Planned and executed
construction of 24 KM of Multi Layer Smart Fence with GIS enabled auto detection, tracking and
recognition (Project worth INR 400 Million).

Operations, Security and Risk Management

Contact
tak.gaurav26@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
gauravtak26
tak.gaurav26@gmail.com

As Chief Security and Compliance Officer (02 Jan 15 to 31 Mar 16) prepared an Excel based Leave
Management System for 300 personnel
Formulation of Standard Operating Procedures on Unit Administration to optimize the output
Supply Chain Management and distribution of Ration, Fuel and Gas and their storage

Financial Planning, Procurement & Quality Control
As Engineer Planning and Procurement Officer (01 Apr 16 to 21 May 18) planned procurement of
construction material and store for execution of engineering projects worth INR 2000 Million
Contract Management, Price Negotiations, Technical Specifications Preparation and Review, E
Procurement, Quality Control

Geographic Information System
Education
B Tech in Mechanical Engineering
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PGDM in Combat Engineering
from University of Pune
PGDM in Défense Management
and Strategic Studies from
University of Madras

Certifications
LSSGB from KPMG
Advanced Diploma in
Geoinformatics

As a GIS Analyst (20 Jan 2020 to 9 Sep 21) posted in Command headquarters, I carried out threat
analysis and vulnerability assessment of critical assets using GIS to identify existing gaps.
Prepared risk matrix and carried out loss event profiling and Capacity building for more than 100000
personnel using QGIS
As COVID nodal officer formulated SoP for COVID Management (Staggered timings, rotation of
duties, Isolation Centres, Resource Management)
Prepared GIS ready maps for Jammu, Himachal Pradesh, Delhi, Punjab and Haryana to ensure timely
mobilization of critical resources(oxygen cylinders, PPE Kits, Life saving drugs)

Cyber Security & Information Security Management
As Cyber Security Officer of intelligence branch in Command Headquarters carried out internal and
external cyber audit
Ensured implementation of Army Cyber Security Policy and Information Security (ISO 27001 and ISO
27002)
Formulation of SoP for data security and implementation of principles of confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, authorization and non repudiation

Disaster Mgmt & CBRN Warfare
from CME, Pune

Emergency Management and Control

MLIT (Adv Excel, Networking,
Cyber Security & HRMS) from
MCTE, Mhow

As Fire Fighting Officer implemented adherence to National Building Codes and NFPA norms
Management of Fire Indication System, Fire Suppression System and Fire Detection System
As Commander Counter Improvised Explosive Devices Team , carried out destruction of IED in situ
Liaison and Coordination with external intelligence agencies

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Vendor Relation Management
Risk Management
Administration & HR Mgmt
Security & Loss Prevention
Problem Solving
Contract Management

Achievements
Second in order of merit (Silver Medallist) in Middle Level Information Technology Course from Military
College of Telecommunication and Engineering, Mhow
Geographic Information System Qualified from Défense Institute of Geospatial Information and
Training, Pune
CBRN Course (A Grade) from CBRN School, College of Military Engineering, Pune
Engineer Company Commander Course (Instructional Grade) from College of Military Engineering,
Pune
Stood second in Intra Command Cyber Security Competition (125 cyber security experts appeared)

Affective Communication
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Harvinder Singh Chahar

Age 37 yrs

I am a self- motivated individual who has always given priority to organizational goals with a
positive and focused attitude towards the tasks allotted. I always strive to deliver consistent and
professional output for every assignment with top-notch abilities in handling intense operational
commitments, administration, training of personnel and human resource management.

OPERATIONS AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
harvinderchahar2021@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/
harvinder-chahar
+91 8377896120

Education
BSC (ZOOLOGY, BOTANY,
CHEMISTRY)
LLB

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB (KPMG)-2021
Joint air defence instructors
course (Tri services)
Leadership course

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Public procurement
Vendor Relation Management
Training & Development
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Security & Loss Prevention
Assessment and evaluation
Result oriented
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Air Space Management.
As a Area Director led a team of 100 + highly motivated professionals for round the clock
Management of Airspace in close coordination (real time) with Civil, Military and other Flying
agencies for incident and accident free flying operations.
Strategic Role.
Led a team of 50 + professionals alongside Indian Army for providing Air Defence cover to strategic
assets of the country {National Nuclear Power Plants (2010-2012)}
Led a core team of 10 + professionals in conjunction with Airport Authority of India, cabinet
secretary, NSG for Anti-Hijacking operations for security of VVIP-89 (Parliament, Presidents House
and Prime Ministers residence). (2013-2015).
Led a team of 200+ professionals in conjunction with Indian Army, Assam Police, NSG, RAW & IB,
SPG etc for planning of Guwahati Integrated Air Defence Operations, during XII South Asian Games
for security of VVIP, International players etc.
Member of a Project management team responsible for execution of works worth 100 million rupees
for the establishment of Integrated Air Command and Control System (IACCS)project.
Led a team of 50 + professionals for the induction of new Radar system from the OEM (Bharat
Electronics Limited).
Planned and executed infrastructure projects for new weapon systems costing more than 100
million rupees.
Led a team of 50+ professionals for planning and execution of Training in Sub- Conventional Aerial
Attack for the ground forces deployed in North East Region of India.

Leadership and Human Resource Management
Led a team of 100+ highly professionals for deployment of radar and weapon system, more than
1100 kms in difficult conditions during Indo – China Stand OFF. (post Galwan valley skirmish)
Quarterly Counselling of air warriors under command, highlighting their weaknesses , strength and
areas of improvement.
Raising Annual Appraisal Report of 200+ air warriors, Security personnel and civilians.
Quarterly welfare meetings with troops under command and follow up actions of previous welfare
agenda points.
As a presiding officer carried out the recruitment of civilians for GP C & GP D and recruitment for the
post of Cook, Lascar, Safaiwala etc.
As a legal officer, was responsible for handling Grievances, RTI queries and as a Defending Officer
during court martials (if detailed by higher authority).
Conduct of Training for the air warriors for their skill upgradation.

Projects
Security Equipment’s Planned and executed the procurement of CCTV for the air force base. Project
cost: 2 Million rupees, mode : Tendering (CPPP).
Modern Security Equipment Procurement of Intrusion Detection System at air force base. project
cost : 1million, GeM procurement.
Annual Training Procurement Planned procurement worth 2 million rupees. Mode – Direct, GeM.
GeM procurement for Office Contingency Grant, Aerospace Safety etc,. Project costing 1 million
rupees.
Contractual labor Hiring through GeM services. Project cost: 5 million

Achievements
AOC in C for Commanding a Transportable Unit efficiently and smooth induction of a Radar.
Commanding Officer of a Transportable radar unit (2018-2020) in Central Air Command.
Awarded with the Best Radar unit in the Area of Responsibility of Central Air Command – 2020.
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Harvinder Singh Sandhu

Age 46 yrs

A Dynamic and multi facet professional with proven track record of Operational and Human
Resource Management of 21 years in Indian Air Force and Alliance Air under VUCA conditions.
Displayed Transitional leadership
in handling portfolios of Project /Process/Program
management, Human Resource encompassing certified talent acquisition, training cross
functional teams across public and private domains. Devising Policy formulation, strategies and
executing them using my background of operations.

LEADERSHIP, HR AND TRAINING
Experience 21 yrs

Background Air Force

As CEO (Commanding Officer), led a highly qualified team of 350 plus professionals managing
National assets worth 250 Cr. Focused Assignment accomplishment to devise plans for National
security while ensuring complete administrative umbrella. While relocating National assets, with
innovative planning, saved National exchequer by 30% to the tune of 15 Cr in a total budget of 50 Cr.
With my professional approach, became Examiner for the said fleet and ensured Quality
management of Training and Operations.
Talent Acquisition of top level managers in IAF (Group Testing Officer) with career advancement
training and assessment.
Human resource head of a Squadron consisting of 350 personnel including Management,
Performance appraisal, welfare and Grievance handling.

OPERATIONS AND PROJECT MANAGEMENT
Contact
sandypilot123@rediffmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
wgcdrhssandhu
+91 9927395570

Education
BSC
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
LSSGB
QMSA( Quality Management and
System Auditor)
GIS SOFTWARE
GTO
ATPL
CLABS

As Operation Leader in Aviation, handling Assets worth 15 Cr on daily basis with 95% serviceability.
Instrumental in swift, safe and timely relocation of Men and Material across the country using Aerial
platform during crisis.
In HADR Mission during floods in Srinagar in 2014, personally evacuated 1200 Civilians within a span
of 11 days and relocated safely in various part of the country. Received Citation of Air Chief for the
humongous effort.
As CEO (Operations), Formulated and executed new National level plan of engaging High value
assets worth 250 Cr against targets of opportunity. Imparted Operational training to entire Air force
combat Sqns to ensure Uniformity.
Managing and leading, in an intense working environment, a group of 150 highly motivated
technicians to launch strategic/tactical operations with 24’*7 capabilities.

AUDIT, RISK MANAGEMENT AND SECURITY
As Qualified QMSA Auditor, Hand picked by Airforce to carried out audit and evaluation of more than
15 major Airforce bases with SMEs ( Subject Matter Experts) and rendered workable
recommendations to improve efficiency.
Instrumental in Policy making of Training manual of Alliance Air involving detailed analysis of vast
data to ensure smooth functioning of Operations and training.
With HFCC experience, carried out risk assessment and mitigation of major Air force bases and
implemented Process improvement and implementation with detailed vision document in place
Instrumental in conceptual and doctrine framework revision in national security as Examiner in Air
Defence.

Achievements
Citation from Chief of Air Staff
Flight Safety Stars for accident/incident free flying

Human Factors Certification
Course in Aerospace safety

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Training & Development
Flight Operations
Human Resource Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Kalpak Paranjape

Age 45 yrs

Senior Defence leader with cross functional experience, recognised for formulating, executing
creative and entrepreneurial strategies for growth with a focus on ethics, integrity, mutual trust and
teamwork

Strategy & Planning
Experience 24 yrs

Background Navy

Contact
pache70.kp@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
kalpak-paranjape-9a03a436
+91 9718142431

Education
BSc Spl, Goa University, 1996
MSc, CUSAT, 2005
PGDMS, JBIMS, Mumbai

Member of the Indian Navy (IN) ‘Think-Tank’ organisation responsible to deeply review existing
strategies, concepts and maritime doctrines to facilitate apex-level operational and strategic
decision-making in the medium (5-10 yrs) to long term (10-15 yrs)
Presented cogent research papers and detailed reports with due diligence on sensitive strategic,
operational and maritime doctrinal issues to assist in forward-looking policies at the Apex Level
Authored three publications and two papers reviewing strategic interests and operational
procedures of the Indian Navy
Planned & steered a critical naval Ship-building case of 9000+ Cr with the Defence Acquisition
Council
Conceptualised, planned and maintained force levels of the Indian Navy by optimum resource
utilisation, including end-to-end management of assets from cradle to grave
Spearheaded strategy formulation and implementation of long term perspective plan (2012-2027) of
the Indian Navy

Operations & HR/PR
Led the Operations department on numerous warships with 90-100% mission capacity and team
strength increasing from 15 to 60 men; adapting to vastly different equipment, deployment
philosophies, leadership styles, and team dynamics
Set targets, objectives and responsibilities for teams of up to 60 individuals, monitored performance
against agreed criteria, provided periodic feedback and conducted appraisals within specified time
frames
Reduced defect rectification times by ~50% through cross training of operators in for level 2
maintenance tasks
Ensured 100% operational performance by training and maintenance programs for a 75-man team,
reducing defects to zero
Handled full spectrum ~100 % of HR functions including career progression, leadership
development, team management & team building for the team members

Training / Academia
Certifications

Operations Management

Formulated meticulous plan for a complex outcome-based training curriculum single-handedly for
over 2000 potential Armed Forces officers at the prestigious National Defence Academy (NDA)
Instrumental in Planning first-of-a-kind training curriculum at NDA on a ‘Hybrid-Model' (Part-Contact
& Part-Online) due to CoVID-19 to achieve minimum inescapable outcome-based training
Oversaw critical functions & operations coupled with 100 % outcome-based training on security,
navigation, air-direction with high professional standards and personal achievements among team
members onboard numerous naval warships

People & Resource Management

Achievements

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Key Skills

Strategy Management
Training & Development
Leadership
Public Relation & Communication
Skills

Chief of the Naval Staff Commendation for Commitment, Professionalism and Devotion to Duty in
2013
Extreme Adventure Sports Enthusiast with certified credentials from National & International
Agencies - Para-Motor & Para-Gliding Pilot, Sky Diver, Open Water Diver, Open Sea Swimmer, River
Guide, Bungee Jumper

Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Facility Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Kalpana Rautela

Age 33 yrs

My Dharma : Humanity
My Varna: Creator i.e making things happen
My karma: Live life authentically.
Dynamic, ambitious, highly competitive, methodical, disciplined and enthusiastic individual with a
varied experience in the field of hospitality, HRM, risk management, training and operations .

LEADERSHIP, HRM, TRAINING
Experience 10 yrs

Background Air Force

As a Sector Director ensured smooth and efficient functioning of the entire J&K sector and North
Eastern Sector , leading a team of 300 personnel. Made security and air defence decisions in
microseconds for a timely and quick defence of the most challenging sectors.
As a training Director in three units consecutively for a span of 6 years, devised training methodologies
that were efficient and absorbing. Conducting hybrid classes (even before COVID -19 ) helped me
extend training facilities to the personnel of remotely located area. Strongly advocated result oriented
training and motivated officers and men for professional knowledge upgradation.
As a Fighter Controller carried out intricate combat interceptions with not only IAF Fighters but USAF
and RSAF using innovative attack plans. Participated in numerous National and Regional Level
exercises under high pressure timelines.

Administration
Contact
kalpanar2710@gmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/
kalpana-rautela-0985a9222
+91 8708807994

Education
BSc Hospitality & Hotel
Administration
BSc Tourism Management
Disaster management course
MBA Travel and tourism mgt
(appearing)

As an Administration Officer handled various duties involving Operational logistics, Station Security ,
Mock drills, Fire prevention & Fire fighting, Disaster Management & Station Welfare projects. As a
Board member conducted Airmen Section Examinations in an ethical and unbiased way.
As Hony Jt secretary AFWWA (AIR FORCE WIVES WELFARE ASSOCIATION) devised new plans for
sustenance of Umeed Asha Kiran School (School for children with special needs) in Pune.
Innovated various ideas for efficient working of the whole Operations Room in case of contingencies
during COVID 19 by suggesting Air sealing of a dedicated section for unhindered operations.

TECHNOLOGY & PROJECT RELATED ROLES
As a part of Core Team validated and suggested technological changes in the Integrated Air
Command and Control System in IAF for integration of sister services. As a part of Field Acceptance
Test Team rigorously tested the IACCS on Operational parameters.
As a part of the Team for IAF's Ground Exploitation Station for AWACS and Project EYE SHADOW
tested various cases for Site Acceptance Test. Conducted trials with various fighters for MODE S trials
of IFF.
Visited Air Defence Centre of Egyptian Air Force to study the technological aspects of Air Defence.
Pioneer in liaising with civil communication agencies for enhancing Radio telephony coverage in hilly
terrain in Rohtang and Mandi area for operational requirements.

Achievements
Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Intermediate Spanish LEVEL III
Reiki Healing Level I
RYT 200 ( Registered Yoga
Teacher)

Air Officer Commanding Appreciation for enhancing the RT coverage in hilly terrain in J&K Area.
CAT AYE- Highest professional category in Fighter Controlling .Best in practicals - Fighter controllers
course.
Speaker in many Leadership seminars in IAF.
Facilitated with Pratibha Samman in Himachal Pradesh in year 2003.
Empowered a House help to start her own business "Rural Doodle".

CLABS (Centre For Leadership
& Behavioural Science)

Key Skills
Training & Development
Leadership
Entrepreneurship
Administration
Human Resource Management
Marketing
Network Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Kanupriya Rana

Age 37 yrs

A successful Air Force officer with broad vision, drive and ability to aid in helping the organization
achieve its goals.
Rich Exposure to Human Resource and training management with effective team building
capability, extremely resourceful, excellent communication and interpersonal skills.
Strong strategic-planning and people-management skills with a proven record of productivity,
quality and integrity.

Operations Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
rana.kanupriya11@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/wg-cdr-kanupriya-rana
+91 9108527061

Education
BHSc Home Science
MSc Dietetics

Highly challenging and incident free surveillance radar controlling on ATCR-33 S Italian radar.
Operations during long and odd hours of the day in western sector as well as training
establishments, require extreme quick and logical decision making under high stress situations.
Mitigated the associated risk of such missions with precise planning & preparation, objective risk
assessment and resource management.
Displayed excellent planning and execution by regulating and managing heavy density flow of air
traffic during events like Aero India Show at Bangalore, flypast of Republic Day parade over
Rashtrapati Bhawan and in Air Force Day flypast. (All at three consecutive times)
Achieved improved efficiencies of Aircraft Rescue and Fire Fighting team by implementing training
and simulated drills for recovering aircraft in emergency. Formulated SOPs and conducted AntiHijack Committee Meetings and mock drills with internal and external civil agencies.
Been in a supervisory role for Modified Air Field Infrastructure (MAFI) setup through TATA SED in
Yelahanka, Bangalore Air traffic Control Tower and Radar.

Administration
As an administration officer handled various duties involving Operational logistics, fire prevention &
fire fighting, disaster management & section welfare affairs.
As second in command of the Air Traffic Control section (Section Coordinating head for operational
& administrative matters) was responsible for manpower resource management & career planning
of airmen.
As officer in-charge for training of officer and airmen conducted theortical & practical sessions and
exams to enhance their knowledge and skills in Air Traffic Services.

MA Aviation Law & Air
Transport Mgnt

HRM

Basic & Advance (Air Traffic
Management & Air Laws)
ATCOTE, IAF

As Joint Secretary Air force Wives Welfare Association (AFWWA) at station level for almost ten years
at various places of posting was responsible for upkeep of books of accounts of thrift shop.
Procurement of grocery, items of daily needs, handicraft made by special children. Supervised
various ventures like salon, bakery, dance-music classes, sports classes, stitching, NTT classes,
conducting workshops and seminars for ladies on general awareness, counselling sessions for
marital discord and looked after therapy requirements of special children.
Managed play school, outdoor activities for ladies and kids like visit to orphanage, leprosy centers,
picnics for group of 500+ ladies.
Dealt with vendors of items for thrift shop. Visit to the markets, price negotiation, transportation of
items, display of good, accounting for damage/ breakage of goods. Conducting monthly audit for the
stores and cash and bank balance.
Managing office staff, salaries, duty roster, leave planning, welfare issues

Air Traffic Services Surveillance
Course

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB
CPHR
CLABS course (Centre for
Leadership Training and
Behavioural Sciences), IAF
SHRM
Achievements section Bullet
misplaced

Key Skills

Achievements
Commended by Air Officer Commanding in Chief, Central Air Command in 2015 for dedication and
exemplary work in providing air traffic control services and ensuring incident and accident free flying
environment.
Best National Service Scheme (NSS) State Award by Department of Higher Education, Madhya
Pradesh in 2013.

Aviation
People & Resource Management
Training & Development
Public Relation &
Communication Skills
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Problem Solving
Team Building & Mentoring
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Saad Khan

Age 42 yrs

More than two decades of experience in strategy, security and risk management, fraud prevention,
Intelligence and vigilance. Skilled in formulating & implementing strategies for regional security plan.
Coach & mentor in strategy, planning, command, control, coordination & execution of security &
protection operations, intelligence, vigilance & cross functional liaison. Mental mobility to work in
stressful, sensitive, life-threatening situations and handle workplace violence.
Expertise in conceptualizing and implementing fraud monitoring, surveillance and prevention
framework. Proficiency in a wide spectrum of activities including procurement, budgeting & fund
control, property & facility management, transportation, logistics, security & travel management

SECURITY AND RISK MANAGEMENT
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

Directed & supervised security operations, identified threats by carrying out security audits,
supervised disaster relief operations, directed administration & logistic operations at Mumbai and at
highly active theorist threat environment at Jammu & Kashmir
Coordinated & executed security, intelligence, training & disaster management activities covering
states of Jammu & Kashmir, Maharashtra & Gujarat
Supervised formulation, monitoring & implementing security policies, protocols, standards &
guidelines
Developed & implemented tactical and strategic operational plans; carried out risk assessment and
security of vital assets; identified mitigation strategies and exercised security controls
Actively monitored financial transactions of the organization, conducted anti-fraud investigations
resulting in recoveries, effective vendor relationships and development of anti-fraud framework.

LEADERSHIP, OPERATIONS & HRM
Contact
khansaad23213@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/saadkhan-cpp-cfe-cscss-indianarmy
+91 9596770200

Supervised administrative operations, facility management, health & safety, physical security, liaison
& coordination in high altitude & highly active field area under intense terrorist threat
Supervised administration, logistics, payroll, HR management, discipline & compliance management
of military unit of 850+ personnel
Handled full spectrum HR functions including career management, talent management, team
structuring, performance appraisals, compliance and conflict resolution.
Planned & synergized operational employment of several cross functional teams

PROJECT MANAGEMENT AND LOGISTICS
Education
BSc from JNU
MSc, MPhil from Berhampur
University
EPGP in Software
Development (Cyber Security),
IIIT-Bengaluru (Perusing)

Conceptualized and operationalized automated surveillance & intrusion detection system for
military garrison in counter insurgency environment at Jammu & Kashmir and also at stand-alone
military garrison at Mumbai
Executed smooth induction and seamless integration of new state of art warfighting system at
equipment intensive military unit.
Ensured architectural & security compliance for under construction training facility costing approx.
₹200 Cr

TRAINING
Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
CFE (from ACFE)
CPP (from ASIS International)
CSCSS (Certification in Supply
Chain Security Studies from
ASIRS, Singapore)

Key Skills

As officer cadet trainer at National Defence Academy, Pune, organized warfighting, weapon handling,
security drills & audit trainings of over 1000 military officer cadets annually
As senior specialist coach at a major military training institute, conducted warfighting specialization
training of more than 1500 officers and conducted technical & security audit of more than five
military units.
Planned & organized overall technical, tactical & security practices training for approximately 14,000
military officers annually.

Achievements
Army Commander's Commendation Card.

People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
Leadership, Training &
Development
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Security & Loss Prevention
Fraud Analytics
Problem Solving and Analytical
Thinking
Facility Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Kingshook Biswas

Age 42 yrs

Seasoned professional with 21 years of diverse experience, from being a combat helicopter pilot
to managing trans-continental logistics, from heading operations of a strategic organization to
mentoring budding military leaders. Highly effective at team building for deliverance of operational
excellence. Exceptional communication and multitasking abilities with a "never say die" attitude.

Operations and Project Management
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

As Commanding Officer (CEO), led multicultural workforce of 400 men, orchestrating operations of
a Missile unit, managing strategic inventory worth Rs 4500 Cr spread across three geographically
separated facilities
Played pivotal role in a data analytics based study commissioned by Army HQ which saved Rs 1100
Cr towards maintenance cost of strategic inventory.
An Army HQ level incident investigation report prepared by me in 2019 paved way for revision in
organizational SOP and potentially saved future losses to the tune of hundreds of crores.
As a Joint Director of Operations of a 3000 men strong Military Group in Delhi, coordinated
humanitarian relief during Jat Agitation of 2016 through land and airlift operations.
As Combat Search and Rescue Pilot, flew helicopters along the Indian borders in challenging VUCA
environment as well as in the war-torn Central Africa under United Nations Flag.

Logistics & Supply Chain Management
Contact
kingshook123@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
kingshook-biswas
+91 8588876394

As Commanding Officer (CEO) of a missile unit, over three years, managed transportation of
sensitive and strategic inventory worth Rs 1500 Cr across 2000-2500 Kms employing trucks, trains
and transport aircrafts.
As Chief Logistics Officer of a UN Contingent, over two years, procured inventory worth Rs 60 Cr
through multiple government and private stakeholders.
Managed supply chain across India and UN Mission in Congo by land, sea and air routes including
air transportation of helicopters employing Ukrainian IL-78 Transport Aircraft.

Security, Risk Mitigation and Loss Prevention
Education
B Sc (Chemistry)
M Sc (Defense and Strategic
Studies)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

As Commanding Officer (CEO) of a Missile unit, ensured fool-proof security of extremely sensitive
facilities employing cutting edge surveillance technology and innovative resource management.
As a Joint Director of Operations of a Military Group in New Delhi, achieved incident free security
cover for Independence Day and Republic Day Celebrations in 2016 & 2017.
Improved security and loss prevention of military facilities spread over 300 acres in New Delhi
through procurement and installation of Automated Surveillance and Intrusion Detection System.

Achievements
United Nations Force Commander's Appreciation for achievement in Flying Operations
Awarded seven medals for operational service rendered during the Army career

Key Skills
Leadership
Operations Management
Supply Chain Management
Stakeholder Management
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Praneeth KL

Age 35 yrs

An incisive Naval Officer with 12 years of diverse experience displaying professional brilliance in
cross-functional domains predominantly in Aviation Operations, Project Management, Operations
Management, Supply Chain Management, and Human Resource Management. Adept at planning
and execution with dexterity in time management, resource utilisation, and risk management.
Assertive and decisive, have successfully streamlined operations, with remarkable outcomes even
in volatile, uncertain, and ambiguous environments while adhering to the highest safety and
security standards.

Aviation Operations
Experience 12 yrs

Background Navy

Contact
klpraneethnavy@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/klpraneeth-57734039
+91 9573989007

Education
BTech (ECE)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PGDALATM, NALSAR Univ
Air Traffic Control & Surveillance
Course, IAF
Staff Officer, Instructional and
Logistics Course, IN
Leadership & Behavioural
Sciences Course, CLABS, IN
NBCD Course, IN
OPTRAM, IAF

Certifications
Certified Scrum Master (CSM)
LSSGB

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Project Management
Supply Chain Management
Business Planning & Strategy

38000+hrs of active air traffic controlling with the ability to handle all types of conventional and
tactical missions and situations with precision, safety, time managed, and efficient air operations
saving millions of dollars for military and private stakeholders.
Airspace and Air Traffic Flow Management for more than 100 aircraft in various missions and fly
past during International Fleet Review -16 participated by 40 navies worldwide.
Reorganised the airspace of an air station to optimise utilisation for safe and efficient air traffic flow
management.
Risk mitigation analysis and implemented safety monitoring systems enabling successful maiden
LCA Navy trails onboard aircraft carrier.
Exhaustive planning and airspace management for controlling high cadence combat fighter aircraft
and helicopters for both day/night operations onboard aircraft carrier.
Undertook controlling and airspace management for high tempo SAR & Tactical missions involving
various agencies.

HR, Training & Administration
Formulated and directed internal and external HR policies, ensured overall welfare of officers and
men.
Trained and mentored 15 officers leading them to successfully complete On Job Training; conducted
theoretical & practical evaluations and cleared them for career progression.
Formulated comprehensive and efficient training modules for easy reference.
Instrumental in job enhancement, appraisals, rewards and recognition, conflict management, and
addressing grievances at the workplace.
Determined schedules, sequences, and assignments for work activities based on the priority and
skills of the deployed personnel.
Maximised Operational Safety as Chief Risk Assessment and Station Fire Officer with continuous
training involving expertise from industry, coordination with various agencies, and implementing
latest firefighting techniques.
Appreciated by Naval Aviation Training Team for outstanding trainer and exemplary work in
maintenance & development.

Project Management
Experienced in managing International Joint Operations including MILAN-12, MILAN-14, and
MALABAR-2020 with Quad Nations-US Navy, Royal Australian Navy, and Japanese Navy.
Budgeted and designed annual infrastructure projects worth more than 2 Million USD.
Negotiated contracts, pricing, quantity, and lead time delivery terms with multiple stakeholders-AMA
India Airfield Lighting Systems, Military Engineering Services, and OEMs.
Ensured optimum resource allocation for airfield infrastructure development and enabled seamless
long-range naval deployments.
Strategic planning and implementation of maintenance projects in challenging conditions to keep
the major airfield in A&N Islands operational.
Represented Indian Navy in ICAO Asia Pacific Civil Military Cooperation Regional Conference at New
Delhi.
As Assistant Project Manager for Runway Resurfacing, ensured timely & successful completion of
project with utmost safety without hindering flying operations.

Achievements
Sainya Seva Medal and 9 yrs Long Meritorious Service Medal
Qualified Carrier Control Approach Officer & Qualified Radar Controller

Flight Operations
Administration
Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
Negotiations
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Manju Bhaskar

Age 43 yrs

Experienced management professional with 22 years of uninterrupted and direct exposure to
challenging Operational and Maintenance environment at major aviation bases of Indian Air Force.
Seeking an inspiring and meaningful assignment in a growth-oriented organization in HR,
Infrastructure project Management, Security, Facility management, Resource planning and
budgeting/Statistics

Aviation Safety and Infrastructure Management
Experience 22 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
manjubhaskar.avi@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
manjubhaskar.avi
+91 8130223755

Education
BSc, University rank holder
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Diploma in Information and
System Management
Flight Maintenance & Admin
Safety course from Institute of
Flight Safety, New Delhi

As a Senior Project Manager, played a pivotal role in execution of infrastructure projects costing
about 970 Cr in major military airports. Liaised and coordinated with multiple state and private
agencies towards operationalisation and functioning of sensitive airfields.
Operationalised a strategic airfield in North east as a part of Prime Ministers – Look East Policy.
Collaborated with Airport Authority of India, BEL, TATA SED and State civil administration authorities
for projects related to Runway resurfacing, Airfield Lighting, Security installation and other related
aircraft storage and parking facilities.
Gathered valuable experience while functioning as Administrative Safety Inspection Officer. Primary
responsibility was to Audit administrative aspects related to flying operations and addressing critical
shortcomings to ensure aviation safety at all times.
Inspection and feedback on better practices such as bird hazard management, Foreign object
damage and waste disposal to ensure safe flying operations.

HR Management
As Senior Data Manager of Electronic Data Processing Cell at Air Force Record Office, led
management of various HR activities at PAN Air Force level including manpower planning,
recruitment, performance and data analysis, grievance handling etc.
Communicated directly with senior most leadership of Indian Air Force by preparing and delivering
presentations related to pan Air Force manpower allocation and policy matters.
Effective Career planning and placement of employees depending on their seniority and skill levels.
Executed welfare/ social projects focusing on children, women and environment conservation such
as Umeed Asha Kiran schools for Special Children.
Executed digitization of the HR matters at organizational level.
Headed the Record office website which gives varied information on all matters pertaining to HR.
Looked after the Vigilance cell and prevented possible malpractices in the system.
Led the internal complaint committee.

Administration, Security and Facility Management

Project Management

Involved in multifarious administrative activities catering to around 8500 personnel and their
families that involved Hospitality, Civil administration, Hospitals and School management by
optimization of limited recourses.
Established and lead crisis management cells by regulating and managing heavy density flow of
aircraft, manpower and equipment during various flying operations. Ensured Operational readiness,
safety and wellness of deployed troops by effective facility management.
Conflict resolutions and management of Veterans health clinics.
Reviewed security process and access control of manpower and material to generate better
situational awareness and create deterrence at a forward base in J&K sector.
Planning and procurement of state of the art security equipment for perimeter defense.
Constant communication with other similar organizations for timely update on intelligence inputs to
ensure crime prevention and accident free operations.
Fire Safety, logistics and vendor management for various projects.
Improved the quality of supplies by constantly coordinating with support organisations and reduced
the time taken to reach the end user by proactive planning, time management and effective
communication.
As a member of command inspection teams, assessed the administrative and HR preparedness of
various vital air bases.

People Management

Awards and Achievements

HR Mgmt - Defense civilians
Infrastructure Projects
Management Course
Intermediate Air Staff Course

Certifications
Advanced Professional
knowledge Course
Appraisal Workshop
Pavement Evaluation Tech &
application for Maint &
Rehabilitation at CSIR- CRRI, Delhi

Key Skills
Aviation

Resource Management
Leadership
Administration
Human Resource Mgmt
Interpersonal Skills
Facility Management

Excellence award by Prime Minister of India for Digitisation of HR- 2015
Award of Commendation by Eastern Air Commander-in-Chief -2017
Award for Dedication and Professional skills by Western Air Commander-in-Chief -2009
Distinguished Alumni award by PSGR Krishnammal College, Coimbatore - 2018
Best Glider Pilot – “Gold Medal” in Tamil Nadu NCC - 1997.

Team Building & Mentoring
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Mayank Choudhary

Age 45 yrs

A versatile, dynamic & accomplished combat communicator who has been in the field of IT and
communications since 1998. Has rich and varied experience in planning, processing, budgeting,
executing, operating and maintaining ICT networks with the attendant responsibilities in other
domains. Possesses the contemporary skill sets for tech management and project management.
Has a strong desire to learn, grow and evolve for greater roles and responsibilities.

OPERATIONS (INFORMATION AND COMN TECHNOLOGY)
Experience 24 yrs

2016- 19: Commanded a Signals Regiment with a strength of 10 senior managers, 40 junior
managers and 750 technicians for providing ICT services to 25,000 persons over a geographical
spread of 20,000 square Km in challenging conditions in Northeast India.
2015-16 : Managed the IT systems in Army Group Insurance (AGI) as Joint Director Systems and
planned the overhauling of the old automation.

Background Army

PROJECT MANAGEMENT

Contact

2019-21 : Planned, processed, budgeted and executed projects worth Rs 50 Crores in the Sapta
Shakti Command as Colonel Project Management.
2016-19 : Planned, processed and executed IT and communication projects including NFS project in
NE.
2016 - 19: Managed Rs 50 Crore construction project for communication and accommodation
complex for Signal Regiment at Missamari (Assam).

mayank10071976@gmail.com

LOGISTICS & SUPPLY CHAIN MANAGEMENT

http://linkedin.com/in/
mayank10071976

As the CEO of Signal Regiment handled Supply Chain Management operations for 2000 troops, 500
vehicles and the communication nodes spread over 20,000 square KM in challenging terrain of
Arunachal Pradesh.

+91 9815877242

Education
1993 : Saint Xavier School, Jaipur
1996 : B Sc – NDA, JNU
2000 : Transport Management
2002 : Diploma in IT , CDAC
2005 : B Tech from JNU
2011 : M Sc, Univ of Madras
2017 : Diploma in Senior Def
Management, DAVV

Achievements
2007 : Alpha (Instructor) grading in Junior Command Course, AWC
2007-09 : Planning & Training Head of Cockerel Division
2009 : Cleared prestigious Staff College Course in Competitive Vacancy
2011-13 : Operation Manager of newly raised Division in NE
2014 : Silver Medal in Chief of Army Staff Essay Competition
2015-16 : Joint Director (IT Systems) in Army Group Insurance
2016 - 19 : CEO of Blazing Sword Division Signals Regiment
2020 - 21 : Project Manager in Sapta Shakti Command

2020 : Program on Public
Procurement – NIFM, Faridabad
2021 : Certificate Course in
Business Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
PMP,
Agile,
Scrum Master,
ITIL 4,
Advanced Excel,
LSSGB,

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
Strategy Management
Leadership
Administration
Network Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Merugu Solomon Saneev

Age 53 yrs

Committed and twice awarded for distinguished service. A team player who leads by personal
example. 33 years of service in military operations, security & risk. Held critical appointments in
Min of def(Army HQ) conducting strategic HRM and optimization, recruitment, talent acquisition
from industry and strategic restructuring roles. Investigation, forensics, and cyber security
specialist. Seeking employment in my core strengths as a consultant / Advisor on Right sizing
large organizations for optimized functionality. For strategic management / HRD & HRM /
Advanced Cyber security, data analysis and administration

Executive Director Level
Experience 33 yrs

Background Army

Contact
oceansprings26@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
merugu-solomonsaneev-552ab6222
+91 9868261886

Education
BSc Hons – Osmania Univ
MSc Defence and Strategic
Studies – Madras Univ
Advanced Cyber security and
cryptology – Indore Univ

Work in the Army (33 years) Career achievements (Proficient in Telugu, Hindi, and English)
Colonel General Staff - Ministry of Defense (Army) – Entrusted with Strategic HRM and
organizational restructuring & optimization. Reduced weaponry and 1.2 lakh of manpower.
Minimized losses and recommended leaner and more effective organizations. AWARDED FOR
DISTINGUISHED SERVICE.
Executive Director - Headed a Min of defense team to Russia. With scientists from DRDO, OFB, ARDE,
PXE, CPE, DMRL, MIDHANI, LPR, and DGQA, Ministries of Def & Fin. Did Quality audits of tank gun
metallurgy and transfer of technology for own manufacture. AWARDED FOR DISTINGUISHED
SERVICE.
Commandant, 6 LANCERS (Executive Director) - Developed a digital control harness for fighting
vehicles. led, trained, built teams, and ensured welfare of Men under command
Commanding officer and Executive Director recruitment – Ensured best talent acquisition. Carried
out digital documentation. Plugged corruption. Ensured ethical practices and evaluation.
RECOMMENDED FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE.
Chief Instructor (Executive Director) – Commanded the gunnery wing, mentored, and reskilled junior,
mid, and senior level officers in Military leadership, operations, training, HRM, logistics and
administration
Prof & Faculty in MILIT, institute of Advanced Technology, Pune Univ and in school of Armored
warfare.
Colonel administration (Executive director) – In seven states of northeast, implemented fin plans,
processed retirement, compensation and benefits.. Ensured fundamental legal activity.
Lt Colonel General staff officer (1) – Spearheaded operations in J& K and Northeast at level held.
Instrumental in surrender of 2630 Bodo militants, formation of BTAD, ASSAM. Civil Military Liaison
advisor to ASSAM Government. RECOMMENDED FOR DISTINGUISHED SERVICE.
Commanding Officer (Military Police) (Executive Director) – As chief Admin, HRM and OB officer,
making policy, enforcing good order and military discipline. Liaison, organizing and conducting
events, ensuring cyber security, and conducting security audits. for garrisons in Bihar and
Jharkhand. PRESENT EMPLOYMENT

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Achievements

PGDM in HRD-NILEM

PUBLICATIONS. Two Research papers on Gun metallurgy and advanced armament/ ammunition
and on Digital control harness for fighting vehicles of the Army. submitted to the GOI.
HONOURS AND AWARDS. Two Awards for distinguished service in 2010 & 2013 from Chief of army
staff. Awarded ten other service medals for proficiency in operations and service and two other
Recommendations for distinguished service.
HOBBIES – Photography, Gardening, Golf, Reading and sports.

Senior Defence Mgmt – Devi
Ahilya Bai Univ

Certifications
Criminal inv, forensic science,
law and order
Advanced Cyber Security and
Cryptology
SHRM SCP Cert – SHRM USA
CPHR Cert – Canada
Belbin Cert – UK
Lean six Sigma– IIT kharagpur

Key Skills
Operations & Project Management
Vendor Relation Management
Strategy Management
Leadership
Public Relation & Communication
Skills
HR Management
Problem Solving
Team Building & Mentoring
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Narendra Singh Shekhawat

Age 44 yrs

Senior Defence leader with 17+ years cross functional experience recognized for handling
multifarious assignments in Project Management, Infrastructure Development, Procurement and
Vendor Management and Operations. Excellent liaison with Government Organizations and
Executing Agencies like MES/ CCE(R&D)/ CPWD/ Indian Railways. My collaborative approach
stems from the ability to work within multi disciplinary teams on works across various
geographies with a great team.

Director Projects and Facilities
Experience 17 yrs

Background Army

Planning, driving and processing strategic infrastructure projects with MES/ CPWD/ CCE (R&D) and
Min of Defence for both existing and new bases in stipulated time frame, instrumental in ensuring
100 percent increase in overall project executions, processed INR 1200 Crore worth projects
Proactive and skillful negotiation with agencies like Railway, CPWD, Irrigation Department, Municipal
Corporations, NHAI etc for execution of specialised and technical works
Spearheaded the Environmental Clearance for a new Project site in NCR with agencies like Supreme
Court, CEC, Ridge Management Board and DGDE in exceptional record time efforts worth INR 20
Crores
Financial Planning and budget allocation for various executing agencies to utmost accuracy

General Manager/ Executive Officer

Contact
narendra.shekhu0210@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
narendra-singhshekhawat-25a1b4227
+91 9001290006

Education
B Tech (Civil)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
B Sc (Physics) Pune Univ

Certifications
Diploma in Junior Level Defence
Management
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
(KPMG )
PMP from PMI (pursuing)

Key Skills

Responsible for a 900 strong multicultural and cross functional team, handling complex HR
functions, team development with focus on common goals and working towards achieving them
Lead team of 300 in Disaster Management operation during Srinagar Floods in 2014 and evacuated
over 40 thousand Civilians to safer locations/ Camps
Formulated and spearheaded repair and rehabilitation work worth INR 300 Crores of over hundred
team sites of Indian Army post- Srinagar Floods in a record time of one year
Group was Awarded Unit Citation by the Chief of Army Staff for exemplary work and devotion to Duty

Senior Project Manager and Facilities Manager
Executed a marquee Runway Project worth INR 140 Crores in Eastern region of India in stipulated
time frame using world class project management techniques. Project involved more than hundred
thousand sq mtr of rigid pavements and equal amount of flexible pavements
Ensured execution of RCC and Prefab Steel Structures worth INR 120 Crores with uncompromising
standards of quality assurance and safety
Excelled in facility management works worth INR 100 crores for technical/ Office buildings, medical
facilities along with residential areas spanning over 5000 acres
Lead a team of over 400 individuals including 06 managers and skilled staff in cross functional tasks

Executive Engineer in United Nations
Skillful planning of pre-induction preparation for the UN Mission. Proactive negotiation with vendors
in procurement of stores worth INR 65 Crores, leading to flawless induction of team in the Mission
area
Lead a site development team at United Nations at Melut and Malakal in Sudan and executed
construction of prefab structures for offices and residential complexes, security infrastructure,
helipads and services from conceptualisation to operationalization worth INR 60 Crores
Excellent liaison with Sudanese Armed Forces and Government officials, Sudanese Rebel Group and
all UN Agencies working in the areas, leading to hindrance free establishment of Mission sites

Contracts and Cost Management

Procurement and Vendor
Management

Headed department of Govt. relations, industrial relations, and conflict resolution in Project
Management Office.
Negotiated contracts with Defence PSUs, foreign Collaborator and OEMs.
Planned and implemented complex training schedules for end user teams at different locations in
India and Sudan.

Facility Management

Achievements

Strategic Infrastructure Project
Management
Operations Management

Chief of the Naval Staff Commendation Card (2018)
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Nayan Singh

Age 53 yrs

36 years of experience in Naval Aviation in Aircraft Engineering Trade and experience in in-depth
maintenance & overhauling of Seaking and Chetak Helicopters. Highly expertise in inventory
control of Aircraft spares across the Naval Aviation fleet and handled basing of new induction
aircraft in India & abroad along with positioning of manpower and executed infrastructure
development to sustain operations at various locations in India and Abroad.

Production Management
Experience 36 yrs

Background Navy

Experience in production of aircraft & Engines and expertise in in-depth maintenance & overhauling
of Seaking and Chetak Helicopters and resource management of Ground Support Equipment in
Indian Navy.
Prepared and executed initial induction plan of MiG 29K aircraft to Goa ex Russia.

Inventory Management
Managed large quantity of Inventory of spares pertaining to Aircraft & Engines held in Indian Navy.
Prepared Statement of Cases (SOCs) and Created warehouses at Goa for accommodating initial
consignment / inventory of MiG aircraft, Engines, Spares & Armament ex Russia.

Human Resource Management
Contact
nayansingh63@yahoo.in
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
nayan-singh-87a3b9226
+91 9442300287

Education
BA(Maths)
MA(Maths)
MBA (Operations)
Diploma in Aeronautical
Engineering
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications

Prepared and executed manning plan of Naval Aviation manpower (approx. 8000 sailors) as per
tasking of Air Stations, Units, Flight and Squadrons at Headquarters Naval Aviation.
Prepared cases for new induction of Aviation manpower for newly inducted aircraft in Indian Navy.
Managed cross training / OJT for large number of Aviation manpower ex de-inducted aircraft.

Administration & Infrastructure Development
Handled administration of various organizations of Indian Navy.
Lead Defence Civilian work force of approx. 400 personnel at Goa.
Expertise in handling infrastructure cases in Indian Navy.
Executed land acquisition at Port Blair, Goa.

Safety & Security Management
Highly Expertise in Industrial Safety & Fire fighting and Disaster relief management.
Handled flawless security management of Vital Areas and High Security Zone of various Defence
installations.
Equipped & trained security forces with advance technological weapons and safety gears.
Handled large number of Investigations / Inquiries.

Achievements
Awards of Commendations by Commander-in-Chief (Western, Eastern & Andaman Nicobar
Command)

Advance Diploma in Industrial
Safety & Security
Aeronautical Technology &
Equipment Course
Joint Service Works &
Infrastructure orientation course
IRT course under NDMA, Goa

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Supply Chain Management
Training & Development
People Management
Administration
HRM
Security & Loss Prevention
Facility & Safety Management
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Pararthana Chahal

Age 35 yrs

A smart, dynamic, performance driven professional, skilled with ability and fervour to take on
responsibility of any assignment. Has 15 years of cross functional experience in various facets of
leadership involving Administration, Human Resource Management, Operations & Project
Management, Aerospace safety, Air Traffic Controlling and Bird Hazard Combat Management.
Dedicated and decisive leader with strategic and forward-thinking mindset.
Exceptional Operations Manager focused on successful team building and operational
improvements. Reliable team player committed to building high-performing teams.

Administration
Experience 15 yrs

Background Air Force

Collaborated with legal and compliance teams to review paperwork, obtain feedback and procure
available information for new training processes.
Enhanced team workflows and employee job satisfaction by coordinating communication between
managers and employees.
Successfully handled various projects of strategic importance in different parts of India.
Have efficiently handled legal and RTI cases.
Handled Administration and catering requirements of more than 1000 plus personnel.
Adequately trained on Work Services aspects of Military Engineering and Defence Work Procedures
involving infrastructure development.

Human Resource Management
Contact
skycontrollers@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/wg-cdr-prarthnachahal-19a990221/
+91 9468323374

Education
BA
MA (HRM) result awaited
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Leadership & Behavioural
Sciences (IAF)
Aerospace Safety & Accident
Investigation Course
Work Services

Certifications

Streamlined HR efficiencies, coordinated new hire orientations and provided onboarding and training
for 1000 plus employees. Looked after the HR requirements of a team of 2000 plus air warriors.
Have actively looked after the welfare and career progression of 500 plus personnel year after year.
Headed Internal complaints committee at Indian Air Force. Provided guidance on policies and
procedures to harmonize responses, investigation actions to reach resolution of grievances.
Formulated and revised various human resource policies over the years.
Coordinated & conducted various civil military liaison visits.
Updated training processes by reviewing existing documentation, leveraging feedback from
associates, and working with legal and compliance teams

Operations Management
A Qualified Administration and Aerospace Safety Officer from Institute of Aerospace safety Delhi.
Updated and published standard operating procedures (SOPs) using stakeholder, customer and
employee input and feedback resulting in clearer and more useful instruction for users.
Monitored supply chain and managed procurement of various latest equipment used in aerospace
safety with budget more than 1.5 crore for 3 years plus (including the GEM portal).
Motivated and trained more than 500 employees to maximize team productivity
Actively and efficiently provided Air Traffic Services to Civil and Military flights.
Have been part of Search and Rescue missions and Accident Investigation.
Have efficiently handled bird hazard combat management in premier bases of the IAF.

Achievements
Course on Legal & RTI
Land Acquisition (MOD)
Civil Administration Course
Basic & Advance Professional
knowledge course
Basic & Intermediate Air Staff
Course Officers
Works Officers Course

Commendation by Chief of The Air Staff (for praiseworthy contribution in Administration and Human
Resource Management duties).
NCC "C" certificate holder with 'A' Grade.
Participated in Republic Day Parade Twice.
National and inter university level player in Soft ball & Hand Ball.
Various certificate courses in Trekking, rock climbing, para sailing, bungee jumping, river rafting and
sky diving etc.
Third in order of merit in Advance profession knowledge course ( Administration)

Key Skills
Administration
Human Resource Management
Operations Management
Project Management
Public Speaking
Training & Development
Public Relation &
Communication Skills
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
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Pavanjeet Saluja

Age 32 yrs

An Incisive Leader and Dynamic Computer Engineering Officer with 11 years of expertise focused
on Project Management, Operations and HRD. I have diverse experience in management of
Technical projects viz planning, forecasting and implementation. A successful leader and effective
communicator who has demonstrated ability to autonomously multitask and prioritize
requirements to meet critical deadlines in highly unstructured environment.

Project Management
Experience 11 yrs

Background Army

Expertise in planning projects from raising requisition to floating of RFP/Tenders, scrutiny of Techno
Commercial Bids, Negotiations and Contract Conclusion.
Worked On GIS platform and did mapping of complete IT infrastructure of a Military Training
Institute spread over acres.
Spearheaded multiple high-end projects of PAN-Organizational significance and ensured smooth
TOT from design agencies.

HR & Training

Contact
pavanjeetsalujaofficial@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
major-pavanjeetsaluja-6b307a119/
+91 9926651000

Education
BE (Computer Science)
MBA (HR) pursuing (2020-22)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
PMP (pursuing)
Certified Scrum Master (CSM)
LSSGB

Talent Acquisition - Screening and recruitment of approximately 3000+ Technical Trainees in Indian
Army. Identified the potential and further allotted various roles and responsibilities as per the
capability of the individual.
Planned training programs and devised innovative methodologies in Technical Training hence
ensured time bound completion of all tasks related to training.
Done periodical evaluation of trainers to improve joint standards of performance of the complete
Training Centre.
Conducted curriculum design for new courses and developed existing curriculum to enhance
capability building and prepared SOPs for training
Played a pivotal role in selection and nurturing of Junior Leadership – supervised and conducted
training capsules for promotions of 1000+ technically qualified employees from multidimensional
fields and facilitated their transition into leadership roles

Operations & Logistics Management
Led cross functional teams to achieve timely construction of critical infrastructure in restricted
timeframe.
Ensured Serviceability and Maintenance of variety of equipment - Independently handled equipment
worth Rs 50 crores(approx.) and ensured reduction in downtime by at least 33%
Planning and Forecasting of Budget – Spearheaded planning, procurement, availability and delivery
of spares and equipment in critical time frame.
Online / Offline Procurement – formulated strict SOPs for vendor management and compliance
hence saving money of the exchequer.

Facility and Event Management
In charge of a Transit facility that accommodated 2000 workforce and hosted many VIPs at any
given time.
Conducted various Trans India Adventure Expeditions – worked in close liaison with civil police,
administration, Media, PR and airport authorities for successful conduct of events.

Key Skills
Project Management
Operations Management
Public Relation &
Communication Skills
Administration
Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
Facility Management
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Pratyush Kumar Singh Gaur

Age 45 yrs

A highly versatile professional with rich experience in cross-functional domains of operations,
security & personnel management, administration, procurement and HR in multicultural and
multilingual environment. Exceptionally well organized and self-driven leader with proven track
record of successful and consistent deliverance of organisational objectives in VUCA conditions
and demonstrated strategic thinking, resourcefulness, integrity, self-motivation, creativity,
accountability and initiatives to achieve goals.

Operations Management
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

Planned, executed and supervised entire gamut of military operations as leader of a 1250 strong
independent military unit in NE India in Border Guarding role.
Planned and supervised induction, training, deployment and logistics for 1600 personnel at the
highest, coldest and most dangerous battle field in the world.
As nodal officer for NDMA, coordinated and evaluated the SDMA mechanism of Mizoram across
eight districts as part of large scale simulated exercise.

Human Resource Management

Contact
pratyush_rajput@hotmail.com
http://linkedin.com/in/colpratyush-kumar-singh-gaurretd-a239b160
+91 9622411559

Education
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
BA, University of Lucknow
PG Diploma in Security &
Personnel Management,
University of Pune

Certifications
LSSBB
LSSGB
Certified Scrum Master
United Nations Course, UN
Centre, New Delhi
Prevention of Sexual Exploitation
& Abuse Certification, MONUSCO

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Resource Management
Risk Management
Change Management
Administration
Process Improvement
Quality Assurance
Best Practice Implementation
Team Building & Mentoring
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Managed appraisals, promotions, discipline, grievance redressal and ceremonial aspects for 16,000
trained combatants.
Spearheaded selection and formulation of task based sub-unit teams, their training, appraisals and,
promotions for 1250 personnel.
Performed recruitment and induction of 4000 personnel of the strategic federal counter-terrorist and
anti-hijack force.
Carried out induction, task based rationalization, peacekeeping operations oriented training and
deployment of1600 personnel to DR of Congo.

Security Management
Formulated, benchmarked, executed and supervised best practices at various strategic and tactical
military establishments to ensure secure & safe environment facilitating organisational missions.
Developed policy, procedures & guidelines for the large scale security operations and management,
aligning these with organizational concerns.
Adeptly associated with and has hands on experience in amalgamation of human, infrastructural &
latest technological resources towards installation security, asset protection, physical security and
cyber security ; conceptualizing, effectuating measures/ modifications in the operating procedures
to optimize resource and manpower utilization.

Administration
Executed administrative & welfare activities for more than 30000 personnel, their families &
dependents in Military Station spread over 5000 acres in seven pockets in high-risk environment
during the pandemic.
Directly executed annual budgetary planning for administrative and welfare procurements worth
over Rs 10 crore and carried out audit & monitored financial assets worth 300 crores.

Project Management
As Project Monitoring Officer, monitored and ensured successful, timely, standard compliant
deliverance of INR 280 Crores valued administrative, training and residential infrastructure spread
over 184 acres in Mizoram, India.
Planned, resourced and successfully executed construction of seven helipads, eight high altitude
shelters, 18 kms fuel pipeline, 10 ad hoc foot bridges at altitudes of more than 20,000 feet in most
dangerous battlefield in the world.
Implemented more than twenty welfare projects for more than30,000 military personnel & their
dependents to facilitate safety, sustenance and mental health during pandemic.

International Exposure
As Deputy Contingent Commander of Indian Peacekeeping Contingent to DR of Congo under United
Nations, worked in close collaboration with UN, Govt & Non-Govt agencies, conducted peacekeeping
operations, implemented social initiatives and capacity building of local government forces.
Conceptualized, planned, coordinated with MEA, embassies and foreign militaries and executed
Tri-Nation Motorcycle Expedition through India, Myanmar and Bangladesh to promote bonhomie and
greater collaboration between border guarding forces of the three nations.

Achievements
MONUSCO Force Commander Appreciation for hostage rescue in DR of Congo
US Army Certificate of Appreciation for coordinating and conducting first ever Indo-US Army Joint
Military Training in April 2004
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Praveen Gopalakrishnan

Age 42 yrs

Military Leader & Marine Engineer with wide range of skills gained through first-hand experiences
on Leadership, Operations, Program/ Project Management, Change Management, Technology
Induction, International Contracts & Supply Chain Management as well as formulation of Training
Infrastructure & Curriculum. Possess superior communication, inter-personal and team building
skills with a result oriented approach.

Program| Project| Change| Supply Chain Management
Experience 20 yrs

Background Navy

Headed a Centre of Cross-Functional Teams with 200+ Multi-Skilled employees to plan & execute
Repairs/ Refits onboard 20+ Platforms
Led a team of 150+ employees to manage Supply Chain catering to material for 100 Production &
Support Centres
Conceptualised Change Management with proposal for Reorganisation of Yard to enhance
Ownership of Tasks, optimise Resources and mitigate Capacity Constraints
Formulated roadmap for modernisation of Infrastructure for advanced automated Material Handling
Facility and Multi-Functional Water Front Repair Facility worth over Rs 250 crores ($34M)
Designed and implemented Productivity Enhancement to accrue savings of 3000+Man Hrs/month
Implemented policies for MARPOL Certification for 10 IN Vessels through Classification Society

Operations & Maintenance
Contact
praveengopalakrishnan@outl
ook.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
praveen-gopalakrishnan-pg
+91 9137958148

Education
BE(Mechanical), Annamalai
University
M.Tech (Syscon), IIT – Bombay
PGDM, JBIMS
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Intermediate Level Maintenance of
LM2500 Gas Turbines, US Navy
Marine Engineering Specialisation
Course

Certifications
LSSBB
LSSGB
PMI-ACP
ITIL 4 Foundation
Basic Course in AI & ML,
RBCDSAI, IIT-Madras
Specialised Oil Tanker
Operations, NAMAC

Key Skills
Strategy Management
Risk Analysis & Mitigation
Change Leader
People & Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Contract Management
Process Improvement
Collaborating Team Work &
Result Orientation
Training & Development
Stakeholder Management
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Led team of 5 Officers and 85 Sailors through complete cycle of Maintenance, Training & Operations
to meet all Mission Requirements and enable increase in Operational Cycle by 100% over schedule
7 years of Operational experience onboard Fleet Ships with direct involvement in steering Relief
Operations at Malay, Kerala and Gujarat, undertaking repairs/innovations to meet 100% Operations
on multiple accounts
Spearheaded revisions in shipboard Inventory Holding and Compliance to Change Management
Philosophy
Restructuring of Responsibilities of verticals including mentoring on NextGen Control Systems

Contracts| Procurement| Policy & Plans
Integrated information streams, communicating with dock heads, Overseas OEMs, DPSUs, PSUs and
fabricators
Formulated Standard Guidelines and Pricing Agreement leading to signing of Inter-Governmental
Agreement that seamlessly regulates contracts
Strategized a Tripartite Agreement for Indigenisation of Gas Turbine Aggregates to develop SelfReliance and widening technology/ production capabilities in India worth $400M
Formulated Technical Specifications & Qualitative Requirements for Indigenization of Gas Turbine
Generators under “Make in India” program
Supported Technical & Price Negotiation committees in over 40 international contracts worth about
$300M resulting in timely availability of equipment & spares leading to near 100% operational
availability of assets
Created policies & mathematical model to forecast inventory over a 4 year horizon thereby
minimizing delays in procurement cycles

Training Development| Administration| HRM
Pioneered and coordinated a Workshop on Management of Engineering Controls translating to a
roadmap for future training and formalising roles/ responsibilities for Operations pan Navy
Mentor for International Trainees, Guide for 10 Student Projects and 2 M.Tech Projects at IIT-B
Conceptualised and spearheaded project for creation of Training Complex worth over Rs. 50 Crores
Formulated Training Curriculum for New Induction Technology/ Equipment and setting up of Centre
of Excellence for training over 120 personnel/year
Reworked training curriculum leading to 33% reduction in onboarding time for induction training

Quality Assurance & Safety
Led a team for maiden Testing, Integration & Acceptance of GT Aggregate of P15B Ships
Directed the acceptance of over 20 gas turbine units avoiding major downtime for 4 gas turbines
Headed “Centre with Best Safety Practices” adjudged by National Safety Council for 2019-20

Achievements
Chief of Naval Staff Commendation for Innovation & Devotion to Duty - COVID 19
Commander-in-Chief, WNC Commendation towards Maiden Repairs & Operational Preparedness
Chief of Naval Staff Gold Medal for 1st in Order of Merit & Strength Area Paper, PGDM Course
Best Officer Instructor at INS Shivaji, 2011-12
Best Project Award at Annamalai University, 2001
IIM Indore CCBMDO 2021-22 Placement Brochure

Preetal Parkhi

Age 45 yrs

PMP certified, result oriented ex military professional effective at leading multiple project teams
simultaneously to accomplish ambitious goals in time bound manner.Skilled at collaborating with
various stakeholders and working closely with cross functional teams. Offers strong analytical,
organisational and planning skills to convert challenges in to opportunities. Strongly believes in
training and mentoring the subordinates to increase their efficiency to meet organisational goals.

Project Manager
Experience 20 yrs

Background Army

Contact
preetalparkhi@yahoo.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/preetalparkhi/
+91 9419225741

Education
B.E(Electronics and Telecom)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
PMP
Certified Information Security
Professional(STQC-CISP)
Certified Internal Information
Security Auditor(STQC-CIISA)

Key Skills
Operations Management

Initiated, planned and executed IT and telecom projects worth 4 Cr each year managing cost,
schedule and performance.
Monitored execution of national level defence telecom project of laying 2000Km optical fibre cable,
installation of MPLS routers, NOC in Ladakh sector for implementation in timebound manner.
Planned, built, monitored and maintained Local Area Networks, communication networks and
Network Operations Centre.
Set realistic timelines, checkpoints and orchestrated projects within strict timeframes and budget
constraints by engaging all stakeholders.
Resolved critical issues by escalating to higher authorities, discussing issues with team and external
agencies, making new procedures and finding best practices to acheive the set goal.
Tracked performance of team members closely to avoid delays.
Procured equipments and established secure LAN for defence establishments in Punjab,
Maharashtra, central India.
Carried modification of vehicles for transforming in to mobile communication hub for extending
voice and data services.

Team Administration & HR
Interpreted organisational directives to define and document administrative staff processes.
Handled geographically dispersed team of 100 plus persons setting a well defined objective for each
subteam and parameters to assess their performance periodically.
Revised systems and procedures by evaluating operational practices and identifying improvement
opportunities.
Carried out continuous improvement by generating suggestions, engaging in problem solving
activities and team building events.
Developed meeting agendas,record minutes,circulating information and followup.
Carried out HR functions of a group of 150 personnel, involving their staffing, technical training and
administration.
Analysed strengths and weaknesses of each team member and assigned tasks accordingly.
Sought inputs from each team for finding best practices and eliminating shortcomings.
Mentored, motivated and rewarded the team members appropritely.
Generated healthy competition between the teams for achieving set objective and benefitting the
organisation.

Achievements
Experience of Project Management in Indian Army and Air Force
Represented the Corps of Signals to introduce the customized application for e-Learning of Corps to
delegation of US Army

Project Management
People Management
Leadership
Human Resource Management
Interpersonal Skills
Stakeholder Management
Team Mentoring
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Raghvender Singh

Age 47 yrs

Agile military technocrat with 20+ years of experience leading people, managing projects,
improving processes, driving strategic initiatives and adding value. Dexterous and seasoned in
operations, program & projects management, business analysis & negotiations, contract & cost
management, risk evaluation & mitigation, sourcing & procurement, resource & people
management. Submariner by passion, engineer by education, leader by profession and manager
by learning & experience. Open to work in business development, operations, program & project
management, business transformation as well as exploring new horizons.

Program & Project Management
Experience 20 yrs

Background Navy

Project Officer & Joint Director of a submarine construction program (6 projects) conducting: Progress review, planning & forecasting, contract management & compliance, process regulation &
improvement
Stakeholders’ management, quality review, schedule & scope validation, change & configuration
review
Performance trials monitoring & review, risk analysis & mitigation, requirement analysis
Procurement management from requirements collection to delivery, bidders conference, TNC and
PNC
Budget monitoring, control and forecasting. Advising builder on technical matters.
Managed IT infrastructure projects and modernized production line at Submarine Battery
Commissioning Facility.

Operations
Contact
raghu0112@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
raghvender-singh
+91 8588817291

Education
B.Tech (E&EE)
M.Tech (Radio Frequency Design)
MBA (Operations)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Certificate Course in Corporate
Laws, IICA - Pursuing

Certifications
PMP®
DASSM®
LSSGB & LSSBB
PSPO™-I & PSPO™-II
PSM™-I & PSM™-II
ITIL4® Foundation

Key Skills
Strategic Management
Thought Leadership & Change
Management
Analytical & Design Thinking
Inclusive & Critical Mindset
Agile Way of Working
Champion of Diversity & Flexibility
Self-Confidence & Sensitivity

As HoD of a €400million frontline submarine led a multi-skilled team consistently exceeding
performance parameters of equipment & systems by analytical optimization of KPIs resulting in
paradigm shift in operations during strategic deployments.
As HoD of submarines squadron led a highly skilled self-organizing team of professionals
coordinating operations and providing technical support to the submarine squadron for operations,
periodic and planned maintenance, repairs, upgrades, and refits ensuring compliance with laid-down
guidelines. Planned and scheduled work-up & training of crew on technical aspects as well as
operations. Conducted periodic and surprise inspections, performance and process analysis, audits,
implementation of preventive and corrective action.
Successfully inducted multi-billion-euro equipment as per contractual parameters by effective
coordination with multiple stakeholders.

Leadership & Team Management
20+ years of building and managing teams from multicultural diverse pool, training, career planning,
performance appraisal, grievance redressal, policy implementation and compliance.
Mentored over 1000 personnel to achieve professional excellence. Developed training facilities e.g.
simulators, reference systems, workshops for on-job training.
Conception and execution of organizational policies and utilising data analytics for optimal decision
making within given constraints.
Planned and organised OEM trainings for teams of personnel including job description, role
definition, pre-training orientation capsule, post training analysis, gap identification and designing a
bridging course.
Motivated teams to deliver value in difficult high-pressure situations. Transformed functional teams
into multi-skilled self-organised teams adapting to Disciplined Agile in an industrial environment.

Contracts and Cost Management
Headed department of Govt. relations, industrial relations, and conflict resolution in Project
Management Office.
Negotiated contracts with Defence PSUs, foreign Collaborator and OEMs.
Planned and implemented complex training schedules for end user teams at different locations in
Europe and India.

Achievements
1st Rank in professional courses e.g., Naval Orientation Course, Basic Submarine Course, Submarine
Specialisation Course and Fleet Competency Board.
Designed self-diagnostic hardware with JTAG boundary scan for advance underwater surveillance
system.
Certified professional with outstanding credentials e.g., PMP® (with AT performance in all three
domains - people, process & business environment), DASSM®, PSM™-I (99%), PSM™-II (100%),
PSPO™-I (94%), PSPO™-II (90%) and, ITIL4® Foundation in first attempt.

Continual Improvement
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Dr. Rajesh Kumar Pal

Age 44 yrs

A cybersecurity leader with proven record of excellence, innovation, and development-cumimplementation of information security products and services. As former Director of IAF-CERT
(Indian Air Force- Computer Emergency Response Team), experienced in defending against real
cyber attacks from adversaries, and leading teams of cybersecurity professionals involved in
cybersecurity operations, cyber incident response handling & cyber deterrence operations.
Possesses expertise in software design, development, cloud infrastructure, vulnerability analysis,
penetration testing, risk mitigation and cyber security audits.

Cyber Security Operations
Experience 22 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact
rajesh.pal@alumni.iitd.ac.in
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/rajeshkumarpal/
+91 8808855577

Education
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
MS (Information Technology
Security) from Masaryk
University, Czech Republic
PhD from IIT Delhi (CGPA: 8.42 /
10)
MTech (Computer Science &
Engg) from IIT Kharagpur
(CGPA: 9.34 / 10)
BE (Computer Science & Engg)
from SGGS Nanded

Certifications
Software Project Management
IBM Rational Software
Development & Testing Tools

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Leadership
Entrepreneurship

Experienced in leading and managing security operations centre and cyber incident response teams
at Indian Air Force.
Expertise in spearheading cybersecurity product development and implementation. Led and
supervised in-house development of Remote Audit Tool (a human-intervention-free real-time
endpoint security auditing tool), smartphone security scanner, and web-based platform for software
vulnerability assessment.
Competence in vulnerability analysis and penetration testing of web applications, mobile apps,
executables and hosts/ servers in typical enterprise network.
Accomplished in cybersecurity audits of critical information infrastructures such as Data Centres
and Network Operation Centres.
Expertise in mobile app security, Android threat model, and mobile threat defence using AI/ML.
Proficient in AWS cloud infrastructure (lambda functions, S3 buckets, Route 53, API Gateways,
DynamoDB, QuickSight, Amplify, etc.) creation and deployment.

Data Security and Privacy
Designed Secure File System for securing files on Linux operating system.
Successfully built authenticated encryption algorithms on Java Cards and published IEEE paper in
22nd Euromicro Conference on Digital System Design (DSD), 2019, pp. 238-245.
Used openssl to implement security solutions/ utilities.
Contributed in formulation of cyber security policy and represented in cyber security forums.
Consultancy on setting up of SOC and security testing labs to Maharashtra Police State Department.
Awareness talks/ lectures on privacy, financial and social media security.

Software Project Management and Solution Architect
Expertise in software project management to meet the functional, performance and timeline
requirements.
Managed in-house development teams and hired resources from Tech Mahindra for enterprise grade
applications.
Experienced in requirement gathering, architecture design, and software design, development &
testing (functional, performance, security).
Led the initiative of setting up of Software Development & Certification Centre using Rational Suite
(RequisitePro, RSA, ClearQuest, Functional & Performance Tester, AppScan) in collaboration with
IBM at Directorate of IT in IAF.
Experienced in implementation of enterprise wide solutions for Flying Squadrons, Hospitals,
Examining Bodies and various functions of IAF operations, maintenance and administration.

Team Development and Mentoring
Guided two Ph.D. students at UPES, one M.S. & two B.Tech. students at IIT Delhi, and two students
at BITS Pilani.
Groomed and mentored various development and security teams.
Organised national level conferences on cyber security in IAF.
Published cyber security bulletins for enhancing awareness among employees.
Published six scientific papers in journals/ conferences of international reputation with around 40
citations (https://scholar.google.co.in/citations?user=yYow2v0AAAAJ&hl=en).
Works closely with faculty of IIT Delhi and Masaryk University, and with experts of CERT India.

Achievements
Prize winner as team cybermantra in the Idea Stage (among top 12 teams) in the first Cybersecurity
Grand Challenge organised by MeitY and DSCI in 2020-21 (https://innovate.mygov.in/cyber-securitygrand-challenge/).
Certificate of Appreciation from Prime Minister for developing and implementing Cyber Security
Product Remote Audit Tool in 2018.
Commendation for improving cyber security compliance in IAF in 2017.
Keshav K Parhi Best M.Tech Thesis/ Project Award for developing Secure File System at IIT
Kharagpur in 2008.
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Rajish Rajan

Age 38 yrs

A self motivated individual who prioritises the organizational goal with a positive and focused
attitude towards the tasks. Endeavours to deliver consistent and professional output in all the
assignments with ability to handle intense operational commitments, administration, training of
personnel and human resources management. Recognized for excellence in managing multifunctional teams, ensuring safety of man and machines.

Leadership and Team Building
Experience 14 yrs

Background Navy

Led a team of 20 Fast Interceptor Crafts with 150+men. Core member of Command team onboard
Ships and support units.
Led small, medium and large teams to undertake mission-based tasks and responsibilities for 14
years.
With psychometry analysis successfully mentored and trained people having specific skill sets to
excel. Facilitated best working culture and ensured high crew morale.
Led a small team of 12 to set up a unit at remote islands of Lakshadweep with restricted and delayed
facilities, successfully, ensuring ease in handling Risk management, Safety standards and Damage
response.

Safety and Operations Management

Contact
rajishr@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
rajish-rajan
+91 9869303045

Education
B.E (Mech)

Certifications
Deep Sea Diver
Technical Officers Course
(Psychologist)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Key Skills
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Training & Development
Leadership

Successfully completed the mammoth task of setting up an operational unit which is first line of
defence, by revising and implementing Safety protocols .
Spearheaded relief operations during natural calamities; formulated a comprehensive check list and
trained personnel (Indian Navy, Indian Coast Guard, NDRF) to minimize effort and increase efficiency
during operations.
As Officer in Charge, completely restructured and reorganized operations and workforce to ensure
zero accidents.
Played an instrumental role in setting up a 1500 bed facility for treating the Covid Patient in tune (as
sought by) with the Ernakulam Dist. Administration. Overlooking, guiding, supervising and
coordinating the entire operations and completion of the same in the stipulated time. The facility
setup at BPCL complex was run successfully by tactful administration making it a success

Training
Been instrumental in training the budding officer cadets of Indian Navy.
Trained the yachting core team of cadets to ensure participation in all inter military academies and
national level championships.
Trained a batch of 50+ sailors, 5 batches a year, in the core skills of first line of defence at sea,
including boarding operations. The trainees of around 2000+ men a year was ensured peak of fitness
as a Sports Officer of the training establishment, apart from core competency training.
Trained the senior sailors’ in leadership and management skills to handle the junior sailors under
them onboard afloat platforms and also the base units.

Achievements
Collaborated with Coastal Police, Fisheries Dept, Port Trust, Directorate General of Lighthouses and
Lightships to achieve synergy amongst all the agencies in ensuring heightened state of coastal
security.
Spearheading the rescue operations during the Kerala Floods 2018.
Set up 1000 bed COVID Care facility in addition to 600+ bed facility as sought by Govt of Kerala.
Yachting and Mountaineering.

Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
Problem Solving
Team Building & Mentoring
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Rakesh Sharma

Age 45 yrs

A seasoned military officer and a motivated professional with all through experience in Admin, HR
& Facilities Management, Security/ Risk Mitigation, Training & skill Development and possessing
excellent communication & motivational skills. A complete team man with absolutely positive and
cheerful outlook and time-tested conviction that everything can be achieved with a resolved mind
set and ensuring that the team is moving along with topmost vigour, enthusiasm and contentment

Executive HR & Strategic Planning
Experience 24 yrs

Background Air Force

Devised and implemented HR policies related to welfare, training, discipline, appraisal & promotion
policy effecting almost 20000 personnel posted over 40 + units under Southern Air Command.
Strategic planning and deployment of Indian Air Force assets in order to provide an effective Air
Defence umbrella over entire Southern Peninsula (6.7 Lakh Sq Km).
Formulate and execute a decision matrix which provides automated dynamic response mechanism
to effectively deal with any air/ ground intrusion by the Anti National Elements.
Revised and renewed the Organisation, Infrastructure, sustainability & Development plans for over 1
Lakh dwelling units for the personnel and commensurate Office accommodation in the region.

Leadership & Administration

Contact
rakko76@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
rakesh-sharma-215642213
+91 8955176886

Education
BSc
MA HRM
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Joint Air Defence Instructors
Course
Basic & Advanced NBC Warfare
course
Basic & Advanced Administration
& Security course
Leadership & Behavioural
Sciences Course

Key Skills

As a Commanding Officer of a radar unit with 100 + personnel, successfully led the team in peace &
war towards achieving all operational missions given to the unit.
Streamline administration activities of the unit consisting of over 250 personnel (including families)
by ensuring their well-being and all-round development in sports, academics & career progression.
Ensure successful operations of Missile system at 8000 + ft in harsh terrain and adverse weather of
Srinagar valley through proactive planning and maintaining high morale of the team.
Prepare Contingency plan for the security of 4 Sq Km unit campus against ground/ Air attack from
Anti National Elements/ Enemy Forces by using state of the art ‘Intrusion Detection System’.

Aviation Operations & Facilities, Fund Management
Perform the duties of controlling fighter aircraft in intense combat scenario ensuring dynamic
deconflict between 20 to 25 fighter/ transport/ helicopters operating in close vicinity at all heights.
Managing the role of Adjutant, ensuring judicious distribution of duties, training & skill level
upgradation, better quality of messing and accommodation for about 200 + personnel.
Sustain the growth of Non-Profit Ventures like Canteen Stores Department & Gas Agency with over
1.5 Cr turnover, ensuring best of the services and congenial working environment.
Plan judicious expenditure of welfare funds to the tune of 50 to 60 Lakhs per Annum and maintain
scrupulous accounting procedures, also ensuring, resolution of pending audit objections.

Achievements
Commendation by the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief, Western Air Command, for commendable
contribution towards ensuring seamless operations of over 1500 civil aircraft movements per day at
Delhi IGI Airport by providing prompt Air Defence Clearances.
As a Commanding Officer of a Transportable Radar Unit, had the opportunity to deploy the radar for
56 days at the wartime location in Thar Desert with 100+ personnel & 30+ Combat Vehicles during
operation ‘BALAKOT’.
Led a team of operations & technical experts to successfully deploy a radar at Lakshadweep &
Minicoy Islands as a pilot project of IAF, to mark Indian Military presence, in the Islands.
As a CSR (Corporate Social Responsibility) representative of IAF, successfully channelled Rs 2.5 Cr
for Under privileged & Specially abled children schools managed by Air Force Wives Welfare
Association under project ‘Umeed Vidya Kiran’ & ‘Umeed Asha Kiran’ in FY 2015-16.

Effective HRM & Administrative
skills
Strategic Aviation Operations
planning
Team Building & Skill
Development training
Security & Risk Mitigation
Excellent Communication &
Motivational Skills
Corporate Responsibility
Facilities Management
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Ritu Nayak

Age 36 yrs

Proven leader with 14 years of rich experience with expertise in Operations and Program/Project
management in the VUCA world with excellence in adaptability, diversity, and inclusion. A PMIPMP & LSSBB certified professional. Experience in driving strategic initiatives to realize bottomline results in the pursuit of organizational objectives; building and motivating large multi-cultural
and multi-functional ; geographically separated teams of all age groups.

Operations & Project Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Headed critical operations of Surface to Air missile system of Delhi Area Air Defence in collaboration
with external agencies during Independence & Republic Day since Jan 2019 to Aug 2021.
Led an interstate mobilization, induction and de-induction of all resources including machine and
missiles with a team of 300 plus men during outbreak of Indo-China cross-border tensions and
sustained 24*7 operations for 3 months and implemented Command, control and communication
functionalities.
Headed team of 15 members for Process Improvement and reduced the down time of SAM system
by 20% and improved serviceability from 70% to 90%.
Headed a 08-member team for problem solving of integration of feed of vintage early warning radar
with SAM system within local resources thereby saving INR 1.5 Cr.
Headed a team of 50 plus men for conduct of Operations of SAM system during ‘Balakot operations’
and sustained 24*7 operations for continuous 6 months.

Program/Project Manager
Contact
ritunayak333@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
ritunayakpmp
+91 9319479608

Education
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PG Diploma in Aeronautical
Engineering
BTech

Certifications
PMP
LSSBB
LSSGB
ITIL V4

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Vendor Relation Management
Supply Chain Management
Training & Development
People Management
Leadership
Stakeholder Management
Process Improvement
Team Building & Mentoring

Headed the project for standardization of missile simulators at 12+locations worth INR 2 Cr.
Managed project for development of communication infrastructure of missile cabin at Delhi worth
INR 1Cr.
Completed the Project for infrastructure development for functionalization of missile launchers at
J&K worth INR 1.3 Cr.
Headed the ‘Project Management group’ for infrastructure development for radar at J&K worth INR
2.5 Cr.
Managed project for Communication & IT infrastructure development worth INR 2 Cr.

Sr. Manager – Training and Development
Supervised ON-JOB-TRAINING/(conduct of Internship) of officers and technicians on-boarded in the
fleet.
Implemented training policy and standard procedures at three units in different states.
Revised syllabus in consonance to latest developments in the organization.
Updating of organizational repository on completion of training.

Sr. Manager -Planning & Procurement
Conducted planning and procurement for upgradation of missile simulators worth INR 2 Cr.
Planning and Procurement for bi-annual scheduled maintenance and unscheduled maintenance for
0.5Cr.
Elimination of wastage and reduction in failure time of radars by 5 % due to timely availability of
spares.
Collaboration with outstation external agencies like Base repair depots to facilitate fault rectification
at remote locations.

Sr. Manager – HRM & Administration
Managed administration of a team of 1000 plus members and implementation of organisational
policies and procedures, formal and informal reporting and feedbacks while maintaining welfare and
morale of employees.
Event management for 500 plus members for conduct of professional evaluation and rewards/
renewals.
Raised appraisals for directly managed teams as interviewing officer and reviewing officer for 1000
plus employees.
On-boarding of staff, entry and exit interviews of 1000 plus employees and quarterly progressive
counselling for achievement of organisational KRAs.

Achievements
First lady officer who took over as head of operations of combat team of missile system in a unit of
350 plus employees.
Awarded & maintained esteemed supervisory category for conduct of operations and training by
yearly renewals.
First in order of merit in Professional knowledge course | AFTC, Bangalore
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Rohan Deelip Pawar

Age 38 yrs

A dynamic result oriented professional, offering an extensive cross functional experience of 15
years including one year of industry experience as a Service Engineer, seeking challenging
assignments to look after the scope of Operations, Project Management, Corporate Security and
HRM.

Operations
Experience 15 yrs

Background Navy

Contact
rohan.dpawar@gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/rohanpawar-3902b8220
+91 9920256830

Education
BE Mechanical, Mumbai University
PGDBA Operations from Symbiosis
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
LSSGB
Certified Scrum Master
PMP (Pursuing)
Advance Diploma in Industrial
Safety, MSBTE

Planned and executed strategic and tactical operations of Indian Naval assets and weapon
equipment through planning, contingency forecasting and risk management.
Organized resources and ensured logistics for Mission Sagar to deliver Covid-19 related assistance
in the Indian Ocean region.
Core team member responsible for planning and successful execution of Operation Samudra Setu
leading to repatriation of 3,992 Indian citizens from overseas traversing more than 23000 Km.
Undertook analysis of submarine reports to monitor achievements of operational objectives,
assessment of performance and generation of lesson learnt.
Enhanced overall capability of Maritime Domain Awareness system by detailed technical analysis
and formulating way ahead.
Planned and executed submarine deployment for tactical missions.
Executed high level rescue operations involving marine assets and large scale transportation of
critical assets.
Meticulously planned and executed multiple Bilateral Naval Exercises with Foreign Navies and
ensured seamless logistics supply chain management at foreign ports in a short time interval.

Project Management
Managed modernization project involving multifaceted activities such as internal modifications,
installation and setting to work of new equipment and trials.
Ensured timely refit of submarine costing 250 Cr despite reduced manpower.

Safety & Training
Devised policies advisories and safety check list for fire safety and damage control of assets worth
INR 2000 Cr.
Conducted regular scrutiny of operations through formulation and coordination of safety audits
comprising multidiscipline manpower.
Implemented contingencies plans for accidents/ incidents thereby enhancing safety spectrum at all
levels of organization.
Carried out threat assessment with coordination of Quick Reaction Teams and handled all round
security of submarine in harbour and at sea by utilizing security layout.
Organized regular training programs for 100+ personnel on aspects of safety and countering
contingencies.

Fire Fighting & Damage Control
Course, INS Shivaji

HRM

Basic Radiation Safety Officer
Course, BARC

Governed matters of workforce ranging 100 - 200 viz manpower planning, performance evaluation,
promotion, appraisal, leave forecast, pay, addressing personal grievance & handling other legal
issues.
Implemented effective grievance handling mechanisms at highly stressful working condition onboard submarines resulting in enhanced productivity and discipline.

Advanced CBRN Course, CME
Pune
Disaster Management Course,
CME Pune
Leadership & Behavioural Sciences
course, Kochi

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Supply Chain Management
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Stakeholder Management
Facility Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Romil Chandra

Age 42 yrs

A result-oriented, versatile Operations leader with diverse work experience of over 21 years in
successfully leading cross functional technical teams in highly agile work environments to
operationalize and maintain state of the art systems with zero down time.
Has analytical approach to situations and capable of achieving targets under constraints.
Proven leadership in Operations, Strategy and Project Management, Service and Material TQM, Supply
Chain Management, Vendor Development, Risk Management and Human Capital Development

Operations Management/Project Management/IT Service Management
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

Contact
chandra.romil@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/romil-chandra
+91 9115553993

Education
MBA- Executive (Operations),
Symbiosis Institute, Pune
B Tech (Electronics), JNU
Advance Specialization Course
on Military Telecommunication
Equipment (MTech Equivalent)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PMP (Agile)
Scrum Master Certified
ITIL 4 (Foundation)
LSSGB
Certificate courses in BI/BA, AI/ML
ADP-SAP

Has Led Operations of 7 different Army Engineering/Technical Support Establishments and
successfully directed cross functional, multidimensional technical teams of 150+ employees to
deliver technology support to more than 100+ Business Units.
Expedited engineering support to highly sophisticated and very sensitive, multi-million dollar military
Equipment of indigenous and import origin which included IT infrastructure, Radars, Communication
Equipment, Electro-mechanical and Optoelectronic systems.
Collaborated with stakeholders to optimize operations of a Multi million dollar project with OEM M/S
IAI ELTA Israel. Monitored technical serviceability and mission readiness of Systems on real time
basis leading to reduction of MTTR by 20% and increment in MTBF by 40%.
Executed and monitored AMC worth INR 35 Cr and 50 Cr with BEL Hyderabad and BEL Pune.
Managed state of art Network Support Centre to provide onsite IT services and end to end IT
maintenance facilities.
Conceptualized and implemented departmental systems and procedures and improved work flow
by 50%.
Facilitated implementation of Ideas and Innovations for improving technical efficiency of business
units.
Planned & conducted corporate events and functions with team building training initiatives.
Ensured availability of essential non-medical hospital equipment during the pandemic while
motivating staff and ensuring their utmost safety.
Revamped & boosted annual turnover of a military canteen facility with ~15000 SKUs through
proactive root cause analysis, cost optimisation, process improvements, Inventory management
using JIT and modernization of IT infrastructure.

Supply Chain Management
Spearheaded Supply Chain Management of more than 10000 SKUs including procurement,
replenishment, client & vendor coordination and logistics management at different locations.
Formulated roadmap for modernisation of Warehouse Infrastructure with automated Material
Handling Facility to implement Lean methodology.
Implemented real time Data analytics on inventory and budget to maintain a healthy MSL thus
resulting in reduced surplus by 30%, financial costs by 25% and improvement in Data Quality by 75%.
Reduced losses in supplies, warehousing and transportation from 1.5% to 0.5% through risk
mitigation and process enhancement.
Conversant with Kaizen and Lean Six Sigma practices.

Strategy Management
Formulated Policy and strategy in Engineering Support Package capabilities and replenishment
plans.
Evangelized the concept of mission reliability and quantification of Engineering Support Package
parameters.
Formalised and supervised indigenisation of spares required for ex-import Equipment

Achievement
Key Skills
Leadership
Strategic Planning & Operations
Program/Project Management

Led a customer obsessed team of 50 FTEs during a 12 Nation Joint Exercise held in 2017 to provide
technical support to highly sophisticated systems of foreign origin costing over INR 400 Cr.
Hand picked as a Program Manager for ascertaining Mission Readiness of Military Equipment
covering 120 Business Units spread over multiple locations in North India.

People & Resource Management
Supply Chain Management
IT Service Management
Process Improvement
Risk Management & Mitigation
Vendor Management
Public Speaking
Pranic Healer
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Sandhya Chauhan

Age 34 yrs

Versatile management experience of 12 years in the Indian Navy, with exceptional skills in leading
by example, thus improving HR effectiveness and optimising efficiency in key operations and
projects. Adept at enabling policy decisions, driving leadership recruitment and talent acquisition,
developing and mentoring capable teams of up to 2,000 people with a culture of ownership.
Demonstrated success in managing relationships with senior leaders and stakeholders in India
and abroad.

Talent Acquisition | Psychometric Testing | Policy Reform
Experience 12 yrs

Background Navy

Devised and implemented new testing modules as Group Testing Officer (only lady officer in the
function), for optimum selection of Defence leaders through Service Selection Board, resulting in
induction of 600 officers out of 20,000 plus candidates in 3 years.
Increased intake of effective candidates for leadership roles by driving innovation in testing material
every month, improving assessment of group dynamics, behavioural and critical thinking skills.
Authored & presented the papers resulting in successful implementation of policy reforms for
improving efficacy of selection procedures and attracting the right talent for Armed forces.

HRM & Administration Leadership

Contact
sandhyachauhanindiannavy@
gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
sandhya-chauhan-indian-navy
+91 9550620545

Education
Bachelor of Science (Gold
Medallist)
Master's in Science - Psychology
(2020-2022)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
LSSGB
Belbin Team Roles Accreditation
Human Resources Analytics
Group Testing Officer

Maximised readiness and effectiveness of 2,000 professionals as Training Officer by creating the
curriculum and introducing training programs to enhance technical skills and enable career growth.
Mentored teams and provided inspirational leadership, which improved work cohesiveness,
motivation and focus in operational scenarios.
Managed staffing issues affecting 300 people and led mediation efforts to resolve differences.
Conducted performance appraisals of core teams of 350+ members under a framework of HR best
practices over the years.
Handled all HR administration matters, organised visits by dignitaries and inspection authorities,
managing protocol issues and controlling sensitive information

Operations Management | Critical Thinking
1500+ flying hours as Mission Commander on board the Dornier 228 (Maritime Reconnaissance
Aircraft) involving quick decision-making and in-depth communication.
Achieved high performance without any safety incidents, enabling productivity of 2,000
professionals in Air Station through efficient planning of flight schedules, managing 8 different types
of aircraft including extensive coordination to resolve airspace matters.
Planned budgets, logistics and critical operations for official events including the International Fleet
Review in 2016, featuring participation by 52 countries; planned and coordinated movements of
numerous delegations, managed schedules and handled all flying operations from Air Station.

Project & Vendor Relationship Management
Executed projects to set up an NOC (network operations centre) and a data flow control in
collaboration with vendors in the Israel aerospace industry.
Led acquisition and induction of two new Dornier aircraft, involving management of support
equipment and logistics worth more than 1,000 crore INR with smooth on-boarding and training of
30 new employees.
Organised and coordinated multiple high-profile events including the Navy Ball at Cochin, controlling
a budget of 1+ crore INR, monitoring vendor activities and managing 2,500+ guests.

Diploma in Group Dynamics
Assessment & Development

Achievements

MS Office

Selected by Indian Armed Forces and Haryana state to serve as Policy Advisor and brand
ambassador for the Haryana Government; Received the Young Achievers Award in 2018.
Youngest Naval Aviator to secure Category 'A' (highest) Aircrew Qualification Rating within 5 years of
joining.
Awarded Chief of the Naval Staff Commendation for Devotion to Duty in 2015.
Commanded and trained the Indian Naval Contingent (145 soldiers) for Republic Day Parade (Chief
Guest, Mr. Barack Obama).
Won the Hindustan Times Group’s "Top 30 Under 30" Award in 2015 for the signal honour.
Only recipient of the Flight Safety Trophy from amongst 400 officers in Air Station in 2018.

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Strategy Management
Training & Development
Human Resource Management
Stakeholder Management
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Team Building & Mentoring
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Santosh Kumar

Age 35 yrs

"If you are not part of the solution then you are part of the problem." This belief has driven me
throughout my life and helped me achieve all the tasks allotted during my 10 years of military life.
An Indian Army Sapper officer who has deftly handled various roles in Operations, Project
management, Team building and HRD in a VUCA environment. A go-getter with analytical
reasoning, problem solving, planning and synergizing team efforts.

Operations Management
Experience 12 yrs

Background Army

Contact
santosh.who@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/santoshwho/
+91 8978999203

Planned and executed the combat critical support role using various engineering skills for a
mechanized brigade(3000+ soldiers, 100 Tanks, 150 BMPs and Equipment).
Spearheaded the combat team at NSG Hyderabad which included various roles like building a
coherent team , dynamic training , combat simulations and planning for operations in various vital
assets in the Area of Responsibility which included 5 states.
Managed the Bomb Disposal Team at NSG , Hyderabad and developed new capabilities in field of
Post Blast Investigation based on the methodology learnt from US training imparted by Anti Terror
Association under aegis of Department of Homeland Security.
Led a team of 200 personnel as a company commander of an Engineer Regiment in various
exercises' at various levels to produce results in a combat scenario in an operational timeframe.
Led a critical team for destruction of Unexploded Ordnance found at various locations in Barmer
district.

Project Management
Successfully operationalised various combat assets worth 3 Crores in Eastern Ladakh at heights
above 15000 feet with a team of approximately 100 troops in a timebound manner.
Instrumental in creation of vital infrastructure assets in Udhampur, Northern Command of Indian
Army worth 2 crores.
Planned , managed and executed various accommodation and security related infrastructure worth
10 crores at Barmer.

Rescue and Relief Operations
Education
BE Mechanical
PG Diploma in Def and
Strategic Studies
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Participated in rescue and relief operations after Landslide at Sadal Village, Udhampur district in
2014.
Assisted the civil administration with technical inputs and methodology for rescue of individual
stuck in a caved borewell at Barmer.
Planned , rehearsed and trained team or flood relief and disaster management for Central Uttar
Pradesh.

Leadership and Human Resource
Certifications
LSSBB
LSSGB

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Strategy Management
Positive Leadership
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking

Managed performance appraisals, career progression, training needs and various administrative
functions for the welfare of approximately 200 troops under command.
Successfully accomplished various events and projects like educational tours, sports competition,
cultural events, medical camps and Army Equipment Displays.

Lean Management and Quality Control
Assisted a senior Lean Management Consultant (Ex Senior GM, Tata Motors, Jamshedpur) on a
consultancy project by Ministry of MSME for improvement in various KPIs for the various ancillaries
of Tata Motors in Adityapur Industrial Areas. Few salient aspects of the project:
Reduction in the inventory by use of lean practices and JIT methodology.
Reduction in quality issues by various six sigma tools.
Reduction in cost inputs in terms of manpower, raw materials and utilities.
Increase in revenue of the firms by unlocking hidden plant capacities.

Lean Management
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Seema Rani Dahiya

Age 37 yrs

Passionate Logistics and Supply Chain Professional with 17 years of experience of effective
optimisation of entire supply chain of the IAF, pan-India and has led a team of over 3000
passionate and motivated personnel duly taking care of their growth along with organisation
towards fulfilling the highly demanding and complex logistical and supply chain requirements with
utmost standards. Evolved my goal oriented leadership with extensive experience in team building
and management thereby created a niche for self as conceptual, strategic and critical thinker.
Experience includes one year work ex at GECIS, Hyd as Process Associate and Soft Skill Trainer.

Logistics, Supply Chain and Project Management
Experience 17 yrs

Background Air Force

Handled the entire Pan-India supply chain for IAF equipment including warehousing, inventory
management and distribution.
Carried out periodic review of inventory, statistical forecasting, planning, scheduling, budgeting and
procurement with a focus to meet stringent operational timelines.
Handled overseas detachments of IAF to countries like Australia, Russia and Nevada.
Was a part of multiple peace and disaster management operations undertaken by IAF.
Implementation of IMMOLS ERP and E-Office and their effective administration.

Procurement and Provisioning management

Contact
dahiya.seema@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
seema-dahiya-88451a205
+91 7674917560

Education
BSc Comp Sc (Osmania Univ.)
MBA HR (Periyar Univ.)
MA Psychology (Pursuing)
(IGNOU)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Certified Cyber Crime
Intervention Officer (ISAC)
Certification in Human Rights &
Principles & Guidelines for UN
Peacekeeping Ops (POTI)

Certifications
LSSGB
Certificate course in Soft Skill Instructor
Workshop on International
Logistics by Balmer and Lawrie
Do your venture- Entrepreneurship
for everyone by IIMBx

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Human Resource Management
Vendor Relation Mgmt
Supply Chain Management
Strategy Management
Public Speaking
Training & Development
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
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Channelised overall management of procurement process, cost reduction, contract negotiation and
delivery management at various Air Force units with an annual budget of Rs 10 crores.
Implemented Govt e-marketplace procurement system across 10 bases in north eastern and
southern sectors.
Implemented a systematic and structured approach towards execution and conclusion of contracts
with focus on process optimisation and procedures.
Managed relationships with vendors, stakeholders and government /regulatory authorities.

Leadership, HRM and Training
Managed over 3000 personnel under me, leading the team to contribute their best thereby improving
quality, productivity and efficiency of the organisation.
Set direction and culture of the team by managing individual and team performances, expectations
and goals.
Ensured training of staff placed under me to maintain and upgrade their professional knowledge and
physical endurance.
Imparted periodic soft skill training to my workforce and enhanced their communication skills
consistently.

Data analysis and Statistical Forecasting
Carried out periodic review of inventory, statistical forecasting, planning, scheduling, budgeting and
procurement with a focus to meet stringent operational timelines.
Data analysis based on trends and recommended improvements in process, inventory and
transportation management.
Led a team for internal and external audits and enabled implementation of actionable inputs.

Security and Risk mitigation
Implemented security Protocols for various national and international visits to the bases.
Played a key role in SU 30 flying experience of then President of India : Mrs Pratibha Patil, which
included kitting, operations briefing, sortie preparations, workplace management and complete
operational experience.
Enhanced awareness towards security oriented methodologies to cover entire risk spectrum.
Developed framework to analyse threats perceptions and identified patterns from past analysis and
various case studies. Trained and motivated staff placed under me to tackle situations even when
on edge of physical and emotional capacity.

Achievements
Commendation by Air Officer Commanding in Chief
Long service medal (Meritorious and Unblemished service)
Certified Maintenance Examiner
Certified Soft Skill instructor from Kumaraguru College of Liberal Arts & Science (KCLAS),
Coimbatore
Certified Cyber Crime Intervention Officer from ISAC India
Volunteering Experience: Represented India to Russia through NCC Youth Exchange Programme and
South Korea in International Red Cross Asia Pacific Youth Network Workshop
IIM Indore CCBMDO 2021-22 Placement Brochure

Shahbaz Khan

Age 48 yrs

Dynamic, self driven and result oriented professional with more than 20 years of diverse
experience in training, project management, supply chain management, team building and facility
management with distinguished track record.

Operations
Experience 22 yrs

Background Army

Spearhead large teams of managers and engineers in mobilizing and managing resources for repair/
maintenance of utility services (electricity, water supply and air-conditioning) of a large military
station (10000 soles).
Managed supply-chain and logistics of critical stores (including engineering equipment and tools)
required for simultaneous execution of military locations in hostile environment.
Managing administration, man management and logistic of a Brigade(3000 Men) including War like
stores (AQ&QMG).
Training officers and men in special operations - explosive, mine warfare, mobility and counter
mobility operations (instructor in Commando school, Belgaum).
One year experience in managing five military observer teams as part of Unites Nations Mission in
Sudan (Conflict Management).

Project Management
Contact
shahbazk1973@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/shahbazkhan203
+91 9910656660

Education
BE (Mech)

Certifications

Managed multiple team's pan-India to plan execute, monitor and control dwelling units for Army, Air
Force and Navy worth 1700Cr (Married Accommodation Project (MAP).
Planning and execution of new projects for an new Army Division Headquarters (Rs 52Cr) and
maintenance of existing infrastructure including roads, water supply, electricity and air-conditioning
in operation areas.

Supply Chain Management
Store handling of engineer regiment (90,000 Tons/month) involved in large scale infrastructure
development in operation areas.

Vendor Management
Head teams to identify vendor pool, plan and organise tendering process.
Scrutiny of tenders and specifications for projects incorporating innovative material and technology.
Crash time between materialization of demand and execution.

Strategic Management, XLRI
Jamshedpur

Capacity Building

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Captured area for improvement, motivation and trained resources for precision to achieve maximum
efficiency.
Capacity building of teams through extensive realistic training to deal with hostile conditions.

LSSGB

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Supply Chain Management
Administration
Human Resource Management

Achievements
KV Nationals( Football 1991)
Instructor(trainer) in Commando School, Belgaum.
Military Observer in UN Mission(Conflict Mgt), Sudan
Administration and logistic Operation of a Brigade(3000 Men) including War like stores
Supply Chain Mgt
Project Mgt - worth 1700Cr (Married Accommodation Project Management - MAP)

Security & Loss Prevention
Facility Management
Contract Management
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Shashank Shekhar Sarangi

Age 34 yrs

Over a decade of experience in Indian Army, as a Strategic Project Management and Operations
Leader, delivering innovative and critical solutions in a fast-paced organizational setting.
Recognized for Strong interpersonal skills, conflict management and resolution, analytical,
problem-solving, adaptability to dynamic comany project needs and leadership skills.

Project Management
Experience 11 yrs

Background Army

Contact
shashanksarangi@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
shashanksarangi-indianarmy
+91 9849660866

Education
BSc. Biotechnology
PGDM Defence Management
& Strategic Studies
Diploma in Advance Weapon
System
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Certified Scrum Master (CSM)
LSSBB
LSSGB
Python for Data Analytics

Directed changes to project scope and cost: implemented appropriate change management
processes to keep project on track.
Developed project plans and managed project scope using methodologies to guide projects from
conceptualization to implementation and maintenance.
Managed and led multi-disciplinary design team throughout development and contract document
phases for INR 2.8 Mn Met Sys and UAV project with Research Org & Quality Assurance Agency.
Monitored contracts and service level agreements to identify potential risks and implement
mitigation actions to protect development process from unforeseen delays and costs.
Mentored probationary officer from Indian Foreign Services, Indian Police Services & National
Technical Research Org.
Monitored contracts and service level agreements to identify potential risks and implement
mitigation actions to protect development process from unforeseen delays and costs;
Communicated project plans and progress to key stakeholders and project contributors, adjusting
project plans to account for dynamic targets, staffing changes and operational specifications.

Operations Management (overseas)
Oversaw workforce management planning, volume predictions and capacity planning.
Spearheaded operational and training plan to achieve target training of 1500 soldiers annually,
resulting in $83 per soldier training cost reduction out of $1.7 Mn budget
Oversaw workforce management planning, volume predictions and capacity planning.
Monitored over 782 employees' day-to-day activities and made plans to rectify issues resulting in
increased efficiency and employment engagement.
Developed and rolled out new policies designed to bolster productivity and reduce overall operations
cost.
Coordinated leadership workshops to educate team members on best practices to optimize
productivity.
Supported top-level decision-making and strategy planning, forging productive relationships with top
leaders and serving as key advocate for various personnel issues.
Established and administered annual budget with controls to prevent overages, minimize burn rate
and support sustainability objectives.
Worked in matrix management environment with oversight of division level managers, operations,
finance, human resources, safety and compliance.
Set, enforced and optimized internal policies to maintain responsiveness to demands. Spearheaded
department training for appraisals of new components.
Identified and resolved unauthorized, unsafe and ineffective practices. Investigated and resolved
departmental non-conformances. Developed and launched loss-prevention program, reducing theft
to 34% from 57%.

Procurement and Technical Development

Analytical Thinking

Initiated & streamlined procurement process for the yearly procurement; achieving 80% stakeholder
satisfaction.
Created and executed technical validation of strategic equipment's at Siachen(world's highest
battlefield) developed by Indo-Israel joint venture.
Entrusted with the responsibility of planning and executing the departmental promotion
examinations for 330 junior and middle management level officers of the Indian Army, at Jammu &
Kashmir.

Cross-functional Team
Management

Achievements

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Problem Solving

General Officer Commanding in Chief's Commendation for Project Management
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Shilpee Sharma

Age 35 yrs

A highly motivated and mission oriented officer with unmatched professional acumen. Strong
leadership expertise of over 14 years in cross-functional teams across Operations, Project
Management, HRM & Administration and SCM with key focus on delivering solutions and overall
growth. Self driven with passionate and innovative approach to achieve high quality results
through creative and sound analytical decisions.

Operations
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Conducted operations, forecasting and material resource planning using ERP tool (IMMOLS) in an
ISO certified Equipment Depot handling overhauling of aircrafts and aero-engines.
Conducted operational performance reviews, continuous process improvement & mid-course
corrections to ensure achievement of critical production timelines.
Created effective Work Packages & Work Records in coordination with HAL to estimate production
time, costs and allocation of resources to ensure timely completion of repair task.
As Commanding Officer of Movement Control Office ensured time critical dispatches of 300
Armored tanks to advance location in close coordination and effective liaison with Railways.
Participated in Human Aid and Disaster relief operations during Bihar floods in Year 2017. Delivered
relief material worth 647 Cr to over 65 lakhs people.

Project Management
Contact
unitoffice.06@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/
shilpeesharma
+91 6358906464

Acted as Single Point of Contact and successfully implemented ‘Vehicle Module ERP’ for 3500
vehicles across three states under South Western region.
Strategic planning and timely installation of FASTags on all service vehicles of station in close liaison
with NHAI. Achieved the ‘First in IAF’ tag.
Core team member of organizing committee for IAF’s prestigious & strategic Air Power Show
‘Vayushakti’. Event was of national importance and was presided by highest Indian dignitaries.
Conceptualised, formulated plan and scope of work for state of the art warehouses for Aviation
stores (assets worth 250 Cr).

Human Resource Management & Leadership
Education
BSc(Comp Sc), Kirori Mal College,
DU
Graduate Diploma In Material
Management from IIMM, Mumbai
QMS Auditor/ Lead Auditor
Training Course from IIQM, Jaipur

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB
Leadership and Organisational
Behavior Course from Centre for
Leadership and Advanced
Behavioral Science, Air Force

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Vendor Relation Management
Supply Chain Management
Leadership
Administration
Human Resource Management

Directed management of full spectrum of HR Operations, Systems and Programs including training
for over 900 airwarriors.
As head of recruitment board, organized entire hiring process, from start-to-finish which include
assessing resumes, performance, interviewing, hiring etc.
Assessed training needs, compiled training resources, conducted courses and evaluated the
effectiveness of programs bolstering job position knowledge and skill set in employees.
Formulated standard procedures for continued enrichment of personnel, conducted performance
appraisals, generated feedback reports and suggested improvements.
Conducted welfare and incentive programs for all personnel.
Implemented measures for women empowerment and CSR initiatives through the welfare
association.

Supply Chain and Inventory Management
Directed and controlled inventory management of around 09 aircraft fleets (Fighter, tpt and heptr)
comprising around 5800 aircraft components.
Ensured uninterrupted supply of spares at all times, especially during AF exercises Gaganshakti and
Livewire leading to improved operational efficiency.
Institutionalized e-Procurement and procurement through Government e-marketplace (GeM) thereby
reducing lead time and increased transparency.
Reduced downtime in warehouse operations by aligning reorders with store consumption. Followed
quality standards, inventory tools and procedures to minimize errors and maximise customer
satisfaction.

Achievements
Commendation by Chief of Air Staff, IAF for professional excellence in year 2020.
Commendation from AOC-in-C, SWAC for exemplary dedication and leadership in 2012.
First IAF Lady Officer to command an Army unit.
NCC ‘C’ certificate with A grade (2006).

Interpersonal Skills
Analytical Thinking
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Shobhit Johri

Age 38 yrs

Military Leader with 14 years of experience in management role in Operations, Training, Project
Management, Human Resource and Administration.

Operations Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Contact

Enhanced product life, efficiency and services of critical assets by implementing quality techniques
as per ISO and Military Standards.
Increased uptime (99-100%) of equipment and provided uninterrupted services to end users.
Improved production significantly by improving process, SOPs and policies.
Strengthened operational preparedness through forecasting, procurement, storage and distribution
of inventories.
Strengthen excellence of departments/processes by carrying out inspections and audits
(operational, compliance and financial).
Managed, administered, and participated in mock drills and exercises pertaining to Air Defense/
Ground Defense/ Fire Fighting as per guidelines and procedures.
Developed and implemented contingency plans during peace time and war/crisis.
Carried out periodic risk assessment and audits; developed SOPs to reduce, transfer, substitute and
mitigate risks.

Project Management
josh.ashram@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/shobhit-johri-08b69915/
+91 9799719933

Education
BTech (Electronics and
Communication)
PG Diploma in Aeronautical
Engineering
MS Software Systems

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB
ITIL-4

Key Skills
Operations Management

Successfully delivered large scale projects viz. Acceptance of Commercially Off The ShelfAutomatic Data Handling System(COTS-ADHS) at Operational site, Organized/ Structured IT Centers
at two air force bases with the relevant policies, OSAT of Medium Power Radar and Recovery of
Aerostat Sub systems.
Successfully delivered infrastructure projects pertaining to technical installations viz. AFNET Power
Redundancy Management, Medium Power Radar infrastructural and operational management.
Managed Successful operations of Air Force Canteen at the MAIN Gate at Extension counter through
Networking of the Server in lockdown and COVID-19 scenario. This was appreciated by
C-in-C,
WAC, AF.
Managed procurement of technical and non- technical assets and services including sourcing,
Scope of Work, tendering, negotiations and contract management.

Human Resource Management & Admin
Accomplished organization’s Mission and Vision by leading team of 300+ people.
Implemented policies/ orders including Rewards and Recognition, promotions, increments and
Grievance Handling.
Improved productivity of employees through performance counselling and managed performance
appraisals.
Developed productive human resource through recruitment and selection of competitive work force.
Assisted and advised stakeholders; settled legal matters and enquires by executing impeccable
procedures on breach of law, loss/misappropriation of finance, information, resources and illegal
practices.
Managed the soft services viz. housekeeping, transportation, cafeteria/canteen; Hosted and
organized multiple events at various levels for higher officials, VIP/VVIPs and foreign dignitaries.

Project Management

Training

Training & Development

Conducted and Supervised COTS ADHS training, Aerostat subsystem (EW) training and Basic IT
Hardware and Software training.
Conducted refresher training for Aerostat subsystems in Operational Air Force Base.
Led and managed team of 300 people (Tech and Non tech) including Manpower Planning, Skill/
Competency Mapping and Succession Planning.
Mentored and coached subordinates to enhance productivity and efficiency.

Leadership
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Facility Management
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Shreshth Joshi

Age 32 yrs

Technical Army officer with 10 years of experience in Leadership, Strategic Planning, Operations &
Human Resource Management. Possesses highest level of integrity & loyalty. A go getter, task
oriented and highly focused individual with an equal penchant for leading teams in crisis
situations. Valued for resourcefulness, analytical skills, learning & development and stakeholder
management.

Operations Management
Experience 10 yrs

Background Army

Responsible, as Technical Officer, for upkeep of 45 Battle tanks each costing more that 25 Cr
including serviceability, spares, repairs and documentation.
Commanded Squadron of 14 Battle Tanks and trained more than 300 personnel ensuring high
professional efficiency.
Ensured effective operational preparedness, contingency planning and risk mitigation.
Continuously enhanced situational awareness of teams of 100-120 headcount using training aids.
Designed & monitored multiple projects for upgradation of infrastructure & facilities.
Led team of professionals for complex equipment maintenance during training and peace.

Human Resource Management

Contact
joe.shreshth@gmail.com
www.linkedin.com/in/joeshreshth
+91 8569950100

Education
Bachelors of Technology
(Electronics & Communication
Engineering)
PG Diploma in Battle Tank
Technology
PG Diploma in Automotive
Technology

Certifications

Effectively conducted various Recruitment Rallies with footfall in excess of 5000.
Successfully organized Division Handball tournament with 8 participating teams.
Conducted “Know Your Army” Drive involving interaction and demonstration to 1200 plus
participants.
Presided the College Fest Organizing Committee for 2 consecutive years.

Administration
Coordinated smooth movement of equipment and men during various training events by Road and
Rail.
Proven acumen in manpower planning and matters related to discipline, promotions, leave and
counselling.
Ensured optimum utilization of funds as administrator.
Skilled in planning, procurements and contract management.
Conducted periodic inspections and audits of HQs and field units.
Established new SOPs and protocols for organization, administration & training.

Achievements
Awarded for Idea Innovation on “Optimizing use of Replenishment vehicles”.
Conferred with multiple appreciations from senior hierarchy for excellence in operational
commitments.
Member of Army Triathlon Team in Adventure Sports.

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Defence Financial Management
Course
Basic Proficiency Course – Flying
Object Oriented Programming
using C++

Key Skills
Project Management
People Management
Business Planning
Administration
Analytical Thinking
R&D
Crisis Management
HR Management
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Shubhankar Mishra

Age 44 yrs

22 years of extensive experience in managing Supply Chain, Logistics, Training and General
Management in Indian Army. In the course of my journey in this space, I have honed skills,
qualifications and certifications in many areas like Organizational Security, Operations, Logistics,
Supply Chain, Inventory and Human Resource Management.

Supply Chain Management
Experience 22 yrs

Background Army

Contact
shubhankar.ara@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/shubhmish
+91 8492094222

Education
BA Hons Political Science, DU
PG Diploma in Heavy Transport
Management from Christ
University, Bengaluru

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB

Key Skills
People & Resource Management
Vendor Management
Supply Chain Management
Administration
Human Resource Management
Facility Management
Contract Management
Negotiations
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More than 10+ Years of experience in providing logistical support(Perishable and Non Perishable
food items & Petroleum products) to Tri service organisations.
Expertise in formulating processes and policies for large scale SCM with local imperatives in view
envisaging long-term sustainable modelling of the same.
Expertise in managing vendors in civil environment with an absolute compliant posture and clearing
all regulatory compliance requirements as per the law of the land.
Exceptionally managed logistic and Supply Chain in J&K in hostile conditions twice for mammoth
cross functional establishments while providing intimate logistic support to over 20000 personnel
and executed inventory control and management of warehouse with annual turnover of 8000MT
(Over 300 Crore).
Operated more than 100 contracts of perishables and
procured more than 1000 MT
non perishables products as Head of a logistic organisation.

Human Resource Management
Effectively carried out HR function including envisioning, designing and implementing quantified
system of evaluation and performance based initiatives, transforming training methods.
Planned and conducted specialist and focused multifaceted training for more than 1500 personnel
involving modern training techniques like simulation, online and continual training.
Meticulously planned and executed training and operation employment of more than 200 equines
and 300 men in Sikkim on Indo China Border.
Successfully designed and carried out feasibility study on introduction of local pony breeds in Indian
Army.
Planning and execution of projects, event management and HR issues.
Conducted more than 100 sensitive investigations of employee acts of impropriety,
allegations of criminal activity and violations of organization policy

Leadership
14 years of HR experience in five diverse organizations each with varied strength from 100 to 700
personnel in formulating and implementing HR policies, developing leadership competency and
optimizing performance under challenging conditions.
Enhanced competence level of mid/junior managerial level officers and executives through
innovatively designed training programs in line with organizational objectives, yielding tremendous
ROI.
Demonstrated skillset in organizational development, relationship building, employee engagement
and personnel relations, redressal of grievances, investigation and follow up action on harassment
& disciplinary cases.
Directed administrative operations of a premier training institute of Indian Army comprising 3000
personnel

Achievements
Awarded National Talent Search Scholarship in 1992 by NCERT.
Certificate of Distinction and Special Collage Color award of Zakir Husain College, Delhi University.
Representation of school, College and Universities in inter school/collage/university competitions.
Awarded many times.
Qualified as Instructor : Advance Supply Chain Management and Food Technology & Platoon
Weapons, Medium Machine Guns and Automatic Grenade Launchers.
Commanded Supply Depot, Gwalior and a Tank Transporter company on Western Borders.
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Sreejesh Sivan

Age 35 yrs

Transitioning Naval Architect Officer and management professional with 14 years of experience.
Competent professional with accomplished abilities in areas of strategic project management,
operations, quality control, platform maintenance and in various functional roles of senior project
manager, operations manager and contract management. A resourceful and enterprising military
leader, command and transform teams formed from culturally and geographically diverse
background.

Project Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Navy

Project Manager of the $ 2.6bn Aircraft Carrier, largest warship of Indian Navy.
Executed $ 3mn worth project for design, supply, installation and testing of HVAC system with
international OEM for Aircraft Carrier.
Executed project milestones related to critical deck and hangar machinery onboard Aircraft Carrier
including supply, installation and trials.
Planned and executed installation and trials phase of ship’s critical machinery and systems in close
liaison with production directorate, shipyard and trial agencies.

Operations Management

Contact
sreejesh28azad@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
sreejesh-sivan-b07816156/
+91 9476075992

As dockmaster (akin to COO) planned and executed 82 docking operations, in line with in house
prepared dock specific docking plans for 31 vessels, in a risk bound environment onboard floating
dock of Indian Navy.
Planned and maintained of largest floating dry dock of Indian Navy through optimal resource
deployment, contract management and third-party collaboration with class societies for class
certification.
Improvised management of human resource and inventory towards reduction of turnaround time for
docking resulting optimum utilisation of the dock and completion of refit of docked ships on
schedule.

Strategic, Safety and Risk Management

PG Diploma IIT in Naval
Architecture

Ensured strategic operations of floating dock to meet envisioned goals by improvising internal work
culture and external stakeholder interactions aligning with mission objectives and established
learning organisation.
Continuous risk assessment & risk management and ensured 82 accident -free docking evolutions
in a risk bound environment, by establishing platform specific safety protocols.
As a member of strategic planning team of frontline warship, drew out plans of strategic operations
involving national security and humanitarian assistance & disaster relief missions.

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

HR Management and Industrial Relations

Education
B Tech in Civil Engineering

Certifications
LSSGB (KPMG)
Certified Welding Inspector (WRI)
Coating Inspector Professional
(NACE)

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Leadership
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Change Leader
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Contract Management
Process Improvement
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Led and motivated a team of vertically specialized team of 35 professionals in project management
of Indian Navy's largest warship project of Aircraft Carrier including aspects of HRM including
appraisals, counselling and promotion.
Led operations of largest floating dry dock of Indian Navy as Dockmaster (akin to COO) and
managed 102 highly skilled professionals from Navy and industrial workers in a risk bound
environment including aspects of HRM including appraisals, counselling and promotion.
Planned and conducted professional/ promotion examinations and recruitment process for
uniformed service personnel and defence civilians.

Contract Management
Managed contract for Indigenous Aircraft Carrier ensuring compliance, documentation of changes
and financial prudence in the role of owner’s representative.
Executed techno-commercial negotiations with vertically specialized international OEMs spread
globally and ensured OEM availability for installation and trials.
Executed various techno-commercial negotiations and contracts with firms as Dockmaster of
floating dock and departmental head onboard warship for contracts including equipment
replacement, repairs, refurbishment and services.

Achievements
Commended by Commander in Chief, Andaman Nicobar Command in 2014 for strategic docking
evolution of MV Dering on Floating Dock Navy
Commended by Commander in Chief, Andaman Nicobar Command in 2016 for maiden docking of
Naval Offshore Patrol Vessel on Floating Dock Navy
Commended by Flag Officer Commanding in Chief, Southern Naval Command in 2020 for execution
of critical milestone activities in Indigenous Aircraft Carrier project
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Sreerekha KR

Age 37 yrs

Senior leader who excels at taking initiative and deploying an analytical approach to deliver
successful outcomes, administering large-scale budgets, and managing HR operations along with
Research and training. Recognised as a persuasive communicator, with proven skills in liaising
with stakeholders at all levels, optimising organisational capabilities, and improving synergy
among teams.

HR | Administration | Team Development
Experience 10 yrs

Background Air Force

Managed teams of up to 1000 professionals while handling multiple portfolios including weather
forecasting and nowcasting, education administration, welfare, operations, and liaison for IAF
organisations
Led a team of 50+ people in ensuring safety in flying operations and optimising HR management,
covering welfare, pay, morale, continuity training, individual counselling, and professional growth
Improved team engagement under challenging conditions by driving training and family events
Administered the annual training grant of 12 crore INR for the Air Force Station Tambaram
Trained 500 pilots over 4 years as the Meteorological Instructor at the school

Operations, Analysis and Project Management

Contact
sreerekha30351gmail.com
linkedin.com/in/sreerekhakr-3896a8222
+91 8754499440

Education
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
MSc Photonics
PG Diploma in Atmospheric
Sciences
BSc Physics
Appraisal Report Workshop
Basic courses in Behavioural
Science and HR(IAF)

Certifications
PMP Training Certification
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
ITIL Foundation
Numerical Weather Prediction
using WRF(IAF)
INSAT-3D SAC (ISRO)
Computational Techniques
NARL(ISRO

Key Skills
Operations Management

Prepared mission plans as projects, focusing on mobilising, coordinating, and allocating resources
Enabled better disaster relief planning in Chennai in 2015 by delivering precise and timely warnings
Prevented a potential aircraft incident in bad weather by taking swift action to mitigate an error
Achieved incident-free flying ops 24/7 through data analysis and numerical prediction models
Leveraged skills in using WRF-ARW models, 3D-var techniques, C, Fortran, and Linux
Headed projects for maintenance of systems and infrastructure, involving coordination with vendors
Helped improving forecasting efficiency by conducting research and developing a knowledge base
Optimised disaster relief planning in Chennai in 2015 by delivering precise and timely warnings
Streamlined execution of disaster relief missions in coordination with government and private
agencies

Fund Management| Government Liaison | Procurement & Logistics
Revitalised running of the school for differently abled children of both defence personnel and
civilians after obtaining a special sanction from the government of Tamil Nadu, involving liaisons
with multiple authorities
Ensured provision of specialist teaching staff as a member of the panel that handled recruitment
interviews, teaching and administrative staff appointments, and compensation & benefits matters
Initiated and implemented a program that helped the children to gain practical knowledge of
handling money and commercial transactions
Forged ties with corporate and government-sector organisations, including leading hotel chains, to
create training and employment opportunities for the children
Coordinated with leaders as Joint Secretary of Air Force Wives Welfare Association to oversee and
optimise functioning of key programs and commercial ventures including thrift shops in Srinagar,
Chennai and Bhuj
Ensured timely procurement, monitored inventory, and directed preparation of financial statements
Played a key role in renovating one of the playschools, which resulted in win of the Best School award

Achievements
Commendation from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of South Western Air Command, 2018
Commendation from the Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief of Training Command, 2015
Won the Best Marching Squadron award in 2016 as Lead of the squadron during the Air Force Day
parade
Headed the Indian Air Force contingent in the Republic Day parade in Chennai in 2015
Recognised with the first rank in the Order of Merit at a workshop conducted by the Department of
Science and Technology

Project Management
People & Resource Management
Training & Development
Leadership
HR Management
Analytical Thinking
R&D
Team Building & Mentoring
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Sudheendra SN

Age 42 yrs

An enterprising professional, served in the Indian Air Force as Wing Commander with diverse
experience in Project Management, Operations management, SCM, Aviation Safety & Inspection,
Cyber Security. Strategic planner and a visionary capable of effective team building, scheduling,
and implementing. Proficiently handled multi-cultural and multi-functional team with a Target
Driven and Continuous Improvement based approach.

Project Management
Experience 21 yrs

Background Air Force

Directed Testing and Commissioning of Air Field Infrastructure assets in 10 major IAF airfields and
Mobile Air Traffic Control(MATC) sets in 11 IAF airfields as part of project worth 1200Cr.
On site testing and declaration of fit-or-use w.r.t 750KVA DG sets as per CPCB-II norms.
Procurement and installation of Testing Facility worth ₹8Cr. for Nav Aid assets
Individually planned and executed large scale transportation of Old generation Pechora Missiles
along with Combat equipments (worth ₹300Cr.) comprising 100+ individual units Hired 4 trains and
4 cargo aircraft for two way trips covering a distance of 2500+Km
Led the team for creation of Digital maintenance management system for Transformation of
maintenance management processes from physical to digital domain
Conceptualized airfield safety programme for a large air base and purchased and installed
equipment worth ₹2Cr. that contained safety hazards
Set up Canteen Stores for clientele size of 1200 members

Contact

Operations Management

sudinavada79@gmail.com

Administration of ‘Warranty’ and ‘Follow on Support’ contract through vendor. Co-ordination and
conflict resolution between vendor and various sites.
Formulation of Policies, SOPs, Maintenance Advisories and Maintenance Schedules for enterprise
wide implementation . Administered the execution of policies and instituted inspection mechanism.
Power budgeting of electrical loads in 30 Air bases and incorporated design changes to optimise the
load distribution.
Operations Management during Weapons Firing exercise met the desired objectives and resulted in
extension of useful life of old generation missile systems and associated equipments by another five
years.
Responsible for aviation safety programme for a large airbase comprising 50+ aeroplanes of
different class. Led aircraft maintenance inspection team comprising 30 members.

www.linkedin.com/in/
sudheendra-sn
+91 7296972398

Education
BE(Instrumentation Technology)
M Tech(Laser and ElectroOptics)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Operations and Maintenance of
Airfield Communication
Navigation and Electrical
Systems

Certifications
PMP (Pursuing)

Supply Chain Management
Adept in Contract procedures like formulation of Specifications, Cost negotiation, Technical
evaluation, and culmination.
Prepared Stocking and storage policy of spares for regional centres. Stock Monitoring and
replenishment for AFI project.
Used innovative methods to pack, secure and transport missile assets through train that resulted in
40% savings in cost and time.
Carried out data collation, analysis, and prepared forecast requirement of spares worth ₹300Cr for
AFI project over three years. Initiated another case for procurement, purchased spares worth ₹14Cr.

Cyber Security

LSSGB
MS Project 2013
Business Analytics with Excel
Introduction to Cyber Security

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Project Management
Supply Chain Management
Strategy Management
Administration
Network Management
Process Improvement
Negotiations
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Designed and Implemented Cyber security protocol for 30 airbases in IAF.
Framed cyber security policies and audits, which resulted in robust network operation with 98%
availability and without any security breach for three consecutive years.
Assembled team comprising 20 members and trained them for IT inspection techniques for
Implementation of Cyber security protocols for IT devices and various sensors of an airbase.

Achievements
Commissioning of AGL&CNS project assets at 10 IAF airfields in Phase-I and Contract Negotiation,
Finalisation and Implementation in Phase-II.
Maintenance Evaluation Trials of AGL&CNS project.
Installation of Nav Aids testing aggregates in a major repair facility of IAF.
Credited with 100% success in old Gen. Missiles Firing exercise at a remote location.
Reduction of costs by 40% and time taken for assets packing and loading comprising more 100+
vehicles and trailers onto train, from 3 days to 9 Hrs.
Transformed physical processes to digital processes in Digital maintenance management project.
Culmination of Two maintenance services contract for AGL&CNS assets over three years.
Improved serviceability of AFIs in 30 airfields from 90% to 98% and sustained for three consecutive
years.
IIM Indore CCBMDO 2021-22 Placement Brochure

Sumit Sharma

Age 35 yrs

Self-directed and driven military professional with comprehe-nsive accomplishments. Known as an
innovative thinker with SQL, PHP, JAVA , R and C++ acumen. Expertise includes Inventory Asset
Management and defense procurement for multimillion military equipment applying propensity
modeling, machine learning and data visualization for budgeting and financial forecasting to ensure
success and achieve goals. Recognized for maximizing performance by implementing appropriate
data mining strategies through analysis of details to gain understanding of the data structures,
databases, relationships and project needs.

About
Experience 10 yrs

Background Army

A highly motivated professional and dynamic Electronics Engineering and Advanced Computer
course qualified Officer with 10 years of diverse exposure in management of technical jobs viz
planning, forecasting & implementation. Achieved consistent output in challenging scenarios by
using analytical modules in project assessment and organizing apt workforce as Tech Manager.
Delivered technologies through automation and DBMS to structure, organize and study meaningful
data. A keen technocrat with multiple International and National papers published in IETE and other
journals. I have been recognized as a consistent performer & a keen learner who can adapt to new
situations quickly, possess excellent relationship management, communication, interpersonal skills
coupled with analytical mind.

Skills and Experience

Contact
sumit_tech@live.in
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/sumit-sharma-128259a/
+91 7696188996

Education
BTech(Electronics), A.M.U
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Advanced Course in Computer
Application, MCEME
Workshop Command Course
(WCC) , MCEME
Techical Officers course in
Engineering Support and
Technology Maintenance

Certifications
PMI-ACP (Pursuing)
Microsoft Azure AI-900
Data Scientists Specialization
Google Data Analytics
Autonomous Robots.
Enterprise Blockchain and IOT

Key Skills
SQL
R-Statistical Programming
Tableau
Microsoft Excel
Data Visualization
Data Cleaning
Machine Learning
Critical Thinking

My strengths include, Industry 4.0 processes, Data Mining, Analytics, Visualization, Business
Intelligence , Technical Solutions , Processes Automation, Networking, Operation Management ,
Budgeting planning and forecasting
Experienced in UAVs and Anti Drone operations, Inventory Management, Logistics, Warehouse and
Spares Management. Deft at orchestrating tasks and mobilizing manpower to develop and establish
systems that protect and sustain essential operational functions. Possesses efficient
communication skills, organizational skills and Leadership skills.

Industry Knowledge
A deep insight and flare for Requirements Analysis, Artificial Intelligence (AI),Cognitive Vision and
Conversational AI.
Adept at removing seemingly insurmountable barriers to program and processes from being
implemented. Ability to analyze and use evidence effectively to make informed decisions
Experienced at Equipment Consulting , Defense Procurement, Turnaround Management, Vendor
Relationship, conflict resolution , community outreach and diversity Inclusion.
Indigenized ICV’s spares ex-import under MAKE IN INDIA campaign by R&D in close conjunction with
the Bharat Forge and indigenous industries achieving multimillion cost saving every year.
Augmented Inventory Management software with statistical tools like ABC, FNS and VED analysis
for 20,000 + spares (range and depth analysis), reduced inventory by 7% and budget 10%. Approx.
Business intelligence architect transformed leave documentation and reporting process from
manual to Excel-based operation with weeks delay to near real-time auto-updating process.
Management of Financial probity by ensuring transparency and accountability thus maintaining
appropriate records in tender and contract management processes reducing audit observation and
penalties by 50%.
Greenfield Training, Accenture India 2011

Achievements
Implementation of Industry 4.0 norms at 512 Army Base workshop ,Pune.
Project OP KAMYAB: Led team of 200+ soldiers in operations, maintaining formation equipment’s in
full mission capable state and achieving quantifiable industry standards : min MTTR ,min MTDT and
max MTBF.
Project NETRA: Instructed and trained soldiers and technician’s over Ideaforge UAV’s on
maintenance and repair.
Project GULMOHAR ; Oversaw overhaul of Tanks T-72 based recovery vehicle of East European
origin.
Project TULIP : Handled logistics and production of Infantry combat vehicles for field army .
Spearheaded engineering management operations for technical demonstration of the Indigenized
Night repair capability portable shelters in the presence of professionals, government dignitaries and
army officials.
Co-Authored multiple papers in International Conference on Advances in Computing,
Communication and Control. ICAC3 2011: Advances in Computing, Communication and Control pp
515-521| Cite as DXCCII-Based Mixed-Mode Electronically Tunable Quadrature Oscillator with
Grounded Capacitors https://link.springer.com/chapter/10.1007/978-3-642-18440-6_65.

Communication
Presentation Skills
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Sunil Kumar Singh

Age 45 yrs

Focused Military Intelligence expert offering 21+ years of transformational leadership in Tactical
&amp; Strategic Intelligence, Counter Intelligence Operations, Security, Safety, Investigation,
Interrogation and Manpower Management. Valued for Security &amp; Crisis Management and
safeguarding high-value national assets against internal/ external threats. Recognized for building
high-performance teams and training staff on latest security equipment/safety systems. Over-came
extreme challenges &amp; optimized efficiency using experience backed judgement, strong problem
- solving &amp; analytical skills.

Security/Risk Management & Investigations
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

Contact
sk.intelsingh@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/ltcolsk/
+91 9835636414

Education
B Com | CU | 1998
MA in Corporate and Industrial
Psychology, Second Year (IGNOU)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PGD in Intelligence Tradecraft &
Practice | 2016
PGD in Tactical & Combat
Intelligence | 2011

Certifications
CPP | ASIS | Pursuing
Data Science Foundation |INSAID
| Nov 2021
LSSGB | KPMG | Oct 2021
PSP | ASIS | Aug 2021
PCI | ASIS | Mar 2021
PMP | PMI | Sep 2020
CFE | ACFE | Mar 2020

Key Skills
Security & Loss Prevention
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Investigations
Operations Management
Security Project Management
Resource Management
Stakeholder Management
Analytical Thinking

Led investigative teams to identify potential high-risk areas for loss/fraud and recommend
improvements to internal controls and procedures.
Exposed competitor’s intelligence acquisition and subversive activities targeting service personnel
by qualitative analysis of telecom calls.
Designed and implemented a process improvement project for access control to digitize & reduce
processing time by 33% and achieve efficient collation process.
Spearheaded security networks at remote locations supporting 1750 personnel and 6 facilities
across 2 states spread over 1500 km.
Trained and headed security audit teams of 18-25 to identify non-compliance of organizational
policies, security equipment, procedures / processes and recommend corrective measures.
Rationalized deployed intelligence resources by 25%; leveraging Open Source Intelligence; leading
to faster processing and corroboration of information.
Established security networks of human resources for information acquisition from competitor’s
geography covering 10000 sq. Kms.
Investigated several online fraudulent activities targeting armed forces to counter possible
subversive attempts.
Conducted security surveys of ammunition depots, operational HQs & strategic locations using
geographic, demographic, political and criminal profiling.
Formulated and implemented SOPs on fire prevention/fighting capability enhancement along with
training, periodic checks and equipment maintenance.

Stakeholder Management
Partnered as SME & liaison officer with civil law enforcement agencies across 4 states in East & NE
to counter adversary’s espionage, subversion and sabotage designs.
Coordinated 18 delegation visits entailing international movement of 350 officials from 12 nations
involving civil agencies.
Tactically fine-tuned armed anti-terrorist response preparedness through training and mock drills in
liaison with police and intelligence agencies.
Delivered presentations on applicable lessons learnt from major safety incidents elsewhere &
verified suitability in implementing recommendations, reported non-compliance issues to top
management along with suggested remediation.
Facilitated movement of mission critical force over 6300 km for 45+ days including operational
success in unfamiliar territory.

Learning & Development
Conducted in-house training & awareness sessions to significantly improve the overall security
outlook amongst troops against adversary’s cultivation efforts, leading to 65% reduction in
adversary’s cultivation attempts.
Headed & trained audit teams of 18-25 headcount to identify non-compliance of organizational
policies, security equipment, procedures / processes and recommending corrective measures.
Guided and trained personnel in specialized intelligence equipment/tools for information acquisition
and transmission, proximity surveillance, debugging and analysis.
Successfully mentored 03 security professionals for PCI and 02 for PSP, ASIS International
certifications.

Achievements
Created Fire Control Measuring Equipment to cater for weather changes in high altitude resulting in
33% saving in ammunition expenditure and reduction in engagement time by 20%.
Led component of 80 personnel for 3 consecutive Indo-Bhutan Training Exercises as part of
geographical familiarization and operational plan validation.
Worked as key member of SMEs Team of on re-modelling and validation of movement of artillery
mortars on-mules in high-altitude in a friendly foreign country resulting in 40% reduction/
improvement in turnaround time.

Process Improvement
Mentoring
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Suraj Mathai

Age 36 yrs

A dynamic, self-driven and result oriented professional offering more than a decade of experience
with management and tactical leadership. Offers expertise spanning business administration and
change management, achieving optimal results with competent planning, organising and
solutions-oriented approach while conforming to laid down SOPs. Diplomatic leader and analytical
thinker able to inspire and cultivate productive working relationship with everyone.

Operations and Project Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

As Senior Operations Manager ensured top management and employees' full understanding of
organisation needs, auditing compliance and tracking progress towards goal.
Assisted with the development of annual budgets, operational standards and strategic goals.
Administrated assessment of financial statements, financial data trend analysis and other
performance indicators to assess standing and financial position, in addition to calibrating
commensurate operational costs.
Assisted top management in decision making with respect to allocation of scarce resources.
Engaged in high-level negotiations, generating lucrative contracts and build beneficial partnerships
with clients.
Ensured all legal and regulatory documents are filed and monitor compliance with laws and
regulations.

Financial Operations
Contact
surajmathai@gmail.com
http://www.linkedin.com/in/
suraj-mathai-2a6716223
+91 8105493760

Education
B.Com
M.Com

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Vendor Relation Management
Supply Chain Management
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management

Developed budgets and strategic plans for day-to-day operations.
Identified improvement changes regarding key processes for internal controls and accounting
procedures.
Overseeing the travel and entertainment expense process for the company. Managing the
reimbursement in accordance to company policy, perform periodic audits on expense reports and
document activity in review log.
Executed core financial processes, including vendor setup and payment, operational expenses,
administration of bank accounts and account reconciliations.
Produce monthly, quarterly, annual financial and month-end reporting.
Ensure timely processing of invoices while maintaining compliance with documentation.
Manage all financial close processes and procedures ensuring timely monthly quarterly, year-end
close processing as per company policy.
Coordinated the testing and acceptance to a new Financial Management System.

Supply Chain Management
Bringing products via the supply chain to market on time and in the correct quantity.
Managing diverse teams of professionals in a Supply Chain environment.
Avoiding conflicts between work and personal interests.
Carrying out the initial and also on-going assessment of the supply chain.
Negotiating with suppliers to minimise raw material and transportation costs.
Accurately calculating total supply chain costs in relation to proposed new projects.
Checking that a supplier has valid insurance certificates, bank details & certificates.
Keeping accurate records of products, contracts, pricing and invoicing information.
Treating problems or unexpected events as opportunities to learn from

Achievements
Commendation by Air Officer Commanding-in-Chief Western Air Command, IAF
Member of project team of Indian Air Force responsible for conduct of Aero India Show 2015 & 2017
at Air Force Station Yelahanka.

Analytical Thinking
Contract Management
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Omkar Satish Tadphale

Age 33 yrs

I'm a skilled and seasoned professional with 10 years of experience in the Indian Army, with Strong
Leadership, Project Management and People Management skills. I am a self-starter, independentthinker with ambition, passion, and strong communication skills. I have a proven record in the
management of large scale projects. An engineer by profession, I have strong analytical skills and
have acquired an advanced level of proficiency in planning, change management and solving
highly complex and strategic problems. I have directly interacted with Key Stakeholders and
worked closely with cross-cultural and multi-disciplinary teams across different regions on
multiple projects.

Project Management
Experience 11 yrs

Background Army

Managed various project consisting of team of 600 highly specialized professionals across diverse
functions to drive smooth operations in VUCA environment (J&K).To minimize risk, level of
uncertainty and cover porous area of 3km along the Line of Control (LoC); conceptualized,
engineered and successfully delivered Surveillance Grid Project using specialized equipment which
ensured zero intrusion and penetration; and prevented any system breech.
As a Subject Matter Expert (SME) prepared a Business Case and Project Charter for Army standing
Establishment Committee (ASEC). By implementing suitable verification and validation techniques
and analyzing and auditing Work Performance Data of geographically distributed Operational and
Functional teams’ of 1215 employees, provided solution for optimum reallocation of resources.
Project results had strategic implications and deep rooted impact on an organization structure.
Directly interacted with Key Stakeholders and worked closely on a day to day basis with crosscultural and multi-disciplinary teams across different regions on multiple projects

Information Technology, R&D, Communication
Contact
omkar.tadphale@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
major-omkar-tadphale-31313a91

+91 9869207048

Education
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
BE (Computers),kJ Somaiya
College of Engineering, Mumbai
PG Diploma in Defence
Management and Strategic
Studies
Diploma in Junior Level Defence
Management
Diploma in Management of SubConventional Warfare

Certifications
Certified Scrum Master( CSM)
Certified Scrum Product
Owner(CSPO)
Product Management
(Fundamentals)
PMP(Pursuing)

Key Skills
Project Management
Information Technology
Basic Programming Skills
Data Analytics
R&D
Operations Management
Administration
Training & Instructional Design

In a role of Technical Project Manager, defined a scope for a project to track real time movements
and facilitate communication between operational teams located at different geographical location.
Successfully implemented a platform to map team location using GPS data on Google Earth and
developed Inter Frequency Radio Communication Module to achieve organizational objective of
improved real time data visibility and inter frequency communication which resulted in reduction of
a system breech by 30% thus saving on annual budget allocation by INR 1.25 Cr
Awarded Chief of Army Staff (COAS) Commendation, Gallantry at national level in the recognition of
the work and promoted as a Senior Project Manager at a strategic level
As Assistant System engineer and Database Administrator, managed and supported databases of
critical clients like Reserve Bank of India(RBI) and State Bank of India(SBI) by administering,
developing , testing, demonstrating databases and performing many related data functions across
one or more teams or clients, including maintaining new databases, backup/recovery and
configuration management. Installed database management systems (DBMS) and provided input
for modification of procedures and documentation used for problem resolution and day-to-day
maintenance to ensure availability and performance of databases that support system which
ensured secure services with minimum downtime.

Operations Management
Successfully led a Project team to orchestrate comprehensive project plan to streamline
Procurement, Receipt, Allocation, Storage, Warehousing and Distribution of Specialized inventory
worth approximately 115 Cr by undertaking Change Control Process after deliberate Risk Analysis
and Data Analysis to meet project deliverables of achieving desired business value, maximum
resource utilization and budget reduction.
Managed large scale project delivery in step-up roles along with Top Leadership, by prioritizing
Backlog Items, coaching and mentoring cross functional teams to implement E-Procurement
Module; which resulted in successful procurement worth approximately 1 Cr in very short timeframe.
Received an appreciation letter from the CEO (Commandant) of the Organization

Administration & Training
As a Training Officer successfully trained an unit of 800 individuals to execute high risks projects and
missions in a volatile, dynamic and vulnerable environment by identifying their training needs,
designing innovative training modules, imparting training on Specialized Teams, creating Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) and Training Manuals to train individuals on indigenous, customized &
specialized hi tech platforms; resulting in reduction of training time and budget by 30%.
Managed on boarding, training and development, compensation and benefits and talent spotting of
1200 individual
Worked on organisation restructuring /change management involving
re-organisation,
redeployment via competency mapping and skill development.

Achievements
Commendation by the Chief Of Army Staff (COAS)
Certified Instructor in Tactics, Strategy and Planning.
Certified Instructor in Weapon Training and Sub Conventional Warfare.

Risk & Crisis Management
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Tushar Arun Deshmukh

Age 53 yrs

Highly motivated, result oriented and dynamic leader with more than three decades of experience
in operations & projects management, QA/QC, security & admin, logistics & SCM, training and L&D
with a proven track record of extra ordinary results in all of these fields. A high performer and team
player with unquestionable trustworthiness, integrity and loyalty.

Operations and Project Management
Experience 31.5 yrs

Background Army

Contact
tushardott@gmail.com
http://www.linkedin.com/
in/tusharad
+91 9420710341

As head of a QA unit, conceived and executed QA Plan for a new weapon system, SAVING 20%
MANPOWER.
Headed Unmanned Air Vehicle (UAV) operations at strategic level involving detailed planning and
execution with national and international implications. This involved operations from bases across
the country and moving warlike material by road & rail over more than 3000km multiple time over
protracted period in adverse weather conditions. Achieved 100% SUCCESS with ZERO CASUALTIES
AND NO MATERIAL DAMAGE.
Having been handpicked for the purpose, established and headed a facility for operational UAV
training for Indian Army. TRAINED THREE SUCCESSIVE BATCHES, WELL BEFORE DEADLINE WITH
100% SUCCESS RATE
Key role in a project involving deployment of very heavy equipment in inaccessible mountainous and
snowbound areas with no road/rail/power infrastructure (in 1991-93). Successfully completed the
project two weeks before time. TOTAL SAVINGS – 1500 MAN DAYS AND MATERIAL RESOURCES
(INCLUDING TRANSPORTATION COSTS) WORTH 50 LAKH (THEN).

Security and Administration
In a key security and admin position for a garrison of 1200 acres in a public place with 15000
PERSONNEL, successfully established an effective security grid with 75+ CCTVs, physical security
measures and infrastructure along a PERIMETER OF MORE THAN 13+ KM.
Chief security & admin officer for a military unit in four different and diverse locations involving
security of equipment and infrastructure WORTH RS 10 TO 15 THOUSAND CR INVOLVING
PROTECTION OF ABOUT 1000+ PERSONNEL.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Education
BSc
MSc
PGDBM
MBA

As Chief Logistics Officer (Quarter Master), successfully ensured optimal, continuous and reliable
logistics for UAV operations for the base which involved SUPPLY CHAINS STRETCHING THROUGH
NEW DELHI TO ISRAEL while the base was in locations that were hard to find on the map.
As Battery Second-in-Command, effectively managed the logistics & supplies for a snowbound
location inaccessible by road for two years – any mistake could result in serious health
consequences.

Quality Assurance
Certifications

UAV Chief Instructor Course

As head of a QA unit, conceived and executed QA Plan for a new weapon system, worked closely
with an Ordnance Factory to ensure desired levels of quality, THEREBY SAVING AT LEAST Rs 50
CRORES, NOT TO MENTION, MANY LIVES FROM AVERTING POTENTIAL ACCIDENTS.
As Joint Director at the HQ, was closely involved with defects investigation and rectification in the
Ordnance Factories products thus helping take DECISIONS THAT WOULD AVOID FUTURE ACCIDENTS.
Was closely involved with QA part of procurement and related negotiations of Small Arms
ammunition, Air Defence ammunition and tank from foreign vendors.

Fire Safety Officer’s Course

Leadership & Training

Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Security Officer’s Course
UAV Pilot Course

Key Skills
Leadership & Training
Operations
Security & Admin

Hand picked for setting up a UAV training facility for the Indian Army at one of it’s premier training
institutions. Envisioned, planned and set up the UAV training facility worth RS 5 TO 7 THOUSAND CR
including equipment, infrastructure and all allied facilities and aspects like liaison.
Identified, selected, motivated and LED A TEAM OF FIVE INSTRUCTORS to meet the IA's urgent
requirement of trained UAV crew in record time.

SCM

Learning & Development

QA

Mentored at least THREE BATCHES (ABOUT 18 OFFICERS) of UAV crew, who were successfully and
effectively inducted into live UAV operation teams.
Visualised, designed and implemented the training structure and DEVELOPED THE SYLLABI FOR
UAV TRAINING FOR THREE DISCIPLINES.
Successfully catered to all of training needs of all kinds for the unit. This included upgradation,
promotion oriented training, educational & technical certifications and local training cadres/
capsules etc., for ABOUT 500+ PERSONNEL.

L&D
Change management

Achievements
Commendation by General Officer Commanding-in-Chief for Outstanding operational performance
in the field of UAVs while leading a team of 100+ members.
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Vandana Sharma

Age 45 yrs

22+ years of Military service and experience in VUCA environment across domains of strategy,
planning, policy and governance, risk management, security operation, budgeting, audit and
training. Chief Architect and Sr Manager in last 7+ years leading cross functional teams in
development and operations.

HR Management & Administration
Experience 22 yrs

Background Army

Managed HR and administrative functions of over 600 personnel including man management,
documentation, performance appraisal, formulation of SOPs, policies and its implementation.
discipline, motivation, promotions, grievance handling and welfare.
Expertise in training solutions and development towards business goals by leading multiple cross
functional and multi-cultural specialized teams.
Planned and procured critical war readiness requirements under various categories of fund
allotment like administrative, tech equipment, contingency ,training etc.
Performed the Role of Senior instructor which required technical planning, streamlining, scheduling
and conduct of the courses, examination, projects and review of syllabus.

Project Management

Contact
Vandanasharma.mil@gmail.com

http://www.linkedin.com/
in/vandana-military
+91 7232040555

Education
B.Sc B.Ed
PGDM (Marketing)
Executive Military Police Course
Diploma in Junior Level Defence
Management
Diploma in Electronic Warfare
Diploma in Advance Data
Processing

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
CPHR
SHRM -SCP

Key Skills
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Training & Development

Procurement and inventory management of landline and UHF communication systems for meeting
planned and adhoc demands of military field establishment.
Ensured security and serviceability of IT assets and implementation of extant IT policies on a
network of more than 50+ nodes to ensure last mile connectivity.
Planned and executed seamless and secure signal communications in deserts and cross country
terrain over a distance of 250 km.
Budgeted, procured and distributed training items, office equipment and safety gears for over 1000+
personnel.
Executed procurements to the tune of Rs 200 million through Gem, rate contracts, limited tenders
and open tenders.

Supply Chain Management
Expanded sales in Canteen Stores Department, the retail chain of India for defence services
inventory by 1 million.
Maintained delivery performance and lower inventory levels.
Carried out advanced forecasting of revenue expenditure, projections and resource planning to
enhance functional effectiveness.
Reviewed periodic supply of provisions, spares, undertaking of defects and quarterly auditing of
expenditure

Cyber Security and IT Services
Completed IT security audit of more than 1000+ computers with a team of 4 members by exercising
strict control mechanism.
Improved user satisfaction by proactively identifying gaps in operations support process and taking
preventive actions as the head of communication and IT service for more than 1500 users.
Ensured implementation, compliance review and maintenance of IT security policies, standards,
guidelines and procedures as per ISO/IEC 27001:2017.
Collaborated with various stakeholders CISCO, BSNL, HCL, ALCATEL & BEL to ensure high
serviceability, availability of critical network resource and services for military operations.

Operations

Mentoring

Managed Technical operations of Field and Medium level resource of fleet of 180+ vehicles with a
40+ member team and enhanced the operational efficiency by eliminating obsolescence, achieving
cost reduction through vendor development, curbing rework & rejection, materials management &
inventory control.
Revamped mobility support operations including reconnaissance and surveillance.
Spearheaded coordination with civil law enforcement for law-and-order operations for site security
and response as military police officer.
Planned & executed timely deployment of over-the-horizon wireless radio systems of the Army for
Humanitarian Aid & Disaster Relief (HADR) operations during 2015 earthquake in Nepal resulting in
rescue of over 75,000 affected people.

Facility Management

Achievements

Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Change Management
Administration
Security & Loss Prevention
Interpersonal Skills
Conflict Resolution

Network Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Para Sailing, Microlight Flying, Para Motoring, Para Jumping
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VS Nambiar

Age 53 yrs

A dynamic, result oriented and seasoned professional with 30+ years of rich experience in
Financial Management & Accounting, Budgeting, Audit & Control, HR Management, Logistics
operations and Physical Security management.

Financial Management and Accounting
Experience 30+ yrs

Background Air Force

Exclusive expertise of 30 + years in financial management & accounting at stations having an
annual turnover of over 500 Cr.
Long experience in budgeting and budgetary control field with focus on cost cutting measures under
16 different Govt. code heads.
Over 30 + years of experience in execution of tender & procurement process, price negotiation,
forecast & review of contracts, monitoring of project funds and enforcing frugality for keeping
expenditure within the permissible limit.
Long experience in disbursement of monthly Pay & Allowances to over 4000 personnel at 12+ highly
functional Airforce Stations in the capacity of Senior Accountant Officer.
Rich experience in analysing accounting statements like Trading, Profit & Loss a/c, Balance Sheet,
Fund Flow Statements etc to facilitate important financial decisions within the organization.

Logistics and Supply Chain
Contact
ssjanambiar@gmail.com
http://www.linkedin.com/
in/vs-Nambiar-787169222
+91 9474212871

Education
BA
MCom

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Key Skills
Financial Accounting
Administration
Contract Management
Security & Loss Prevention
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Efficiently managed inventory of 10000+ items costing over 100 million annually for 16+ years.
Meticulously managed shipment of consignments by air, rail and road ensuring safety of scarce
aircraft spare and related communication equipment for 10+ years
Rich experience in the areas of Vendor Development, Contract Management, Inventory Accounting
and Security Planning of logistic installations.

Security Management
Over 15 years of experience in physical and information security management entailing threat
vulnerability and risk assessment.
Carried out security appreciation of 7 different IAF operational bases, finalized Standard Operating
Procedures and operationalized policies.
Constituted Quick Reaction Team and established stringent security measures for the safety of
personal and organizational assets. Close coordination with other govt. departments, civil police and
central police organisations being key aspects of the task.

HR Management
Handled HR Management of over 2000 personnel at 4 different stations over a period of 9 years.
Managed a large multi-cultured workforce, aligned staff resources with workflow requirements and
implemented plans to optimize staff training in support of organizational goals
Formulated training and development for optimum utilization of human resources. The job entailed
welfare, grievance-handling, stress-management and appraisal of personnel in the organization.

Achievements
President's Plaque on commissioning for being best in order of merit.
Trophy for best in Accounts Branch on commissioning.
Two times Commendation by Air Officer Commanding in Chief for professional excellence in the
year 2013 and 2018.
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Venkat Prasad A

Age 43 yrs

An accomplished officer in Indian Navy of Commander rank having 20 years of work experience
in the Department of Judge Advocate General(Navy).
The work profile entails handling complex legal issues including issues on Constitutional Law, Civil
Law, Criminal Laws, Contract Law, Arbitration Laws, International Law, Family Laws, Industrial and
Labour Laws, Commercial Laws, Intellectual Property Laws, Laws relating to School
Administration, Laws Relating to Societies, Environmental Laws, Law relating to Medical
Jurisprudence, Service Laws, Motor Accident Claims Tribunal etc.

Judge Advocate
Experience 20 yrs

Background Navy

Appointed as Judge Advocate of premier Naval Command wherein headed the entire law
department of the relevant area of operation
Area of Responsibility specifically entailed handling /monitoring of all cases filed against Union of
India/Navy in Supreme Court of India ,various High Courts ,Tribunals etc
The appointment entailed drafting of Petitions ,Affidavits ,filing appeals ,briefing Additional Solicitor
Generals on points of Law ,appearance on behalf of Navy as on required basis etc
Dealt issues on entire spectrum of legal cases including interpretation of statutes, drafting of
regulations, orders, policies, legal advice to the top management, analysis of Board of Inquiries
giving way ahead in the matter

Key Areas of work experience

Contact
venkatprasad.aysola@gmail.com

https://www.linkedin.com/
in/venkatprasad78/
+91 9573338696

Education
Bachelor of Laws
Master of Laws
MA(HRM)
PGD(Corporate and Business
Laws)(Pursuing)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Key Skills
Legal consultancy
Drafting petitions
Interpretation of statutes
Human resource management

Handled multifarious legal issues including Constitutional Law, Disciplinary issues including
Dismissal cases pertaining to Uniformed and Civilian Personnel, Service Conditions and matters of
Policy viz Redressal of Grievances, Promotion ,Pay and Allowances Matters including Pension,
Recruitment, Contractual Matters ,Arbitration matters, Maintenance Allowance issues ,International
Laws including Maritime Laws ,Commercial Laws ,Taxation Laws ,RTI etc.
Acted in judicial capacity in deciding all questions of law and evidence in court martials
Legal member of various committees viz non public funds, school administration, naval canteens,
hospital administration, naval institutes , naval co-operative societies , environmental committees
etc.
Appeared before various commissions on behalf of management viz labour commissioner on
labour disputes, chief information commissioner on RTI matters etc.

HOD Law Branch
Being the Head of Department of Law Branch, handled all HR related issues including performance
Appraisal of all subordinates including their professional Development viz Onboarding, Training and
Development, performance assessment etc .
Coordination with various departments for achievement of Organizational Objective etc
Conducted various Law seminars/Lectures , Oversaw Office Management ,Forecasting Events etc.
Liaison with Judges ,Advocates ,Government officials, various civilian dignitaries
Carried out various functions viz planning, budgeting, accounting, auditing of various public/non
public funds.

Achievements
Awarded Commendation By Flag Officer Commanding In Chief(WEST), 2006 for handling various
court cases.
Awarded Commendation by Flag Officer Commanding In Chief(EAST), 2019 for outstanding
professional performance.
Conferred with Sainya Seva Medal by Government of India for serving in difficult conditions.
Awarded Certificate of Merit by Nagpur University for standing first in Constitutional Law(Bachelor
of Laws) in convocation 2003.

Constitutional Law
Contract management
Problem solving
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Vibha Tomar

Age 35 yrs

An astute and result oriented professional with 14 years of diverse and rich experience in
Operations, Supply Chain, Warehousing, Project and Human Resource Management. A highly
motivated, dynamic team player with strong work ethics and ability to optimise business
processes towards desired organisational goals with standards that are second to none.

Project and Operations Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Successfully headed the monetization plan of GOI to convert the age-old PSU (Ordnance Parachute
Factory) into Glides India Limited achieving a saving of 50 Crores.
Carried out relief operation during unprecedented floods in Srinagar, 2014 and restocking of
inventory to carry out flying operations in a record time of one month.
Channelised overall budget monitoring, procurement processes, cost reduction, contract negotiation
and vendor relations at various Air Force Units with a budget of over Rs. 100 crores.
Efficiently managed long-term contracts with PSUs and foreign vendors to the tune of 500 Cr.
Implemented a systematic and structured approach towards vendor identification, registration and
rating with focus on process optimisation and procedures.

Logistics and Supply Chain Management
Contact
vibhatomar42@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/vibha-tomar-59621917a
+91 9315511587

Education
BSc Computer Science (Honours)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Certificate Course in Leadership
and Behavioural Studies, CLABS,
IAF
Certification in Chemical,
Radiological, Biological and
Nuclear Warfare, IAF

Certifications
Certificate in Data Analytics,
Google
Certificate on ERP management,
NIIT Delhi

Carried out periodical review, warehousing, inventory control, budgeting and procurement with five
yearly forecasting for over 20,000 spares of the largest transport aircraft fleet of the IAF with above
100 aircraft.
Provided sustained logistic support at a frontier base in Jammu and Kashmir and catered to the
requirement of over 10,000 troops in extreme remote weather conditions.
Carried out data analysis and effected process and inventory management improvisations in supply
chain ERP for safety equipment increasing the serviceability more than 32%.
Handled the supply chain for various aircraft fleets managing long term contracts with PSUs and
foreign vendors, local purchase, warehousing, transportation and distribution of specialised clothing,
ration, technical equipment ensuring achievement of training and operational task of above 50000
hrs of flying.

HR and Administration
Conducted HR policy reviews, appraisals, performance counselling, rewards and recognitions,
conflict management, prompt grievance mechanism, workplace safety reviews and implemented eoffice as Chief Administrative Officer of the depot.
Training and Development of personnel through skill upgradation and competency enhancement
programmes.

Achievements
Commendation by Chief of Air Staff, 2019 for devotion and dedication to duty and professional
excellence.
Commendation by Air Officer Commanding in Chief, 2011 for managing the requirements of newly
inducted aircraft with teething issues.
Spearheaded the logistics and administration team of the depot and awarded the trophy of the best
mini repair depot pan IAF in 2019.
Awarded the Para Jumper’s Badge.
Merit holder in professional courses conducted by the IAF.

Certificate in Cyber Crime, AFIS
Pune
Advance Professional Courses
(Material Management), IAF

Key Skills
Logistics and Supply Chain
Inventory Planning
Procurement and Contracts
Financial Planning & Budgeting
Warehouse Operations
Leadership, Command & Control
Teambuilding & Coordination
Human Resource Mgmt
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Vidhu Singh

Age 38 yrs

A courageous creative and progressive leader with 14 years’ experience as Aeronautical Engineer
(Electronics), deft in maintenance, operations and human resource management and skilled in all
levels of maintenance of aircraft and avionics including EW equipment. A thorough specialist of
Safety, aircraft rescue operations & crash investigations. An effective and cheerful communicator
with excellent relationship building and interpersonal skills. A strong believer of sustainable working
and living style.

Leadership
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Led a squadron of 16 aircraft for heavy air armament detachment requiring movement of 250 men
and material worth crores regularly, as a very young officer
As a Senior Aircraft Engineer (Mid Level Manager) headed a team of 35 personnel for a highly covert
operation "Balakot Air Strike" from Gwalior, produced 03 aircraft overnight under tremendous
operational pressure, followed up with production of total of 8 Aircraft on Ground in short span of 4
months . Completed urgent assembly of DASH IV(look and lock) helmets for aircrew in no time.
As first woman Military Aircraft Accident Investigator of Mirage-2000 fleet, investigated 2 major
aircraft accidents in difficult terrains and 50 incidents and steered 150 aerospace safety inspections

Operations

Contact
xsmail2017@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/vidhu-singh-29399h
+91 9893479928

Education
B Tech (Electrical Engg)
PG Diploma(Aeronautical Engg)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Corporate Sustainability(Coursera)
Aerospace Safety and accident
investigation course(IAS)
Electronic Warfare
courses(Lasereqpt,EW
Suite,Recce Pod)
Maintenance of Mirage 2000
course(IAF)

Key Skills
Operations Management
Aviation
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Training & Development
Leadership
Public Relation & Communication
Skills
Flight Operations
Interpersonal Skills

As Officer in-charge Shop Floor, completed cannibalization of 3 aircraft wings of M-2000 aircraft out
of 26 wings
All operations along with supply chain management were executed using online applications of IAF.
As Senior Engineer Electronic warfare for four IAF Commands(Zonal Manager)spearheaded record
production of EW spares by streamlining various labs
Laser Designation Pod test lab was declared “Centre of Excellence” for record production and critical
snag rectifications
Saved exchequers money br rejecting equipment worth 12 crores during pre-dispatch inspection at
M-2000 OEM facility in France

Project Management
As Officer in-charge Communication(Mid Level Manager)executed projects for replacement of
vintage UG cables, laying of new OFC network
As Officer in-charge Shop Floor, streamlined 15 projects for indigenisation of aircraft ground
equipment and aircraft spares with private players
As Senior Engineer Electronic warfare for four IAF Commands(Zonal Manager) finalised major repair
contract for maintenance of upgraded Mirage-2000 spares for next 12 years with OEMs
Recovered 4 Electronic Warfare related test benches for equipment nearing obsolescence.
Simultaneously, steered projects for installation of latest 4 Automatic test equipment(ATE) for latest
avionics and EW related equipment during upgrade of M-2000 aircraft(I/TI)

HRM/ PR
Trained and commanded 250-300 Men, looked after their leave, discipline, remunerations, medical
requirements etc, executed outdoor operations, involving movement through air and land, with
movement of men (2-300), material and machine(costing thousands of crores) for different
duration(2 days to 8 months)
Directed 3 major Conferences with participants like DASSAULT AVIATION, THALES and SNECMA to
resolve operators’ issues and conducted familiarization visits of many national and international
dignitaries like Honourable President of India, Defence Minister, Chiefs of friendly foreign Nations etc
Visited abroad for inspection and acceptance of Electronic Warfare equipment (IAF sponsored)

Achievements
Air Officer Commanding -in-Chief commendation for work on upgrade of Electronic Warfare (EW)
test benches of Mirage- 2000 aircraft
Built up 8 AOG in span of 4 months during Balakot Air Strike in Feb 2019 with help of only 35
personnel
Pioneered as Woman Officer in Fighter Aircraft Maintenance
Qualified Aerospace Safety Specialist and first woman Military Aircraft Accident Investigator of
Mirage-2000 fleet
Joint Secretary of Sports Council, Co-editor of College Magazine, Executive member of Literary,
Cultural and Fine arts Council at College
Youngest Deputy Head Girl at School

Contract Management
Team Building & Mentoring
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Vikas Yadav

Age 35 yrs

A decisive management leader, HR professional and influential communicator, with 14 years’
insightful experience in the executive branch of Indian Navy. Known for achieving organisational
visions, developing leadership pipelines and providing guidance to cross-functional teams. Skilled
in driving performance management initiatives and developing future-ready strategies to
maximise operations resilience. Notable success in aligning HR to shared goals and achieving
change through technology, process and infrastructure initiatives

Experience 14 yrs

Background Navy

Organisational Set-up | Team Building | Performance Management |
Infrastructure Development
Built dedicated teams and administered a budget of 200 Cr INR to develop the selection system.
Established and headed Operation and Administration as a Senior Group Testing Officer department
at Services Selection Board (Kolkata) in Diameter Harbour with 15-member team.
Created SOPs for all functions and developed infrastructure for testing 250 candidate simultaneous.

HR
Directed HR, admin, training and people management strategies amid multiple challenges including
problems of acquiring and retaining talent in the remote region; mobilised resources, motivated
team members, and led performance appraisals.
Coached and certified assessors to carry out recruitment for officers in armed forces.
Recruitment and focusing on performance and business continuity.

Contact

Operations

vikasyadav1208@gmail.com

Directed and headed the operation as head of department onboard various ships over eight years
and achieve the efficiency with a hybrid model of predictive and adaptive approach.
Achieved various maiden success in making and implementation of policies and deployment of
units to achieve operational superiority.

https://www.linkedin.com/in/
vikas-yadav-pmp-6b8729209
+91 7276526347

Education

Achievements
Established and Commission a new testing facility for selection of Naval officers in Kolkata

Bachelor of Science
Master of Science in
Telecommunication
Masters in Psychology – Industrial
& Organisational Behaviour (Final
Year)

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
PMP, PMI
Officers Selection Course, DIPR,
New Delhi
Group Testing Officer,17 SSB,
Bangalore

Key Skills
Human Resource
Interpersonal Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Training & Development
Leadership
Analytical Thinking
Process Improvement
Team Building & Mentoring
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Vinay S Bharamanaikar

Age 34 yrs

A Management Professional driven by organisational values with experience of over 13 years in
Operations and Project Management. Competent in managing Industrial facilities, Assets,
Resources, Contracts and Quality Assurance. Adaptable and bilingual professional with sound
managerial experience whilst serving in Indian Navy – a suitable candidate to be recruited under
the Diversity and Inclusion program. Additionally, a qualified professional for Competency
mapping in Military Recruitment.

Operations Management
Experience 13 yrs

Background Navy

Contact

Augmented processes/ capabilities of Fabrication department by employing innovative techniques,
application of technical skills and carried out regular ship repair operations for 8 warships and
numerous visiting ships hence ensuring their operability, safety and functionalities at sea.
Managed workforce of 300 industrial workers of varying skill sets through strong interpersonal skills,
maintaining positive environment and ensured smooth conduct of operations without a single
incident of ‘Strike’ of ‘Tools Down’.
Efficiently managed cargo (fuel) loading/ unloading operations using custom made cargo
management tools, resources and time management skills, thereby ensuring ship’s safety at all
times and enabled readiness of ship for operational deployment even at short notice.
Foreseen probable breakdowns/ defects and ensured a defect free operational cycle by carrying out
adequate preventive maintenance of ship’s equipment and systems, thereby maintaining 100%
efficiency of departmental equipment/ systems for a 40 days long overseas deployment in harsh sea
conditions.
Identified contractual inefficiencies and optimised the contract which resulted in reduction of
financial liability by 60%.

vbharamanaikar@gmail.com

Project Management

https://www.linkedin.com/
in/vinaybharamanaikar/

Responsible for 08 ships refit projects (including the country’s only Aircraft Carrier) and 02 retro
fitment/ upgradation projects (Includes 01 strategic platform). Through inventory/ contract
management skills, optimization of inhouse/ contracted resources, delivered results to user’s
satisfaction.
As project manager carried out strengthening of deck plating through liaison with private firms,
managed inhouse and contracted resources within critical timelines enabling retro fitment of
strategic equipment onboard a Naval Vessel.
Under the ambit of Indo-USA Joint Working Group - Aircraft Carrier Technology Cooperation, planned
and coordinated 03 Foreign & Indian delegations’ visits/ meetings which resulted in building
knowledge database for Navy’s Indigenous Aircraft Carrier Project Team.
As project team member, was involved in deliberations on Statement of Case and liaison with
Ministry of Defence for futuristic Indigenous Aircraft Carrier project worth INR 39,000 Crores.

+91 9740739113

Education
BE (Mechanical), Visvesvaraya
Technological University
PG Diploma in Naval
Construction, Indian Institute of
Technology (New Delhi)

Supply Chain Management
Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
(Pursuing)

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Resource Management
Communication
Decision Making
Leadership
Interpersonal Relations
Interpersonal Skills
Competency Mapping
Delegation
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Managed logistics requirements of ships through contracts, supply chain management, liaison with
vendors thereby fulfilling the domain specific logistic requirement of 8 ships.
As Motor Transport Officer, planned/ optimised utilisation of resources and ensured safe
transportation of over 10,000 candidates in challenging environment and in a time bound manner.
Addressed vendor deficiency by identifying and developing wider vendor base for establishing and
operating government contract for hiring transports.

Recruitment & Human Resource Management
Involved in recruitment of officers for the Indian Armed Forces (7,500 candidates) by carrying out
competency mapping as part of selection panel and achieved desirable congruency rate which
improved the board results.
Managed and ensured wellbeing of manpower (subordinate 5 officers, 30 sailors, 10 civilian officers,
4 foreman, 14 supervisors, hundreds of skilled and unskilled labour), in the capacity of divisional
officer/ officer-in-charge/ mentor, over the span of 13 years of service in the Navy, by facilitating
work-life balance whilst ensuring operational efficiency; thus resulting in maintaining high morale
amongst the subordinates.

Achievements
Provided innovative solution for load testing of end fittings for strategic equipment which has been
adopted by the Board Of Officers and is currently being used extensively by the user to their utmost
satisfaction.
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Vinith Kumar V

Age 33 yrs

A technocrat offering 10 years of dexterity in aerospace project management, operations and
asset sustainability. An earnest trendsetter with appetency for continuous improvement,
innovation and quality. Prowess in conditioning teams to engage with cross-functional processes
and technology. Inquisitive to play a key role in defining and delivering business objectives while
leveraging collaborative leadership.

Project Management and Kaizen
Experience 10 yrs

Background Air Force

Systematised and oversaw complete ground logistic planning, allocation and support fulfilment to
establishment IAF's $590 billion flagship aircraft in Asia's premier airshow where India displayed its
aviation prowess to worldwide audience.
Propounded engineering case and phase-wise project road map for an enterprise asset
management project which led to real-time availability of engine work performance information to
fleet managers and reduction of carbon footprint by 85%
Reduced ~$40k production budget by using in-house expertise to modify aircraft's ground power
unit with POKE-YOKE design and curbed working hazard prone to occur under high stress
operational environments.

Operations and Tactical Leadership

Contact
vinith88@outlook.com
https://www.linkedin.com/
in/vineethsmail
+91 7772983841

Education
B. E ( Mechanical )
M Tech ( Manufacturing
Management )
PG Diploma ( Aeronautical
Engineering )
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
PMP®
Advanced Excel
Lean Six Sigma Green Belt
ISO 9001:2015 QMS and ISO
14001:2015 EMS Internal Auditor
Basic French A1
Dangerous Goods Logistics
Tableau Basic Course
Aircraft Maintenance Management

Key Skills
Project Management
Operations Management
Data Analysis
Organizational Leadership
Risk Management
Problem Solving
Facility Planning
Team Building & Mentoring
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Marshalled +160 team members to successfully relocate complete aircraft fleet and deploy
operations by effective facility planning, cross-functional activity co-ordination and asset mobility to
clock 100% mission sustainability under VUCA environment
Collaborated core engineering servicing and support to sustain fleet lifecycle maintenance for 27
flight line aircrafts valued $140+ million which aided 10% increase in IAF's operational capabilities biannually
Mediated an MoU between organisations to streamline resource utilisation and co-relative
operations to fulfill 100+ COVID-19 air missions under dynamic schedules and stiff deadlines.

Logistic Networking and Client Relations
Clocked Asia's highest yearly training flight record ~11250 Hrs by patching fleet’s supply trends with
MTBF and optimised stock orders with OEM / stock control stakeholders.
Collaborated and enforced time and material contracts to upkeep air conditioning plants across 22+
storage warehouses as per world-class warehouse regulation under a geographically challenging
terrain.
Formulated standard process blueprint for On-time-On Target consignment shipping. Recorded
incident free delivery of 5000+ tones dangerous goods to Pan-India field units in Ex-Gagan
Shakti-2018.
Salvaged ~500+ tons of life expired armament and facilitated e-auction to recovery ~$ 0.56 million
to government from primary market.

Capability Building and Risk Management
Bestowed technical expertise and self-organising intellect to 100+ ab-initio trainees with key mix of
on-job training and interactive workshops.
Dispensed 24X7 ground emergency services to 9+ international fleets in a defence exhibition by
intensive workstation and process administration which reduced turn-around-time from 12 mins to
~4 mins for all aerodrome emergencies.

Facility and Asset Management
Umpired internal audits and third party inspections to sustain zero tolerance record on buildings and
allied equipment to mitigate sabotage, fire hazard and pilferage of secret SKU's.
Collaborated and enforced a time and material contract to upkeep air conditioning plants across 22+
storage warehouses as per world-class warehouse regulation under a geographically challenging
terrain.
As system co-ordinator, regulated access control and domain functions such as skill, proficiency and
user mapping to monitor 200+ technicians on IBM Maximo platform for aircraft maintenance.

Achievements
“Aerospace Safety" and "Best in Maintenance" trophy among 04 aircraft fleets in an airbase.
Citation for commendation by chief air officer for digitization of aircraft maintenance platform.
Crafted, captained and bagged the maiden title for IAF in National Cricket Championship 2021.
Certified Cricket Coach by Gary Kristen Cricket Academy ( Emphasis on high-performance team
discipline and mentorship ).
Hand-picked for IAF's Contingent at the 74th Independence Day & 66th Republic Day parade at New
Delhi.
Youngest armament handler to be categorized "B" by SME group in IAF. ( ”A” being highest )
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Vivek Saxena

Age 43 yrs

Over two decades of experience in the Indian Army as a Strategic Human Resource Leader; delivering
innovative HR leadership & strong ability to work in a fast-paced organizational setting. Possesses
Strong interpersonal, conflict resolution, analytical, problem-solving, and leadership skills utilizing
these in overseeing the entire HR operations, providing leadership and guidance to HR functions,
clarifying on employee conduct, and clearly communicating the business values to all levels of
business. Accomplished in aligning specialist HR initiatives for overall organizational goals.

Strategic Human Resource Leadership
Experience 21 yrs

Background Army

Contact
viveksaxena1978@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
vivek-saxena-indianarmy
+91 8132953450

Education
MBA HR & Marketing (HGU)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
Management Development
Program (IIM Indore)
BSc

Certifications
SHRM-SCP
CPHR
Human Resources Analytics
Digital Transformation

Delivered seamless HR operations 24x7 in toughest of work environments and operational
pressures.
Broad Based team building of a specialist task force, facilitated communication and compatibility of
stakeholders through training and social integration to ensure excellent stress tolerance resulting in
stepping up overall organizational efficiency by 12%.
Designed and implemented HR policies in support of the organization’s overall business/operational
plan and strategic direction, particularly in the areas of succession planning, talent acquisition &
retention, transition management, organizational development, and efficiency.
Conceptualized and lead organization wide changes especially in training and employee
engagement resulting in reduced failure rates by 17%.
Collaborated with other department managers to deliver employee training programs, employee
feedback, ensure compliance, and facilitate performance management.
Coached leaders to drive the required culture in the organization therefore instilling a sense of
direction at the workplace and meeting deadlines, providing a rewarding and enriching environment
thus, reducing talent attrition by 25%.
Mentoring & Managerial Counseling to improve relationships with colleagues, work-life balance, and
trust in management.
Multi-cultural management of 4000+ employees resulting in containment of widespread COVID 19
infection and maintaining operational tempo.
Established impactful relationship with the line managers to be considered in the inner circle of
influence in turn promoting trust and camaraderie.
Revised / Updated/ Formulated SOPs resulting in reduced failure rates and increased efficiency at all
levels.

Operations
As Chief Operations Officer refined Quality management for quickest turnaround times to achieve
98% success in operations.
Consultancy services to CEO as SME in Asset Management (PPE), Dynamic Operations and on
procurements of strategic importance.
Key stakeholder in establishing MRO hubs to provide strategic maintenance support to Army
helicopters for uninterrupted Operations in VUCA environment.
Key stakeholder in strategic planning for combat operationalization of a Squadron by night in highly
active field area (VUCA) and in Modernization of Army Aviation base and allied infrastructure
identified, documented and consolidated uniform standard for Operations.
Planned, coordinated and executed humanitarian & relief operations thus ensuring prolonged
intense operations.
Risk Analysis and Mitigation by careful selection, briefing/debriefing of stakeholders including Users
for Operations. Maintained logs for further records for repeat operations.

Strategic Leadership and
Management

Operational Helicopter Pilot

International Humanitarian Law

Qualified Captain on multi engine State of the Art helicopter, over 2000 hours of flying in one fixed
wing and three types of helicopters.
Supervised Aircrew as a qualified supervisor in Air Operations.
Attained highest Air Crew qualification in relatively short tenure.

Training and Development with
Eduflow

Key Skills

Achievements

People Management
Employee Training & Engagement
Coaching/Mentoring leaders &
Driving Culture

Goc in C commendation card for Merit & Excellence in Service
Citation for Operational excellence

Advanced Industrial Relations &
Labor Laws
Change Management
Stakeholder Management &
Collaboration
Analytical Thinking
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Yogesh Singh Chauhan

Age 44 yrs

A motivated & performance-driven professional, who has delivered transformational change,
leveraging strong operational acumen & analytical abilities throughout his career. Proven track
record in diverse subjects which include program & project execution, resource planning &
optimization, strategic planning & compliance management. A Process Improvement Specialist
with established leadership, problem solving & communication skills. Transitioning to the
corporate as a considered decision after acquiring the Qualitative Requirements for professional
success in the Army.

Strategic Direction/ Project Management
Experience 23 yrs

Background Army

Conceived & formalised annual procurement plans for military equipment from 2019 to 2021 for
Indian Army Southern Command, Pune.
Planned & executed deployment of 127 teams of the Army for Humanitarian Aid & Disaster Relief
(HADR) operations in four states of Southern India resulting in rescue of over 75,000 flood affected
people.
Nominated as lead planner from Southern Command, Pune for Joint Indo-US HADR exercise “Tiger
Triumph” conducted in Nov 2019.
Program lead for conduct of 35th Annual Tri-Services Commanders Conference held in Jaisalmer in
Sep 2019.
Responsible for preparation of vision document & long term (25-30 years) perspective plan for a
strategic entity of the Armed Forces.
Organised & carried out bi-annual empowered committee meetings with strategic Govt departments
for project approvals worth over Rs 2000 Crores annually.

Contact

Operations/ Administration/ Leadership

yschauhan135@gmail.com

As CEO (Commanding Officer), led a team comprising over 700 personnel, heavy war fighting
equipment & stores worth over Rs 500 Crores & ensured over 95% equipment serviceability at all
times.
Decided & guided womb to tomb aspects of operational planning, training, HR development,
logistics, administration & happiness quotient.
Drove performance improvement strategies & performance appraisal of the entire team.
As principal logistics officer, was responsible for logistics & SCM of a team comprising 700
personnel & war fighting equipment deployed over an area of 1800 sq Kms on the border.
Managed task forces for conduct of career advancement training & assessment, recruitment exams,
veteran outreach & grievance redressal at the state level.
Successfully led a team of 150 personnel in Kashmir for over 32 months in Counter Insurgency
operations & delivered decisive & transformational leadership.

https://www.linkedin.com/
in/yschauhan135
+91 7027319086

Education
BA (Eco. Hist. & Geo), JNU
MSc (Defence & Strategic Studies)
PG Diploma in Armament
Technology & Mobile Warfare
Communication
Advance PG Diploma in Personnel
& Security Management

Certifications
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore
LSSGB

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
Strategy Management
Leadership
Risk Analysis & Mitigation
Administration
Human Resource Management
Security & Loss Prevention
Problem Solving

Risk Management/ Security/ Problem Solving/ Loss Prevention
Led an anti-rioting task force in 2016 in Haryana & successfully implemented control measures
which cut down rioting incidents to zero within 48 hours.
Planned & executed high risk Counter Insurgency operations in VUCA conditions with Independent
charge of approx. 400 sq Kms area comprising a civilian population of 40,000-50,000.
Successfully implemented risk mitigation & perception management strategies to win hearts and
minds & earned the trust of the local population.
As tactical mission leader in United Nations Mission in Ethiopia & Eritrea (UNMEE), directed team
building activities & led multi-national personnel in a diplomatically fragile international environment.
Successfully directed the repatriation of refugees in a multi-agency effort across a volatile conflict
zone in Ethiopia & Eritrea.

Training/ Communication/ Mentoring
Excelled in professional training resulting in appointment as faculty at prestigious Military Training
Institutes twice in the career.
As faculty at the Indian Defence Services Staff College, Wellington, responsible for on-boarding &
mentoring over 140 mid-level officers of the Indian & foreign defence forces pursuing their Master’s
Degree.
Program lead for a ten day industry contact program for 500 officers of Indian & Foreign Armed
Forces attending the Indian Staff College in Jan 2018 & conduct of border area tour to J&K for 30
officers in Aug 2018.

Achievements

Analytical Thinking
Commander -in-Chief’s Commendation Card, Strategic Forces Command
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief’s Commendation Card (Southern Command)
General Officer Commanding-in-Chief’s Commendation Card (Army Training Command)
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Yugandhar M Rao

Age 43 yrs

Multi-skilled and self-motivated professional with analytical thinking, problem solving & decisionmaking skills in directing cross-functional & multi-cultural teams using interactive & motivational
leadership as well as collaborating with top management to manage decisive solutions. Dynamic
leader with result-oriented approach having excellent track record of over two decades in various
capacities in the field of Operations, Program/Project management, Administration and HR on
board Naval platforms, Naval Dockyards and Shore establishments.

Operations
Experience 20 yrs

Background Navy

As Senior Manager (Operations), adept in handling all operational defects, short & quick
maintenance schedules of ships and submarines ensuring mission ready state with minimum
downtime.
Prepared weekly operations report and delivered case presentations of strategic and operational
importance to senior leadership for effective decision making in a severely resource constrained
environment.
As the head of Electrical and Electronics department ensured operational availability of critical
systems on board submarines for mission deployments by methodical and effective equipment
exploitation with planned maintenance.
Led teams of over 40 personnel and efficiently managed operations/ logistics and maintenance of
submarines in diverse and challenging environments in the Indian Ocean Region.
Executed plans to rationalise inventory of spares & tools on board submarine resulting in 20% space
and 10% costs savings and finalised master document for spare retrieval.

Contact

Program/Project Management

yuga.medi@gmail.com

As Senior Manager (Planning), led a technical team of 05 Foremen and 10 supervisors in close
liaison with 100 production and support centres for planning and monitoring of projects to a tune of
500 crores for refits and modernization of submarines with focus on preventing time and cost
overruns.
As Senior Manager (Planning & Control) undertook end to end planning, scheduling and execution of
maintenance/ repairs to Hull, Weapon, Electrical and Engineering equipment & systems of over 50
operational ships/ submarines of Western Command over a sustained period of 22 months.
Steered installation, acceptance and commissioning of over 300 Cr worth equipment on the
Scorpene submarines by synergizing efforts of shipyard, overseas OEMs and trials acceptance
teams.
Monitored upgradation of conventional submarine electrical and electronics equipment during
major refit with a limited crew.

linkedin.com/in/yugandhar-mrao-b21516221
+91 7045764188

Education
BTech(EEE), JNU
BSc(Naval Science), Goa
University
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Electrical Specialisation
Course for Officers

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Leadership
Change Leader/ Management
Administration
Problem Solving
Analytical Thinking
Process Improvement

Administration
Planned and implemented software for master data base module related to 7000 service and civilian
personnel in ERP for effective administration of shore establishment with quick and correct data
retrieval in turn saving over 100 precious man hours spent in data collation and verification.
As Senior team leader, was instrumental in management of COVID-19 prevention measures and
effective implementation of all mitigation measures to ensure the establishment remains COVID-19
pandemic free during first and second wave.
Conceptualised innovative Quarantine Management methods and guided a team of junior officers
for development and deployment of software for efficient quarantine management in the
establishment with automatic generation of error free reports to higher formations and aiding in right
decision making in rapidly changing situations during pandemic.

HR
Managed training, appraisal, stress, grievance, record and aspirations of over 300 service and civilian
personnel including mentoring and nurturing talent towards achieving optimal results and meeting
organizational goals.
Assumed full responsibility for morale, motivation and welfare of subordinates in rigorous and
demanding conditions on board submarines.
Proactively handled career planning and assessed performance regularly by rendering more than
600 confidential reports and promoting deserving employees and awards and maintaining an open
work environment.

Achievements
FOC-in-C (South) Commendation for effective Covid-19 pandemic control in Jamnagar Naval Station
with more than 7000 residents.
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Parminder Kaur

Age 38 yrs

A dynamic Engineering professional with 14 years of experience in leading and managing
diversified teams towards successful accomplishment of tasks. By virtue of Military service,
imbibed cross functional experience spanning Operations, Project Management, TechnoLogistics, Administration and Human Resource Management. Strong communication skills being
a forte; Resilience, strong work ethics and Integrity form the core of my personality.

Project Management
Experience 14 yrs

Background Air Force

Led a team of 35 technicians to complete Major Overhaul (9 crores task) of vintage Air Defence
Radar within stipulated time frame of 03 months which enhanced the life of Radar by 20 years.
Improved efficiency of GCA Radar by 60% via root cause analysis, addressing process loopholes
thereby reducing maintenance cost through OEM (HAL) by 30%.
Planned and coordinated photography and video coverage (INR 6 lakhs) of all events of Presidential
Standard colours presented by the then Hon’ble President Mr. Pranab Mukherjee to a Premier Fighter
Aircraft Base in 2015.
Facilitated implementation of Project eMMS (online Maintenance activity monitoring tool), an ERP
system worth INR 900 Crores. Achieved transition to paperless environment.

Operations & Risk Management

Contact
parminder.sehgal16@gmail.com

www.linkedin.com/in/
parmindersehgal/
+91 7076003736

Lead Disaster Management Team during cyclone Foni in May 2019 wherein cyclonic winds
registered speed of approx 150 Kmph. Formulated SOPs and ensured safety of varied Air Force
Equipment worth crores.
Ensured 99% serviceability and 24*7 availability of Radars, Radio transmission equipment for Air
defence post Balakot operations.
Managed operations and maintenance of 50+ transport vehicles (common user and specialist
vehicles). Planned their allocation and move through harsh terrains during Galvan valley skirmish.
Lead Crisis Management Cell during COVID lockdown. Ensured optimal utilisation of resources for
balancing operational necessity and personal safety.

HR Management & Administration
Education
BE (Electronics & Communication)
PG Diploma (Aeronautical
Engineering)
Certificate Course in Business
Management, IIM Indore

Certifications
Leadership Course from CLABS
(Centre for Leadership training
and Behavioural Sciences)

Key Skills
Operations Management
Project Management
People & Resource Management
Vendor Relation Management

As Mess Secretary of Officer’s Mess, worked towards Infrastructure development worth INR 17 lakhs
towards improving the living standard of Mess Members.
Headed Welfare institute and introduced new ventures worth INR 85 lakhs for Air Force families
uplifting their morale and contentment .
As Education Officer, improved the financial condition of Air Force School with upliftment of school
Infrastructure thereby registering an increase in enrolment of students by 40%.

Planning & Procurement
Optimum utilization of allocated funds towards procurement. Roles included forecasting, planning,
preparation of Statement of Cases, drafting RFPs, tendering , placing supply orders and conducting
cost negotiations with the vendor.
Liaised with Integrated Financial Advisors of GoI to hasten procurement cases in shortest possible
time.

Achievements
Appreciation by Command Senior Maintenance Staff Officer for rectification of Long Pending Fault
of Precision Approach Radar.
Appreciation from Director General Aerospace safety institute for best Aerospace safety article in Air
Force Blue Glory Magazine.

Leadership
Public Relation & Communication
Skills
Risk Analysis, Management &
Mitigation
Team Building & Mentoring
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Smrati Goswami
Wife of Late Squadron Leader Pravesh Kumar Goswami (Retd.) whom we lost during the course
due Covid. She is a Human Resource Generalist with 2 years of professional experience in
corporate office of the OEM of Kirloskar. She possess strong communication skills and good
knowledge in managing payroll, P.F. , E.S.I. handling and office administration. A team and result
oriented individual in achieving H.R. and Admin related activities who has successfully managed
overall H.R. activities in multi-location set up and contributed in enhancing operational efficiency.

Human Resource Management
Contact
smratidixit@gmail.com
https://www.linkedin.com/in/
smrati-dixit-29a46521
+91 8955474909

Education
BA(English Literature & Economics
PG in English Literature
MBA HR & Finance

Key Skills
Leadership
Strong communication skills
HR Management
Office & General Administration
Payroll
Microsoft Office
Training & Development
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Designed and executed Human Resources Solutions involving HR processes & practices.
Derived significant improvement in standardizing approach and knowledge among key constituents
involved in people engagements to ensure smooth implementation of all the HR processes.
Consulting to Business Units on required HR interventions such as working with business unit heads
to analyze survey results and help develop BU specific action plans for improved organizational
health.
Recruitment of personnel to meet the specific demands of the company.
Reviewed, designed, analyzed & amended HR processes, policies & practices in function and
implemented in the system.

General Administration
Overall handling of Salary, P.F., ESI etc.
Clearance of imprest vouchers of plant and different branches in different states.
Arrangement of conferences and seminars.
Planned & initiated processes to assess & improve Organizational and Employees Health.
Periodically assessed the Manpower Utilization and planned various engagement initiatives.
Rationalized Compensation & Benefits as per market trends and company standards.

Training and Developement
Created portfolio of Technical & non technical trainings that addressed the development needs of
the Marketing and service department.
Addressed the development needs of the center by running the Training Needs Assessment
annually.
Developed Campus to Corporate sessions to integrate and acculturate campus joiners into the
organization.
Coordinated implementation of Corporate Learning Initiatives.
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Past
Recruiters
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Iife @
IIMI
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Placement
Procedure

1

Applications & Short lists
Companies are requested to provide job descriptions for available job openings. Depending on the
prevailing circumstances, a decision can be taken regarding the mode of interaction which includes
interviews and/ or pre-placement talks.
In response to job descriptions & requirements floated by companies, candidates would apply through
Placement Committee. Resumes submitted by candidates will be provided to the companies by the
Placement Committee.
Based on candidate’s application, companies are required to send details of shortlisted candidates to
Placement Committee at least a week prior to the planned placement interviews.

2

Placement Interviews
We have a flexible Placement approach wherein candidates will be made available throughout the
duration of the course through an online or offline mode. A placement week will be organised on a
pre-determined date, based on the state of the Pandemic.
Companies desirous of having pre-placement talks are requested to indicate a convenient date, time
and preferred mode of interaction to the PLACOM so that necessary arrangements can be made.
Online interviews as per the company’s norm will be done and in case of physical campus interviews,
rooms/ spaces shall be arranged. In addition, accommodation for the recruiting team could be provided
within the campus, subject to availability and based on the requirements.
Candidates are responsible for finalizing other details including, but not limited to salary, location, perks,
and title directly with recruiters.

3

Offers & Acceptance
Companies can make an offer to the candidates after their final interview. To streamline the process,
companies are requested to communicate the following details to PLACOM via email (copied to the
candidate): - Indication that an offer has been made to a candidate.
- Confirmation of acceptance or rejection of an offer by a candidate.
Companies shall be kept informed of any subsequent amendments or changes to these procedures, if
any. The contact email and Mobile Numbers of the PLACOM members are mentioned below.
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CONTACT DETAILS
Placement Committee Email Id:

ccbmdoplacom@iimidr.ac.in

Yogesh Singh Chauhan
+91 7027319086

Pratyush Kumar Singh Gaur
+91 9622411559

Sudheendra SN
+91 7599239738

Raghvender Singh
+91 8588817291

Rohan D Pawar
+91 9920256830

Ashima
+91 9381264879

Sumit Sharma
+91 7696188996

Placement
Committee
Contact Details
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INDIAN INSTITUTE OF MANAGEMENT INDORE
Prabandh Shikhar, Rau Pithampur Road, Indore, Madhya Pradesh 453556
http://www.iimidr.ac.in/executive-programmes/CCBMDO
https://www.linkedin.com/in/ccbmdo

EMAIL ID:
ccbmdoplacom@iimidr.ac.in
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